Three founding nations - One Constitution
When watching the various media reports regarding various land occupations by native protesters such
as Ipperwash or Caledonia it is easy to overlook that there are human faces associated with the
images of violence you see on TV. For every event there is heartache and for every headline there is
another family living in fear.
The purpose of this report is to tell some of the human stories that – with few exceptions - most of the
media have refused to tell. We hope to give a voice to the victims of landclaim lawlessness so the
people of Ontario can see it is not just land that is being argued about, but the very lives of average
people who, through no fault of their own, have become pawns in a violent movement to force a
political agenda.
For every headline there are the tears of the parents, the children, the husbands & wives that go
unreported. There are the nights of fear and the stress that comes with repeated intimidation by
masked warriors carrying bats and other weapons.
Days turn into weeks, then months and now years, and no government makes any real effort to deal
with the lawlessness. Then, it suddenly dawns on victims that their rights and their health & safety, and
that of their children have been sacrificed on the altar of political correctness.
When residents finally realize that the Ontario Provincial Police not only will not help them, but are, in
fact, actively working to ensure native protesters are – for the most part – unaccountable for their
crimes, then the hopelessness sets in. Any degree of calm is seen as a great day, and the fear that the
violence may return causes them to deny the reality in hopes they can have just one more day without
fear.
The OPP and government prey on this fear by willfully working to pit neighbour against neighbour and
group against group. Divided people living in fear are far easier to control than a united group
demanding government action. The political will to restore the rule of law is nowhere to be found within
the government, and so it is easier for them to appease violent protesters while covering up the human
cost of their violence.
CANACE – Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality - is a grassroots movement designed to bring
about the public pressure necessary to encourage all levels of government to take the actions required
to maintain law and order during land claims. For the past 16 months we have been conducting a
media and legal campaign to educate the public, politicians, academics and media about land claim
lawlessness.
We provide a voice for the victims – both native and non-native - especially for those who are too afraid
to speak out in public. We believe that the fear of lawlessness is never a good substitute to true peace.
In Canada people should not have live in hopeless fear because the Ontario Provincial Police and the
Dalton McGuinty government choose to follow a political agenda rather than fulfill their duty to the
Canadian Public.
Political correctness is no substitute for compassion for others.
Gary McHale

Executive Director of CANACE
P.S. After reading this report, please take the time to join CANACE to help bring about
Equality and Justice in Canada. (http://ucare.wordpress.com/membership-info)
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Why are there Victims?
Although all communities have victims of crime,
Caledonia is unique for the following reasons:
Willingness to use Violence to further Political Agenda
Some native protesters have learned that the use of violence gains
them political power and cash payments from both the federal &
provincial governments. Such violence by any other group would
be called terrorism or extortion and no government would
negotiate with the perpetrators.
It would be a serious mistake, however, to believe that those who
engage in violent activities speak for all native peoples. In fact, as
you will come to understand, native people themselves are being
victimized by land claim violence and law enforcement failures.

Refusal by OPP to enforce Court Orders or the Law
The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) no longer functions as a
police force when native land claims are involved. The OPP has
become a political arm of the government, a fact repeatedly
demonstrated by their failure to enforce Court Orders or the
Criminal Code itself due, in large part, to agreements made by
Ontario cabinet ministers with native lawbreakers.
The direct breakdown in the 'Rule of Law' has emboldened some
native protesters who teach that they are above the law and not
subject to the Criminal Code.

Unwillingness of Native Protesters to use the Courts
In all democracies throughout the world people who have
grievances against governments take their case before the Court
and allow an independent Judge and/or jury to rule on the case.
Native protesters know full well that in court one side wins and one
side loses.
Violent protests are being used in lieu of the courts to ensure
payment because governments are more concerned about public
image than public safety. Since all payouts in response to violence
or the threat of violence are at taxpayers' expense, politicians
seem not to care whether the Land Claim is legal or illegal so long
as they can appear to have solved the problem.

Native Protesters believe they are at WAR
In any wartime mentality the fact that innocent people become
victims is quickly overlooked for the greater good gained by
winning the war. So what if a bridge is destroyed or a power
station or the highway and railway are attacked, because that is
what happens at a time of war. The problem is…we are not at war.

Caledonia is a small town
Can you imagine any Government allowing this to happen in
Toronto or any other big city? How long would Premier McGuinty
and the police allow fires and vehicles to be thrown onto the 401?
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Message from Haldimand Law Association
Barristers - Solicitors - Notaries Public
May 23, 2006
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: Native Land Occupation of Douglas Creek Estates,
Caledonia, Ontario
I am writing to you in my capacity as the President of the Haldimand Law Association, which
represents lawyers practicing law in Haldimand County.
The refusal of the Ontario Provincial Police to comply with and enforce valid and
outstanding court orders issued by the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in respect of the
land occupation by Natives of the Douglas Creek Estates Development is of great concern to
our membership. We believe that the failures of the Ontario Provincial Police to enforce
direct court orders has serious implications in respect of the administration of justice,
both real and perceived, and the rights of landowners not only in Caledonia and Haldimand
County, but throughout the Province. We understand that the actions of the Natives in this
matter are motivated by frustration by the process and manner in which Native land claims
and other related issues have been dealt with by the federal and provincial governments.
However, this does not permit these individuals to ignore court orders and to violate the
law of this Province and Country. A fundamental characteristic of any democratic
civilization is the governance of the Rule of Law. When the Rule of Law comes under attack
so do the rights and freedoms of every individual in that society. The Rule of Law is under
attack in Haldimand County and the powers that be, that have been entrusted to ensure the
operation of the Rule of Law and to protect the rights and freedoms of the residents of
Canada, are either refusing or neglecting to act.
If this all seems a little bit dramatic, then we ask the reader to consider what their
reaction would be if protestors or individuals, whether Native or of other origin, attended
at your residence and summarily evicted you from your property without any legal right to
do so and those responsible for enforcing the law refused to take any action to assist.
This is what has happened and is happening in Caledonia right now. Perhaps if the Ontario
Provincial Police and the provincial government had carried out their obligations in a
diligent fashion and observed their responsibility to enforce the law, the recent violence
which has taken place in Caledonia could have been avoided.
The Haldimand Law Association, in the interests of the administration of justice in
Haldimand County and all parts of the Province, calls upon the Ontario Provincial Police
and those other individuals and authorities with the power and duty to enforce and protect
the operation of the Rule of Law in this Country to take action to do so. For as long as
they refuse, they fail us all and all of our rights and freedoms remain under attack.

Yours very truly,
Michael J. McLachlin
President, Haldimand Law Association
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$12M Lawsuit: Misfeasance in Public Office
Statements from Dave Brown & Dana Chatwell's lawsuit against the OPP and the Ontario Government
56. On or about April 21st, 2007, the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs for Ontario, David
Ramsey, entered into an agreement with the protestors and the Haudenosaunee Six Nations
Confederacy council not to proceed further with any criminal charges arising from the raid
by the O.P.P. on April 20th, 2006.
57. On May 3rd, 2006, the Minister of Community Safety and Correctional Services for
Ontario, Monte Kwinter, provided a written undertaking to the protestors and the
Haudenosaunee Six Nations confederacy Council that the Crown would not ask for Federal
Government to provide military support to the O.P.P. with respect to Douglas Creek Estates.
113. The agreement by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs made with the native protestors
and the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy and Council on or about April 21, 2006, not
to proceed any further with any criminal charges arising from the raid by the O.P.P. on
April 20, 2006 is outside of his authority and improperly interferes with the lawful duties
of police officers of the O.P.P., the duties of Commissioner Boniface, Commissioner
Fantino, and Inspector Haggith and the duties and obligations of the Attorney General of
Ontario and constitutes misfeasance in public office.
114. The Plaintiffs plead that the agreement made by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs was
made with the knowledge and acquiescence of the Attorney General of Ontario and that such
acquiescence constitutes a violation of s. 5(b) of the Ministry of the Attorney General
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. M.17, as an administration of public affairs that is contrary to law
and constitutes misfeasance in public office.
115. Under s. 3(2) of the Police Services Act, the Solicitor General for Ontario, now the
Minister of Community Safety and Correctional Services, has a duty to ensure that adequate
and effective police services are provided at the municipal and provincial levels. The
Minister has failed to ensure that the O.P.P. has sufficient police services to carry out
the following:
a. the enforcement of the Orders of Justice Barry H. Matheson dated March 3, 2006 and the
Orders of Justice T. David Marshall dated March 9, 17 and 28, 2006;
b. to ensure that Argyle Street south was free of nuisance and open for passage; and
c. protect the Plaintiffs.
116. The written undertaking given by the Minister of Community Safety and Correctional
Services to the native protestors and the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy and Council
on May 3, 2006 not to ask the federal government to provide military support to the O.P.P.
at Douglas Creek Estates was in excess of his authority as Minister of Community Safety and
Correctional Services and was a wrongful interference with the lawful duties of
Commissioners Boniface and Fantino and Inspector Haggith and constitutes misfeasance in
public office.
117. The Minister of Aboriginal Affairs, the Minister of Community Safety and Correctional
Services and the Attorney General must carry out their duties within the authority provided
to them by their governing legislation.
118. The Plaintiffs plead that the O.P.P., Commissioners Boniface and Fantino, and
Inspector Haggith have not exercised their discretion but have abdicated their
responsibilities and duties and have simply complied with the direction of politicians, of
native protestors and of the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy Council or other native
groups.
119. The Minister of Community Safety and Correctional Services, the Minister of Aboriginal
Affairs, the Attorney General, and the O.P.P. engaged in a course of conduct which actively
protected and condoned unlawful and criminal conduct and activity of the protestors and
failed to protect the rights of the Plaintiffs as citizens of Canada, Ontario and Haldimand
County, denying the Plaintiffs the equal protection threat they are entitled to under the
law in a free and democratic society. Said conduct constitutes misfeasance in public office.
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Open letter to Premier McGuinty and MP Finley
by lawyer Ed McCarthy of Hagersville, Ontario - Sept. 21, 2007
Dear Premier and Minister:
I am dictating this letter after yet another episode of native occupation and violence in Caledonia, this time at the Stirling
Street Development. As a lifelong resident of this area and having practiced law here for the past 37 years, I find it
difficult to sit by and not raise my voice in protest against this lawless activity which is bringing the whole process of
development in the Grand River Watershed to a standstill, ruining many businesses and disturbing the normal life of
many of our citizens.
The Natives feel aggrieved.
However, you should remind them that their forefathers surrendered, at various times, all the lands along the Grand River
in Haldimand County, (except for the present Reserve), the final surrender being in 1841. This was affirmed by the Six
Nations Petition to the government in 1843, and reaffirmed at a Six Nations council meeting in 1844. Therefore, the Six
Nations do not own any lands in Haldimand outside the present boundaries of the Reserve. Nevertheless, despite these
surrenders, the Natives do have a grievance. The Six Nations are entitled to an accounting of the proceeds of the sale of
all the lands the government was to sell outside the present boundaries of the Reserve. Most of these lands were sold in
the 1840's and 50's, such as the Douglas Creek and Stirling Street Lands in Caledonia and the Northview School Lands
in Hagersville, as well as most of the Townships of Oneida and Seneca and the town plot of Caledonia.
I call upon Minister Finley to publish an accounting of the proceeds of the sale of these lands and how those monies have
been expended. This is what the lawsuit, which the Six Nations started in 1995, is all about. It is about an accounting of
what happened to the money from the proceeds of the sale of these lands. It is not about a land reclamation. Indeed, any
thoughtful person objectively looking at the history of the situation would recognize that the Native title to the lands
outside the present Reserve was long ago relinquished. However, such a person would also recognize that a real question
remains as to whether or not the proceeds from the sale of those lands has been properly accounted for. Therefore,
Minster Finley, it is incumbent upon your government to once and for all tell us the true story about this accounting and to
ante up the necessary funds to the Six Nations for any deficiency there may be in these accounts. This is a responsibility
which your government, and all Federal governments before, have woefully failed to discharge.
As an aside, Minister, it would also be instructive to publish an accounting of how much money the Federal government,
since 1867, has transferred to the Six Nations to support their various activities owing to the fact that the usual taxes that
the rest of us pay are not paid by residents of the Reserve unless they pay income tax from working off the Reserve.
Mr. Premier, although it may be the responsibility of the Federal Government to deal with the accounting issue mentioned
above, it is nevertheless the responsibility of your government to enforce the law. This has not been done. When we
witnessed the spectacle of what happened at Douglas Creek a year ago, what happened in Hagersville this past spring,
and what is now happening at the Stirling Street Development, we have to stop and ask ourselves why we are allowing
any one group in society to engage in civil and sometimes violent disobedience in an attempt to impose their political
beliefs. This is not the tradition in which most of us have been raised. I have written on earlier occasions about the law
breaking activities of these protestors who violate not only the Provincial Trespass to Property Act, but also the Mischief
and the Intimidation sections of the Criminal Code. I find it repugnant how our police stand by and let these crimes occur
in their face.
Premier, without recounting the whole sorry situation at Douglas Creek, I was appalled to se the OPP stand on the
sidewalk in Hagersville this spring, and let the protestors stop the construction activities on the former Northview School
property. The same thing is happening again at the Stirling Street Development as I write these words. These activities
were and are clear violations of the Trespass to Property Act, and the Mischief and Intimidation sections of the Criminal
Code. It is high time that you and your relevant Minister instructed Commissioner Fantino that the OPP is to enforce the
law regardless of whether it is Natives or any of the rest of us that break it. The OPP is not meant to be simply a bunch of
traffic cops. I am sure that the rank and file OPP members would feel duty bound to enforce the Criminal Code against
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these illegal activities of which I complain if they were only instructed to do so. It is high time the OPP hierarchy was told
to instruct their officers to enforce the law, the whole law, not just the part that deals with keeping the peace but also the
part that deals with preventing crimes. If the OPP feels it cannot rein in the illegal activities of Native protestors, then there
are provisions available in the Emergencies Act to call in the army. The more these people are allowed to get away with,
the more emboldened they become. This may well be an explanation for what happened last Thursday at the Stirling
Street Development.
Premier, the Hamilton Spectator last Wednesday, September 12th, reported that an official of your Aboriginal Affairs
Ministry, (Lars Eddy), stated that developers have to find their own solutions if Natives occupy or stop their projects. What
kind of an abdication of responsibility is that? He is further reported as stating that the province stands behind its land tile
system that allows development along the Grand River. Surely the most fundamental incident of a person's land title, is
the right of the person to peaceful occupation and enjoyment of that land. This is what statutes like the Trespass To
Property Act and the Mischief and Intimidation sections of the Criminal code are designed to protect. The enforcement of
these provisions rests in this area with the OPP. Section 42 (1) (a) of the Police Services Act says it is the duty of police
officers to preserve the peace. Section 21 (1) (b) says it is the duty of police officers to prevent crimes and other offenses.
These are two independent duties. The OPP is not entitled to pick one (keep the peace) and ignore the other (prevent
crimes). The OPP thus has a duty to put an end to these occupations the minute they arise. Therefore, the OPP should be
instructed to forthwith enforce the law at Stirling Street and bring this occupation to a speedy conclusion and, to do
likewise as soon as any similar activity arises.
Premier, your government bought Douglas Creek. You have allowed the protestors to remain on site in spite of the fact
that they have been and are violating the Ontario Building Code Act by building buildings without permits, by occupying
buildings without occupancy permits and by destructing and reconstructing existing buildings without permits.
Furthermore, the roads of the Douglas Creek Subdivision are public roads, belonging to Haldimand County, on which all
citizens have a right to walk or drive. Despite this, the police have allowed these roads to be blockaded so no one can
gain access to the site other than the native protestors. I need not mention the intimidation that has been inflicted upon the
neighbours who live around the Douglas Creek Subdivision. It is high time that you bring this occupation to an end. An
ultimatum should be given to the occupiers under the Trespass To Property Act, revoking any permission they have been
given to remain in occupation. If the ultimatum is not honoured, then the OPP should be instructed to enforce the law.
Lastly, Premier, we are in the midst of a provincial election. You have a strong and determined candidate here in
Haldimand-Norfolk. While I have not spoken to her on this issue, I nevertheless think that it would be a great disservice to
her, if you fail to take some strong and immediate steps in this campaign with a view to bringing these matters to a
speedy resolution. So far, I only hear your principal opponent talking about such steps. I realize that the Federal
Government has a huge responsibility in this matter also, as I have mentioned above. You, therefore, need to speak out
publicly to Minister Finley about the need for her government to do something along the lines mentioned above and you,
on behalf of your government, need to discharge your duty as above set forth.
As most of us in this riding see it, the negotiations that are apparently going on are a waste of time. Nothing of any
consequence appears to be forthcoming from them. I would suggest that the reason no progress is being made, is
because assumptions are being made that the Six Nations are entitled to the land, rather than an accounting of the
proceeds of the sale of the lands which at one time belonged to their forefathers.
Therefore, Mr. Premier and Minister Finley, I urge you to take these matters seriously as I suspect that most people in
Haldimand County are as fed up with this situation as I am. For once let us see some cooperation between from the
Federal and Provincial government on this issue.
Sincerely yours,
Ed McCarthy

McCarthy & Fowler, Barristers & Solicitors
Hagersville
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On Aug 28, 2006 the OPP Association provided the OPP Regional Command Staff of West Region & GHQ
Command Staff with a list of questions regarding Caledonia. Below is the Q&A

OPPA BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ QUESTIONS
RE: CALEDONIA
1. Why has MAG launched an appeal of the Superior court judges ruling?
MAG is appealing this ruling on the basis the judge does not have jurisdiction to stop the parties from negotiating.
2. What is the articulated focus of the OPP with regards to Caledonia?
Note - It is important to bear in mind that Board members have been present at shift briefings where this
has been put forward and we have spoken to Incident Commanders. We have seen it change from keeping
the peace to the present articulation of, enforcing the law.
The OPP is committed to a peaceful resolution of this matter. Peace officers are given discretion in how the peace
is kept and laws enforced. Public and officer safety are paramount objectives.
3. Why is it that when Federal and Provincial Statutes are being contravened in the presence of OPP
officers in Caledonia they are not taking the appropriate and immediate action that they would if they were
anywhere else in the Province?
Taking the appropriate enforcement action does not always mean taking immediate action. Police officers have
discretion in how laws are enforced. Several people have been charged and brought before the courts, arising from
the Caledonia incident without public or officer safety being endangered. Where this issue has arisen, an outside
police agency has been asked to review the matter.
4. Prior to, or following any arrest or contact with individuals in Caledonia, why is the Command Post
asking our members if the person in question is white or non-white? When the person is nonwhite or First
Nations, they are being told to “stand down” or “release”.
No order or direction of this kind has been made to OPP members. A member has the discretion to decide on how
a person under arrest should be released in accordance with the law.
5. Our members are highly trained professional police officers. Why are our members not being told and
then supported by Command to enforce all the laws of this Municipality, Province and Country?
The OPP’s goal is a peaceful resolution of this incident. Achievement of this goal requires the judicious use of
discretion on how laws are enforced.
6. What is the long range plan for Caledonia in terms of Command, deployment, staffing, lodging for our
members and enforcing the laws of this Municipality, Province and Country?
The OPP will continue to deploy members from all locations and provide adequate lodging for them until there is a
resolution of the incident.
7. Is there a commitment to undertake a full debrief of this incident after its conclusion?
Yes.
8. Why were members deployed without the appropriate equipment when it was readily available?
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Incident Commanders at the site evaluate what is required for members performing different duties to carry out their
responsibilities. The equipment required changes with the circumstances. The safety of OPP members is a
paramount consideration.
9. Why was there a decision to deploy tactical officers in non-tactical uniforms?
When deployed to Caledonia, TRU members have always worn tactical uniforms. With the exception of April 20th,
ERT members have always worn tactical uniforms. The decision regarding uniforms is directly related to the task
assigned. On April 20th, ERT were utilized as regular uniform officers (not POU), and therefore were attired in
regular uniform.
10. Officers who normally have Caledonia as their work location will be faced with considerable pressures
after Caledonia is over. What action plan is being considered to repair their relationships with all of the
stakeholders in the Community?
The process of rebuilding relationships between the community and the OPP will likely be a lengthy one. The OPP
is committed to working with all stakeholders to achieve this goal.
11. Why were the OPP placed in the role of peacekeepers and not law enforcement officers?
See the answers to question #s 2 and 3.
12. Why are the First Nations people treated differently than any other citizen?
The Canadian constitution recognizes the rights of aboriginal peoples with respect to land claims. The OPP take
this into account when dealing with aboriginal peoples and land claim issues. The colour of right is often in question
in land claim disputes. The OPP is committed to investigating offences and taking the appropriate enforcement
action where an offender(s) can be identified and there is sufficient evidence.
13. Why has the government perpetuated a two tier judicial system?
The OPP does not comment on Government policies.
14. Why were officers deployed with direction that would violate policy or SOP?
OPP members have been deployed in accordance with established policy and practices. Incident commanders
have discretion in deploying members appropriate for the circumstances.
15. How long are the officers remaining on the front line at detachments across the province expected to
work short staffed with their overwhelming workloads? How long are these officers expected to sustain
and perform their day to day duties?
Deployment of members from detachments has been done to minimize the impact on front line service including
deploying members from GHQ and RHQs. The OPP continues to assess and adjust the numbers of staff required
as circumstances dictate. The OPP has a long history of responding to major incidents while maintaining an
adequate level of policing at all detachments.
16. Long term plans? What is the plan to staff Caledonia over the coming months / years? Is there any
relief in terms of staffing?
The OPP will continue to deploy staff to Caledonia until a resolution is reached. Staffing levels will be assessed on
an ongoing basis to ensure adequate levels of policing and adjustments made as necessary.
17. Can the OPP outline the communications plan? Officers appear to receive little information on the
status of the occupation. Why are the activities only heard about through the media? Members across the
province should be informed.
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The OPP has continuously communicated with staff since the beginning of this incident including 6 letters from the
Commissioner, backgrounders on the history of the dispute and directions on administrative matters. Most of this
information may be found on the OPP’s intranet webpage under Project Haldimand.
18. What are the contingency plans if officers are sent to another occupation somewhere else in the
province? Do officers react the same way they have been told to in Caledonia or are there two sets of
rules?
The OPP is mandated to respond to occupations within its jurisdiction. The OPP’s response will take into account
the circumstances of the dispute, which may or may not be similar to the issues at Caledonia.
19. Why are we leaving regular uniform officers in harms way when we have fully trained and equipped
units available to deal with this?
Where circumstances have required specialized units, they have been deployed. The OPP’s commitment to public
and officer safety remains paramount.
20. Why are we allowing officers to get sprayed by fire hoses without dealing with the situation or getting
them out of there all together?
The fire hose incident took place on August 15th. The police were deployed on a line between the Caledonians and
the Occupiers. On three occasions an occupier sprayed water towards the Caledonians. When this first occurred,
police took immediate action to get the water turned off.
Unfortunately the water source was on the occupied property and couldn't be accessed. Other options and their
impacts had to be considered. Police were not targeted but were inadvertently sprayed. On the first two occasions
the water was sprayed on a high arc over the heads of the police towards the Caledonians. On the third occasion
the water was directed towards a Caledonian singing "O Canada" who was standing in close proximity to an OPP
Sergeant. The OPP Sergeant was sprayed in the back but at no time was he at risk nor did he perceive himself to
be at risk. Police reacted in a reasonable and professional manner, effectively preventing a bad situation from
getting worse.
21. Why is the OPP command not even appearing to be involved in this situation, especially in the media,
by speaking on behalf of the members?
Senior OPP staff have been assigned to manage the OPP’s response and speak to the media where appropriate.
The OPP’s approach has been to respond to media inquiries and not to provide comments or opinions that may
impede the negotiations given the volatility of the situation and that negotiations are ongoing.
22. Given that weapons have been seen and intelligence would indicate they are present, why is Caledonia
not a level II incident?
The reliability of all information/intelligence is continually assessed. On a daily basis, police respond to occurrences
where weapons are suspected or known to be present. The mere presence of weapons does not in itself constitute
a threat to police/public. An incident is deemed Level Two only when/if there is a confirmed threat to life. All POU
Commanders deployed to Caledonia are also Level Two Incident Commanders and continually evaluate the threat
and appropriate police response.
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Caledonia: Living With Violence
All examples below are supported by mainstream media reports

Destruction of hydro sub-station
Assaults & threats to residents
Assaults on media personnel
Burning down of a bridge
Attempted murder of OPP officer
Digging up & blockading of Highway #6
Attack upon seniors
Destroying vehicles
Numerous police officers injured
Damage to homes & property of residents
Assault upon US border guards
Burning of barns & sheds
Numerous grass fires
Intimidation of residents with loud noises & bright lights
Masked native mobs roaming streets with bats & clubs
Repeated death threats against residents & OPP
Use of pepper spray against residents & OPP
Threats to power grid
Theft of private property
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Violence & more Violence – June 9, 2006
On June 9, 2006 three events occurred that demonstrated the extreme
level of violence native protesters were willing to use to force their will
upon the Canadian government and the Province of Ontario.
In a 90 minute time frame protesters attacked an elderly couple, then a
CHTV camera crew filming the incident. In both cases the OPP stood
by and watched without coming to the aid of the victims. Both the
elderly man and CHTV cameraman were taken to the hospital.
An hour later, native protesters attacked US border guards & OPP
officers sitting in a van stationed in front of residents' homes near the
occupied Douglas Creek Estates (DCE). The officers were assaulted,
their van stolen and the protesters attempted to drive over one officer.
Again, as in other events that day, other OPP officers stationed within
50 feet did nothing to aid the victims of this attack.
For complete details regarding this Attempted Murder go to 'Attempted
Murder of OPP Officer’' on page 29 of this report.

Caledonia Class Action Lawsuit
“On June 9, 2006, an elderly couple, Kathe Golke and Gunther
Golke, of Simcoe, Ontario, stopped their car on Argyle Street
near the protesters' barricade to look into Douglas Creek
Estates. The couple was followed into the nearby Canadian Tire
parking lot by approximately 25 protestors who surrounded their
car, would not let them leave, and taunted them with threats of
death or physical harm. One protestor put his hand through the
open window and others jumped on the vehicle. Mr. Golke
suffered a heart attack that required treatment at West
Haldimand Memorial Hospital. This incident took place in full
view of nearby OPP officers;”

Caledonia Class Action Lawsuit
“On June 9, 2006, two CH TV newsmen, Ken MacKay, a
reporter and Nick Garbutt, a cameraman, were assaulted by
protestors when they attempted to film the incident referred to in
subparagraph d. above. When they arrived at the scene, Garbutt
set up his television camera approximately 50 feet away and
was told by one of he OPP officers at the site not to get any
closer. A group of the protestors left the Golke’s car, walked past
two OPP officers, and demanded that Mr. Garbutt hand over his
camera and film. When one of the protestors reached for the
camera Mr. Garbutt grabbed his arm. He was then spun around,
thrown against the side of the CH TV van, held in a head lock
and punched in the head. His camera was taken and the video
tape inside was removed. Mr. Garbutt required treatment at
West Haldimand General Hospital. Mr. MacKay reported that
approximately 15 OPP officers witnessed the assault, but took
no steps to prevent it;”
Native protesters have demonstrated their willingness to attack people
who are the most vulnerable in society. They demonstrated their
willingness to attack free speech when they assaulted a camera crew.
They also demonstrated their willingness to seriously assault police
and even kill for their cause.
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“One OPP officer said the
situation has gone beyond the
control of police officers and has
become an issue for the Canadian
military.”
Toronto Sun – June 10, 2006

“McGuinty said, "It was with great
disappointment that I learned of the
violent incidents in Caledonia today.
I would like to express sympathy
and concern for those injured."”
Hamilton Spectator – June 9, 2006

“The incidents at Caledonia, Ont.,
which occurred Friday night,
included the swarming of an elderly
couple's vehicle, and assaults on
two television news cameramen
from Hamilton who were filming the
incident. Police say protesters also
swarmed a United States Border
Patrol vehicle and dragged out its
three occupants. The stolen vehicle
was then used to speed toward an
Ontario Provincial Police officer,
who was injured as he was pulled
out of its path.”
Globe & Mail – June 12, 2006
“The central focus of civil authority
in our society has long been to
provide peace, order and good
government. The McGuinty Liberals
have demonstrated abysmal
governance by failing to provide
neither peace in Caledonia, nor
order among the various
lawbreakers. The Liberals' ostrich
approach to the crisis in Caledonia
only emboldened the native
protesters into ever more extreme
actions in order to gain the
government's attention. Now
thousands of people's lives have
been negatively affected, millions of
dollars have been lost, and most
importantly the rule of law, the very
basis of our civil compact with each
other, has been severely damaged.”
MPP Ted Chudleigh – July 12, 2006
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Remember the Children
Notre Dame Catholic School – Elementary

Children Who Live in Fear
You most likely have never heard of Notre Dame Catholic School in
Caledonia because the media appears to be, for the most part, unwilling to
report on the human side of what happens during illegal and violent
occupations unless there are shocking images to show readers.
On Oct. 15, 2006 we organized our first ‘March for Freedom’ in Caledonia to
peacefully draw attention to the problems in Caledonia. We marched to this
school so the media could see the security cameras, the high fence and be
told about the fact that the OPP are present at every recess at this school. It
is probably the only school in Canada where a high fence was built with a
police line marking off the fence directly due to the fact of the seriousness of
the violence that was occurring. This fence, designed to segregate the
children from masked Warriors with weapons, is a first for Canada.
Imagine the fear the children and parents must live through to cause such
steps to have to be taken. Even with such steps this school often goes into
lock-down mode due to the ongoing threat of violence. Many times it is
more than just a threat of violence that causes such lock downs. On May
17, 2007 a man with an AK47 was screaming he was going to kill someone.
It was reported to the OPP stationed 24/7 beside this school who did not
intervene, but called Six Nations Police miles away. The gunman later shot
an innocent man at a nearby smoke shop. These violent acts either start or
occur on Douglas Creek Estates (DCE) which is the zone occupied by the
protesters. This land is owned by the Ontario government, but the OPP are
not allowed to patrol it, leading to a completely lawless situation that has –
according to native media - frightened even the original occupiers. Elected
Chief David General was quoted on August 15, 2007 as saying that the
DCE is not sacred land because two rapes and “other unseemly acts” have
occurred there.
The houses you see in the photo behind the fence are the reason for the
fence. The native protesters stole these homes to live in and as such they
are the centre of the violence that occurs in Caledonia.
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Security Cameras

8ft Fence with Police Line tape

Public Statements by Caledonia Parents
Anne Marie VanSickle - Affidavit sworn on Nov. 16, 2006
“We have had to evacuate our children from our home on two separate occasions, one of these occasions was on
advisement by the OPP;… My family has been kept awake by chanting, loud drums, pounding, construction
equipment, gunfire and other loud noises during all hours of the night… Spotlights have been shone in our
children's bedrooms and in our bedroom throughout the night. This has impacted our sleep on many occasions…
We witnessed our neighbours being assaulted in front of our home by the occupiers… My family has been
verbally assaulted by the occupiers as we tried to enter our home. I have been verbally attacked on several
occasions while in font of my home, occupiers have yelled at me calling such things as: "Whitey", "bitch", "whore",
"parasite", "cunt"… Occupiers frequently take pictures of my family as we enter and leave our property… A
vehicle was hijacked in front of our home and the occupants assaulted by the occupiers …”
Quintin Chausse - Affidavit sworn on Nov. 15, 2006
“Our children are subjected to the sight of protestors dressed in camouflage fatigues, wearing face masks and
carrying weapons;... Our children were prevented from attending school for two days because of the activities on
the occupation site… I was physically assaulted by a protestor which resulted in criminal charges being laid
against the protestor… my family has been kept awake by loud music, chanting, loud drums pounding and other
loud noises during all hours of the night… my family has been awakened by ATVs and truck engines and racing
vehicles up and down the Douglas Creek Estates at all hours of the night…”
Steve Tong - Affidavit sworn on Nov. 18, 2006
“My family has lost several nights of sleep being kept awake by intentionally loud noise disruptions such as loud
music, chanting and car/truck engines revving;… Our youngest child has a seizure disorder and the noise and
disruptions have greatly affected her sleeping patterns which makers her tired and slows the rate of the
developmental gains realized from her therapy;… I have on several occasions had protestors in my property in
the backyard or had them looking over the fence into my yard;… Our safety has been endangered by ATV's
running up and down our surveys by masked protestors often carrying weapons such as clubs;… I have had my
life threatened on several occasions… I have received threatening phone calls and email including several death
threats… threats to burn down my house… I was physically assaulted by a protester which resulted in criminal
charges begin brought against him… I live with constant fear that a member of my family may get hurt in an
altercation similar to those that have witnessed.”
Paul Durcek - Affidavit sworn on Nov. 14, 2006
“Our grandchildren were forced to stay at home due to school closings… Our grandchildren have constant police
presence at their school… at least once every week, there is noise from heavy machinery, ATVs, car races, and
construction up to 3:00 a.m. … there is frequently blaring radio, banging on drums, shouts and yelling until 4:00
a.m. … Our grandchildren will not go to play to the park alone due to fear… We have been advised on one
occasion to leave our homes because of what was going on at the protest site… we suffered for two days without
hydro when the Hydro One transformer station was damaged… there are cracks in our siding from sticks and
rocks that were thrown by the protestors at the OPP…”
Dave Hartless - Posted statements from Aug. 23, 2006
“I completed my shift at 0400 hrs and while on my way home my wife who had still not slept called to ask me to
hurry because she thought she heard someone around the cars. The boil of the mixed rage and fear for my family
is something that defies explanation, but all who go through it here will know what I am talking about. Not once
but twice now my wife's vehicle has been attacked through the night and the lug nuts loosened, the first time she
lost a wheel while driving on the highway and slid of the road. Luckily her and my 3 small children were not hurt,
this time one wheel was not enough as apparently it did not have the desired effect so it was done again, this time
all 4 wheels were loosened to the point you could spin them off with your fingers.
No crash no injuries etc so it must have been real disappointing for the cowards who have deliberately been
targeting my wife's minivan filled with child car seats, oh and just so there is no mistake it is parked next to my
pickup truck with hunting decals. The attacker(s) can make no mistake over which vehicle belongs to whom.
I got home and checked my vehicle and my wife's and then I checked my neighbours' vehicles in the immediate
area on Braemar and Thistlemoor. Thankfully all were tight, my wife was now happier that the vehicles had been
checked and found secure all was well????”
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‘Dancer’ – Life on 6th Line
Speech at 'Remember Us' March on Oct. 8, 2007
On March 03, 2007 we were handed a pamphlet made by a 14
year old girl living on the 6th Line Road in Caledonia, a road
abandoned by the OPP on the orders of native occupiers. This
remarkable young woman had the courage to want to speak out
about what her life has become at the hands of McGuinty and
the OPP. We nicknamed her ‘Dancer’ as she loved to compete
as a dancer.
She was brave enough not only to write her story entitled ‘Road
of Hope’ as a school project but also to go to Queen's Park with
us on April 17, 2007 to tell her story to the media. Unfortunately
not a single media outlet covered the story of the suffering of the
children on Caledonia’s 6th Line. She again told her story at the
‘Remember Us’ March to the crowd on October 08, 2007and
finally received some much deserved media coverage.
Her heartfelt plea for the return of the rule of law to her street
speaks for itself:
My name is Pam and for 15 years I’ve been living on the Sixth Line, and that’s how long I’ve been alive, but only
13 years have been happy years. Ever since February 28, 2006 my whole life changed. Having to be almost
literally locked inside my own home, I was terrified to even look out my own window. Close your eyes and imagine
you’re looking out your laundry room window, and you see the tall beautiful oak trees on your neighbor’s property,
but when you look higher up you see the darkest, biggest plume of smoke you can ever see.
You run into the living room to look out that window, and find almost 50 cars lining up and down your street, and
Natives walking everywhere. They’re pulling in your driveway, not even on the right side of the road. You even see
a 12 year old driving a car past, but you can’t do anything. You can’t call the police because they can’t help you.
You’re locked in your own home.
A few days later when things calm down, you’re allowed to go to school, but you couldn’t get to school anymore by
bus, so you have to drive a 30 minute drive to school when it only took 2 minutes. You could go through the
blockade, but you could only do this if you had a pass. Even when we got one, it was whether they felt like letting
you through or not. If they didn’t let you go through, it was like you were in prison.
Gates were everywhere, Men with masks over their faces only to see their eyes, men holding bats, some even
with guns. It was a living hell and I had to live through that. You don’t have any clue what life was like until you’ve
had to live through it.
I used to be a competitive dancer last year, and I loved to dance on the side lawn to practice, but I wasn’t able to
unless I could take the pressure of getting stares or firecrackers thrown at me. Now I take medication and go to
counseling because of all of this. A 14 year old girl should not be doing that, and it’s still all the same now that I’m
15 except I’m in high school and don’t have to worry about getting a bus to go to Notre Dame.
It’s these things that hurt, because it’s not just my family in pain, it’s all of ours on the 6th Line. There are 7 children
on the road ranging from 2-16 years old. It’s very sad when the 15 and 16 year olds are told that if a Native ever
came into our home and tried hurting us, and we fought back and either hurt or killed the Native, we would be
arrested not the Native. So are we to just sit there and let them beat on us or kill us when we’re home alone?
People in Caledonia think it’s quiet on the Sixth Line, but they have it all wrong. It’s nothing like that, from Natives
looking in windows, to quads with no exhaust speeding by at night, and cars not caring about the speed limit and
almost hitting people or cars, it’s very scary at night especially not knowing if your house is still going to be
standing the next morning. People on the 6th Line have not had a good night’s sleep for over a year and a half
now. That’s sad. This is why we need your help. I’m 15 years old and I will fight with as much power as I have to
get police and justice back on my road. I know Mr. Peterson made the mistake of taking the police away from us,
and it’s sad when he can’t fix his own mistakes and I a 15 year old girl am trying.”
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Jack Dancy, 92 year old WWII Veteran
For more than 65 years Jack has lived with pain in his back caused by 8 screws which hold his back
together. He got those screws after he crash landed a bomber that didn’t quite make it while serving his
country in WWII as a pilot in North Africa.
The failed OPP policies in Caledonia have cause Jack additional hardship over the past 20 months and
Jack states, “I spent 4 years in hell for Canada and now I don’t even know if the police will protect me. It wasn’t
worth it.”
Mark Vandermaas, co-founder of CANACE, also served Canada as a Peacekeeper in Egypt and as such
understands that there are times when Canadians must come to the aid of others. In reference to Jack, Mark
stated, "I will NOT give up my rights simply because you refuse to defend them, or because you are unable or
unwilling to protect me from those who would harm me as I exercise them. This I say as a citizen of Ontario and of
Canada."
This refusal to defend people and their property is clearly seen in a disturbing event that saw Native Protesters
swarm Jack's home around 11 p.m. on Aug. 7, 2006 when they started throwing rocks at his house.

Rocks fly in Caledonia dispute
Dunnville Chronicle – Aug 8, 2006
Over 20 rocks were hurled at the home of a Second World War veteran. No longer counting on police
for protection, neighbours stood watch over his backyard all night and refused to leave when OPP
asked them… After dusk, a couple of vehicles and ATVs lined up behind homes. Then rocks began to
fly, said people who live in the area. This is death by a thousand cuts, said a man, frustrated with lack
of police action. If this keeps going, residents will walk through the OPP line, he continued. People are
stressed beyond what they can cope with, said a woman.
Haldimand County Mayor Marie Trainer arrived after midnight to speak to residents and she wanted to also speak
with the Native Protesters but the OPP refused to let her pass the police line that had been formed. The OPP didn't
do anything to stop the attack upon residents' homes and although this event went on for a few hours the OPP took
no steps to ensure that no one was hurt or property was damaged.
Jack's home was damaged and there are now holes in the aluminum siding. Jack kept one large rock in a room he
set aside to show McGuinty when he was invited to spend the night, but McGuinty refused to accept Jack's
invitation.
It is quite easy for McGuinty to tell residents to be patient while he is safe at Queen's Park but quite another to be
willing to go to Caledonia and meet the people you are refusing to protect.
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Dave Brown & Dana Chatwell
Like many families that live right beside the occupied
Douglas Creek Estates (DCE) in Caledonia, Dave & Dana
have experienced direct violence against them along with
endless days and nights of intimidation and harassment.
Their home was cut off from Caledonia from April 20 to May
23, 2006 when the native barricades were up across the
main street through Caledonia, and the OPP refused to
respond to 911 calls from their home.
This allowed Native protestors complete reign over Dave &
Dana's home, and control of their lives.
It is hard to imagine the hardship that both Dave & Dana have gone
through over the past 20 months living next to the DCE. We can only
relay a few of their stories so readers can see that average people who
play no role in land claims are innocent victims of the violence used by
native protestors to force their political will upon all Canadians. The
photo above shows their home with the OPP in their driveway after their
home had been broken into and ransacked on Dec. 16, 2006 when
thousands of dollars in damage was done inside and outside their home.

Damage to the
Brown/Chatwell home

During the height of the violence Dave & Dana were prisoners in their
own home without any 911 service. According to their lawsuit against the
Ontario government the OPP simply refused to respond to their requests
for help, and told them not to call back. They were required to pass
through native check points and have their car searched, and items were
taken by native protesters. Violent threats and nightly intimidation
became a way of life for them. Native protestors exercised control over
Dave & Dana and the OPP through these threats.
One night Dave Brown was returning home and was stopped by native
protesters who refused to allow him to enter his own home. Dana
Chatwell watched from the home and witnessed the protestors seizing
Dave and leading him away from his home. Dana called the OPP who
refused to respond to her calls for help.
Dave was taken to the OPP by natives who asked that he be charged for
trespassing and placed in jail by the OPP even though he was only trying
to enter his own home. He spent the night in jail without any charges
being laid against him. It is now OPP policy to work hand-in-hand with
native protestors to ensure that no resident does anything that may upset
these protestors. The following are excerpts from the Brown/Chatwell
lawsuit against the OPP and Ontario government:
61. Approximately 15-20 native protestors followed Brown
and trespassed onto the Property. One of the protestors
on an ATV took a run at Brown. Brown defended himself
against the protestors’ attack. The native protestors
forced Brown to get into their vehicle and took him to
the O.P.P. at the barricades. The native protestors told
the O.P.P. that Brown was disturbing the peace and
trespassing and that Brown had assaulted them.
The allegations of infractions against Brown were untrue. Despite the fact that the
native protestors trespassed onto Brown’s Property and assaulted Brown and that Brown was
defending his property rights, the O.P.P. officer at the barricade roughly seized Brown
and arrested him and ordered he be detained in a prison cell. The O.P.P. refused to
enforce the law to protect Brown’s property rights and right to safe passage to his
residence.
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62. When Brown was told he was being taken to prison he protested and argued his position
with the O.P.P. officer at the barricade. Other O.P.P. officers at the barricade
attempted to explain Brown’s position to the O.P.P. officer who ordered Brown be
imprisoned. That officer became angry and stated that Brown had to be imprisioned because
of the way Brown spoke to him.
63. Brown was taken to Cayuga and placed in a locked cell overnight. The O.P.P. did not
charge Brown with any offences. Brown was not advised of the basis for his arrest. Brown
was not advised of his rights. Brown was not offered the opportunity to call legal
counsel. Brown was not allowed to make any phone calls nor to call Chatwell whom he knew
to be at home surrounded by native protestors on her Property.
64. Brown was not released until 7:30 a.m. the next day. Brown states that the next day
he was left to fend for himself to return to his residence, approximately 10 miles away.
At the barricades, the O.P.P. refused to escort Brown back to his Property located inside
the barricades.
65. Chatwell states that when she saw Brown surrounded by native persons in her own
driveway, she attempted to contact the O.P.P. through a 911 call. That service declined
to send anyone to assist her and advised that they would call her back. They did not.
Chatwell again called 911 and was told not to call again.

The lack of police response emboldens native protestors to exercise more control over residents, over lands
(including the town and the highway, railway, etc.) and over the OPP through the use of violence, fear and
intimidation. This has become standard practice through lessons learned in Oka and Ipperwash.
50. As a result of the O.P.P’s failure to enforce Justice T. David Marshall’s Orders,
the failure to arrest protestors and take possession and control of Douglas Creek
Estates, and the breach of the O.P.P.’s duties under s. 42 of the Police Services Act and
the Haldimand Police Services Agreement:
a. The Property was the only residence located within the protestor’s blockade which had
no access except through the blockades;
b. Brown, Chatwell and Dax were trapped on the Property for serveral days and were unable
to leave the Property as Argyle Street South had been blocked by the protestors North and
South of the Property;
c. Brown, Chatwell and Dax were subject to the control and authority of the protestors
having been told by the O.P.P. that they would not come to the assistance of Brown and
Chatwell;
d. The O.P.P. failed or refused to attend at the Property to assist or protect the
plaintiffs, even after several calls by the Plaintiffs to 911, the emergency service to
which the O.P.P. are required to respond pursuant to their duties under the Police
Services Act and Ontario Regulation 3-99 under the Police Services Act;
e. Chatwell had to close her business, Shear Body Sense, which operated out of the lower
level at the Premises; and
f. Brown, Chatwell and Dax lived in fear for their personal welfare and safety as well as
fear that their Property and personal belongings would be taken from them or destroyed by
the protestors and suffered loss of income, mental distress and psychological harm.

496 days of hell
Hamilton Spectator – Sept 22, 2007
Frustrated Caledonia couple living behind barricades at Douglas Creek Estates sues OPP, province for $12
million. They claim police spied on them and failed to protect them from harassment during 18-month native
occupation…
Their most startling claim, though, is that the OPP secretly installed a hidden surveillance camera inside the
family's home. At a press conference in downtown Hamilton yesterday, the couple released video images
they claim were in a VCR hooked up to a thumb-sized camera hidden on a cabinet shelf above their kitchen
refrigerator. The allegations in the statement of claim against the province, OPP Commissioner Julian
Fantino, former Commissioner Gwen Boniface and OPP Inspector Brian Haggith were filed yesterday in
Cayuga and have yet to be proven in court. The couple is also suing for negligence, false imprisonment,
assault, trespass and breach of their Charter rights and freedoms…
"The natives made us a 'passport' signed by Mohawk security with our address on it," Brown said
yesterday. Natives searched their car and sometimes took items out of their trunk, including groceries, he
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added. The couple's statement of claim to the court alleges native protestors engaged in extreme lawless
conduct and, because the OPP did not stop it, the family was left living in fear for their personal safety.
Their lawsuit also alleges police illegally surveilled the inside of their home after it was broken into and
vandalized. The family allowed police to install a surveillance camera on their back yard deck, hooked up to
motion sensor lights when they left for a Christmas holiday. They gave police keys to the home and left.
When the couple returned and decided to put their property up for sale, police called to tell them they had
installed a camera in the downstairs salon. However, the couple was sitting with a friend in their kitchen
"when we heard a humming noise," Brown said. He looked up and saw a tiny camera hidden behind some
artificial flowers on a shelf above the kitchen fridge, connected to a VCR with a tape in it that looped every
48 hours. "The police's excuse to us was that they didn't think we would ever be coming back to our house,"
he said.
“The lawsuit also claims Brown was falsely thrown in jail after a confrontation between a forklift driver and
natives who came onto his property. It alleges natives forced Brown into their vehicle and took him to the
police lines where they told the OPP he had been trespassing and had assaulted them. An OPP officer
arrested Brown, and ordered him thrown in jail. When Brown argued he was the victim, "that officer became
angry and stated that Brown had to be imprisoned because of the way Brown spoke to him," the lawsuit
alleges. “He spent the night in jail, but was not charged. He was released in the morning.
“The stress of the situation impacted on Brown's work performance to the point the company fired him, the
lawsuit claims. Brown has since filed a separate wrongful dismissal lawsuit against the firm. “John Evans,
the couple's lead litigator, said the family has been denied access to their home in the most outrageous
conditions. "There has been consistent unlawful behaviour causing huge loss to these people, and they are
unprotected," Evans said. "Police will not go on their property to protect them from these activities."
“Yesterday, Chatwell said police stopped her at the barricades one night and refused to allow her vehicle
through. "Police made me walk home, which was about a quarter mile away from the barricades, when the
town was having a rally," she said.

OPP attempt to silence opposition via false charges
The OPP also work to divide residents, and silence people –especially ‘outsiders’ who speak out against OPP
practices and policies. Additional statements from Dave & Dana’s lawsuit show how the OPP attempt to pressure
people to lay false charges against those who have committed no crime.
“82. Gary McHale ("McHale") is a citizen who resides outside Caledonia who has organized
protests in Caledonia. On or about December 16, 2006, McHale was in Caledonia to organize
a protest of the native occupation of Douglas Creek Estates. The O.P.P. contacted
Chatwell and requested that Chatwell sign a document agreeing that the O.P.P. could
charge with trespassing any of the protestors accompanying McHale who entered on the
Property. As the O.P.P. had refused to evict any other trespassers from the Property when
Brown and Chatwell requested their assistance, Chatwell refused the O.P.P.'s request.
“83. The Plaintiffs left their residence on December 16, 2006, the day of McHale's
protest. The O.P.P. were on the Property during McHale's protest. McHale and others
entered onto the Property to come face to face with native protestors who were
surrounding the Property where it bordered Douglas Creek Estates.
“84. The O.P.P. called Chatwell repeatedly on December 16, 2006 seeking her permission to
charge McHale and other non-native protestors on the Property with trespassing.
“85. In the evening of December 16, 2006, after McHale's protest was over, Brown and
Chatwell returned to the Property. As soon as they returned to the Property, native
protestors surrounded the Property shouting racial insults and threats of bodily harm and
harm to the Plaintiffs' property. Brown and Chatwell left the Property to visit as a
friend's house.
“86. Plaintiffs Brown and Chatwell
December 17, 2006 to find that the
Electronics and computer equipment
on the walls, furniture was broken
incident to the O.P.P.

returned to the Property at approximately 1:30 a.m. on
Residence had been broken into and ransacked.
were smashed, racist and vulgar comments were painted
and overturned. Brown and Chatwell reported the

“87. During subsequent investigations of the break and enter, the O.P.P. conducted
extensive interrogations of Chatwell and Brown and made significant inquiry as to whether
Chatwell and Brown ransacked their own home. Interrogations of Brown and Chatwell lasted
several hours.”
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Chris Syrie
‘Two Tier Justice by the numbers’
Immediately to the south of the Brown/Chatwell property on
Argyle Street in Caledonia is a vacant lot on which Chris
Syrie was planning to build a music school. His building and
rezoning application was on track until native protesters
occupied the adjacent Douglas Creek Estates (DCE) on
February 28, 2006, and Haldimand County stopped the
approval process.
Chris had incurred thousands in development costs, legal
fees and mortgage obligations yet couldn’t build on land he
owned. His dream was dead through no fault of his own.
Native occupiers have repeatedly stated that the DCE is not part of
Canada, and that they are not subject to Canadian laws. After nearly a
year of owning a piece of land rendered useless by the lawless acts and
intimidation tactics of native extremists, and the ongoing refusal of the
OPP to enforce the law against them, Chris had enough. Upon hearing
reports that that natives were accessing the property without his
permission, Chris erected two Canadian flags on his property along with
two ‘NO Trespassing’ signs. On January 10, 2007 a friend with a video
camera recorded what happened shortly after the flags went up:
1. A lone native arrives, confronts Chris’ step-father, Jim, and then pulls a
Canadian flag out of the ground and throws it on the ground.
2. The man then confronts Syrie toe-to-toe in a scene reminiscent of
the famous photo of the soldier - Warrior faceoff in Oka, Quebec. He
refuses to leave, and swears at Chris.
3. Numerous OPP police officers watch the event, but make no effort to
remove, arrest or even identify the suspect as he simply stands around at
the scene. Chris Syrie repeatedly asks that he be removed and arrested.
4. The officers line up to face the street as another native arrives in a
truck. The first native tells Chris to “go back to your own country.” He
eventually starts to walk away towards the road. The police allow him to
leave the scene, making no attempt to detain him.
5. Chris and Jim continue to ask that he be arrested. One officer states
that they are calling in the ART (Aboriginal Relations Team). No arrest is
allowed while officers wait for ART.
6. Two members of the ART and MELT (Major Events Liaison Team)
show up and take over from the frontline officers. Later, Chris Syrie is told
that the OPP cannot arrest the man because they cannot identify him.

OPP Two Tier Justice by the numbers
1. Witness criminal act.
2. Determine race of suspect.
3a) If non-native, arrest suspect on spot.
3b) If native, allow suspect to leave.
3c) If Native, do not identify suspect.
3d) If native, radio in for ART/MELT.
3e) If native, do nothing until ART/MELT arrive.
3f) If native, allow enough time to pass to close investigation.
Due to the delays, costs and uncertainty of pursuing a building permit, and the knowledge that his property would
certainly face occupation by natives who have also shut down construction sites in nearby Hagersville, Dunnville
and Brantford, Chris abandoned his dream of building a music school and is trying to sell his land, without success.
In the unlikely event he were able to sell for his original purchase price, he will still lose tens of thousands of dollars.
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Dangerous Highways
In early August of 2006, we started to report how vehicles traveling
down Hwy #6 were suddenly hit by objects that had been thrown
over the bridge directly at on-coming traffic. On Aug. 4, 2006 we
reported the following:
“Over the past few weeks there have been several trucks
damaged. At least one truck had its tires damaged by a metal
beam being thrown onto the highway. The truck was traveling
along the highway at 4:20 a.m. on Thursday July 20th when he
hit the beam that was on the road - see photo to the right.
“Haldimand Mayor Marie Trainer informed the public that two
trucks have also had their windshields smashed by rocks
thrown from the overpass.
“We see this as a major public safety issue. Can you imagine
driving down the highway late at night and some rock hits your
windshield? The difference between life and death here is mere
inches.”

Haldimand Mayor Marie Trainer was interviewed with us as we
reported this problem to the public. She discussed two examples that
she knew of where trucks had been hit by objects being thrown over
the bridge.
Meanwhile, the OPP was completely silent on the issue for the whole
month of July and August 2006 while they repeatedly told the public
and the courts that nothing was happening in Caledonia. Even
worse, officers allowed the lawlessness to continue without acting to
stop it. If you look closely at the photo of the man throwing the pallet
off the bridge onto the roadway below you can see an OPP patrol car
parked at the far end of the bridge in the centre of the road.
Finally, on Sept. 6, 2006 the following story was printed:

Six Nations teens caught throwing rocks off bridge
Regional News – Sept. 6, 2006
Two young offenders from Six Nations caught throwing debris
off the train bridge over Highway 54 in Caledonia, have been
processed under the Youth Criminal Justice Act.
“They thought it was pretty funny that they did it,” said one local
woman whose brand new truck was scratched and dented as a
result. Her husband chased the teens down himself while police
did nothing, she claims.
The incident occurred last Tuesday evening, August 29, when
the local man was on his way back from a gas station with a
new propane tank. All of a sudden the pickup truck he was
driving was showered with rocks, some of them the size of a
baseball, his wife explained. Because the teens were situated
on the train bridge, her husband turned down Ross Street and
chased the teens down on Sutherland Street as they were
coming off the tracks.
However police just sat in the park adjacent to the train bridge
while the incident was taking place, noted the woman. And
another local homeowner backs up her story. An officer sitting in
the park nearby said he wasn’t responsible for anything “on that
side”, which they both interpreted to mean “on that side of the
river”.
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Road blockades and throwing of
objects onto the highway have been
occurring throughout the occupation.
From early 2006 until at least June
2007 there have been many recorded
instances of these acts.
The OPP have done little, if anything,
to stop them.

Someone could easily have died because of an object coming
through the windshield, but exactly what was the OPP's response
to this? As the Regional News reported it, "An officer sitting in the
park nearby said he wasn't responsible for anything 'on that side' "
It is no wonder people in Caledonia live in fear when crimes that
could lead to serious injury or death are seen by an OPP officer as
not being his responsibility.

As you can see from this bridge graffiti,
some protesters refer to themselves as
the 'Native Youth Movement Warrior
Society' and express their political
views by stating, "Kill the *** Below",
"KKKanada" and "Take Back the Land".

The cases of vehicles being hit by objects continued, but it wasn't
until June of 2007 that the OPP finally issued a press release to
warn the public of the danger:

Driver Escapes Injury - Rock Thrown From Bridge
“HALDIMAND COUNTY, ON, June 16 /CNW/ - A 44 yearold Caledonia woman escaped injury after her windshield
was shattered by a rock that was thrown from the Stirling
Road overpass.
“On June 16, 2007 at around 8:30 a.m., two vehicles were
traveling north on the Highway 6 bypass approaching the
Stirling Road bridge. It is alleged that two males, described
as being in their teens were seen standing on the
overpass. One of them was witnessed throwing a
volleyball size piece of aggregate down onto the roadway
into the path of the lead vehicle. The driver of that vehicle,
a 33-year-old Nanticoke man was able to swerve and miss
the rock as it crashed to the roadway. The rock tumbled
along the roadway, bouncing onto the hood of the second
vehicle and smashing into the windshield.
“The female driver was showered with fragments of glass,
but was not injured. The man who successfully avoided
the rock stopped his vehicle and ran after the pair but was
unable to apprehend them. Both were last seen running
west on Stirling Road (7th Line). They are described as
being non white males, in their early to mid teens, short
dark hair, both wearing light clothing. One is described as
being of heavier build and taller than the other.
“A malicious and senseless act such as this could have
had devastating consequences. Those responsible will
face a charge of Mischief Endangering Life.”
Suddenly after almost a year the OPP finally issued a press
release and stated that the charge will be 'Mischief Endangering
Life'.

Rocks and metal beams were thrown over the
bridge unto traffic below

Back in Sept 2006 the Regional News reported the OPP's response as, “A police spokesman told The Regional
News This Week that the parents of the young offenders were contacted and that a “diversion program” will be
“exercised” in this matter. According to the victims, police say it's unlikely the costs of repairs totaling $1287 will be
recovered.”
So, the OPP finally admitted that people throwing objects over a bridge directly into oncoming traffic was
endangering lives but, for almost a full year, they were unwilling to warn the public or take action to protect the
public. It is this attitude by the OPP that causes undue stress and fear in the lives of residents.
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Attack on Power Grid
In Aug 2006 we created a special web page to advise US Homeland
Security of the dangers faced in the USA because of the violence in
Caledonia. US citizens living in Caledonia reported directly to the US
Ambassador, through the Consulate in Toronto, that the hydro grid,
which had already been attacked more than once, was continuously
threatened by the illegal native occupation of Douglas Creek Estates
(DCE).
On May 22, 2006, control systems at the hydro transformer station
located on Argyle Street South in Caledonia, just south of the protesters'
barricade, were purposefully destroyed and set on fire by participants in
the protest causing over $l million in damages and a power failure
throughout Haldimand County and Norfolk County lasting from 3 to 48
hours, depending on location. No arrests or warrants have been issued
so far.
At the time the OPP refused to protect the hydro transformer station, and
during the attack on the hydro station the OPP did not respond to the
emergency. Six Nations Police were nowhere to be found and fire trucks
were stopped by native protesters.
The Caledonia Class Action Lawsuit (caledoniaclassaction.com) states:
“June 4, 2006, after the OPP had refused Hydro One's
request
to
provide
policing
of
the
Caledonia
transformer station, a 20 year old student, William
Cowan, who had been hired by a private security firm
to guard the transformer station, was swarmed by a
number of the Native protesters who smashed the
security car while he was inside the vehicle,
threatened him with death if he did not leave, then
put gasoline on the car, lit it on fire and entirely
destroyed the vehicle.”

Native protesters repeatedly used hydro towers as their personal
property, dragging them across the highway to barricade the road. A
$180 Million hydro expansion grid has been delayed for 20 months at an
additional cost of $20 million.
Mohawk warriors placed their flags at the top of hydro towers to show
they were claiming both the land and all structures found on this land.
The United States had border guards video taping the occupation in
June of 2006. U.S. and Canadian hydro grids are interlinked and the
wilful destruction of the grid in Caledonia could result in a complete East
Coast power failure. 82 RCMP were also stationed in Caledonia. They
had special training in such areas as criminal intelligence, anti-biker
enforcement, drug trafficking and border and customs control.
(Info from Hamilton Spectator report based on more than 250 pages of
documentation obtained under Access to Information legislation)
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Attack on Power Grid, cont.
The ongoing threat to the power grid throughout 2006 was a primary
way for native protesters to intimidate both the OPP and residents of
Caledonia.
The top photo is from Aug. 8, 2006 just after Judge Marshall ruled
against the OPP and McGuinty Government regarding the occupied
land. Native protesters immediately started a fire by the Hydro towers
as a way of telling the OPP that if they moved in to arrest the
protesters then the grid would be destroyed.
The second photo is of a random fire set during the month of July 2006
which saw many such fires set. Garbage was placed in this field next
to the hydro grid as a way to warn the OPP that such fires could be set
at any time.
On Aug. 30, 2006, the map shown on the right was sent along with a
letter to the US Consulate. The map was created to show placement of
a Native Guard Tower, Bunkers and where cutting torches had been
placed beside hydro towers. The following is part of the letter to the
consulate.
“This Native element is extremely well organized and
weaponized. This terrorist threat is to electrical
Towers which stand on property located in Caledonia,
Ontario. The electrical Towers carry and distribute
25% of all the electrical usage to the province of
Ontario especially to the city of Toronto. These
towers carry electricity that is generated in the
Hydro One, Nanticoke electrical generating facility
located on the northern shore of Lake Erie.
“This coal burning generator facility produces some
2000 megawatts of electricity continuously...Mohawk
Warriors have placed Acetylene cutting torches under
the towers (to cut down the Towers), dug trenches,
(to protect themselves in case of attack) as well as
built concrete bunkers. The OPP police and Hydro One
have flown over with planes however the bunkers and
torches are all well hidden. Intelligence is only
obtained by some residents of the area that know how
to mix with the terrorists.”

On July 7th an OPP SWAT team entered occupied land in Caledonia to
remove acetylene torches the natives had placed at the base of hydro
towers. An eye witness phoned the OPP to report the torches. He did
this after several residents noticed the torches and questioned why
natives would want these torches so close to the towers.
In Sept. 2006 we posted a video showing Native Protesters building a
guard tower and creating an underground bunker. The OPP tried to
claim the construction was a 'deer trap' - in the treeless sub-division
within the city limits of Caledonia.
The ongoing threat to electricity transmission infrastructure is meant to
be a means to intimidate and control the government, the OPP and
Caledonia residents.
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Letter to U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security
Subject: Native “Homegrown” Terrorism in Caledonia, Ontario, Canada by J. Smith, Hamilton
I expect that your organization already has knowledge of the Native Indian occupation in the
small Ontario, Canada town of Caledonia. None the less, I will give you a brief recap of some
of the events of the ongoing occupation of a private development property [now owned by the
Province of Ontario] and adjacent Ontario Hydro transmission corridor.
For more than six months now a group of North American Indian Natives comprised of members of
the Six Nations of the Grand River Band and the Haudenosaunee or Mohawk Warrior Society has
forcibly occupied a residential development site. As you are also no doubt already aware the
Warrior Society’s members include those that are not exactly Sunday School Teachers. They
include many natives so criminally inclined that they have been kicked out of their home
reserves. In the six months since first illegally occupying a residential housing development
in Caledonia these natives have accomplished the following:
•

Blocked an important provincial highway linking the Lake Erie district to commercial
centres in Ontario

•

Blocked a major access road into and out of the town of Caledonia

•

Blocked a critical rail line linking a major steel producer, a refinery and a critical
generation plant to the main railway line

•

Burned down an overpass bridge over the blocked railway line

•

Took control of a major highway bridge crossing the Grand River

•

Destroyed a car and threw it off the highway #6 bridge onto highway #54 below thereby
endangering users of that highway

•

Threw rocks, bricks and steel from stolen hydro transmission towers off the #6 on to
#54 below thereby endangering users of that highway and in some cases actually caused
damage to vehicles using #54

•

Dismantled hydro transmission towers and used tower sections to block the highways

•

Built observation platforms on top of hydro transmission towers

•

Took control of a large tract of land adjacent to the occupied residential development
survey through which passes a critical hydro transmission corridor with multiple sets
of hydro towers

•

Threw rocks off a railway overpass within the town of Caledonia onto truck passing by
causing damage

•

Assaulted TV crew causing injuries requiring hospital attention

•

Swarmed TV crew stealing camera and film

•

Swarmed senior citizens and chased them out of their automobile and down a highway
eventually causing heart attack in elderly gentleman

•

Roamed town of Caledonia at night intentionally causing large brawls with non-native
youths

•

Fired automatic weapons within the occupied site [these guns are strictly prohibited in
Canada]

•

Placed sets of acetylene torches at base of hydro transmission towers

•

Took control of a major hydro transformer station in Caledonia and drove a burning car
into its control facility thereby causing a region wide blackout covering many counties
for days – damage in millions

•

Chased the security guard at the aforementioned transformer station out of his car and
away from the site and burned his car

•

Have been observed to be carrying out surveillance on Middleport Transmission
Operations Centre

•

Repeatedly issued death threats to non-native residents of Caledonia who dare to speak
out against the lawlessness publicly

•

Threw police officers out of a patrol car Grand Theft Auto style and stole the patrol
car – two of these officers were USA operatives with the ATF it is believed

•

Stole sensitive police documentation that was in the aforesaid patrol car

•

Attempted to murder a police officer by running him down with the patrol car while
stealing the patrol car
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•

Harassed residents of Caledonia by circling the town in the middle of night with ATV’s
with no mufflers – these are ridden by natives in full camo clothing and face masks

•

Continually harassed families living immediately adjacent to the occupation site by
late at night:
–

Playing very loud music

–

Throwing rocks at the homes causing damage

–

Shining bright lights into the windows

–

Driving back and forth near homes with muffler less ATV’s

•

Riding through the streets of Caledonia on ATV’s yelling obscenities at families
including these are women and young children – this again is done by natives in full
camo gear and face masks

•

Delivering flyers around town to Caledonia resident which flyers are essentially an
eviction notice telling families to leave their homes and get out of Caledonia

•

Driving around the streets of Caledonia taking pictures of residents, their cars and
recording their car plate numbers

•

Occupied the stolen homes on the occupied development site causing extensive property
damage

•

Stole corporate records of the primary development corporation which had been using one
of the homes on the site as its office

•

Carried out a dangerous car chase of one native by another native through the streets
of Caledonia where chase caused by native gunfire

•

Declared the occupied development site and the adjacent hydro lands a no go zone for
police [and the police acquiesced to this]

•

Built underground concrete bunkers on the hydro lands they control

•

The Hells’ Angels have visited the occupied site on multiple occasions

•
The native occupiers fly the Hezbollah flag along side their own Warrior Society flag
The Middleport Transmission Operations Centre is critical to the supply of power not only to
Toronto, but also on a far wider scale. We have seen in the past how the interlinking of the
power grids between our two countries can cause local power system failures to be felt in both
countries. The provincial government of Ontario lead by Premier McGuinty is so paralyzed by
fear of what these terrorists may do next if they are challenged that they have ordered the
provincial police force [Ontario Provincial Police or OPP] to avoid intervening at all costs.
We have hundreds of OPP in this town on a 24/7 basis. They guard our water tower, our sewage
plant, the railway trestle over the Grand River, the transformer station that was vandalized,
Middleport TOS, and the schools – all on a 24/7 basis. The elementary school beside the
occupied site has two officers in the school, another 10-12 outside in the playground and
parking lot, another with the crossing guard and more as needed. Yet so far the OPP has failed
to protect citizens or property in every situation. The OPP and the government of Ontario call
this tactic “keeping the peace”. The residents of Caledonia, naturally, have a different view
of it.
The OPP have stood by and done nothing during all of these crimes – this also is well
documented in the media. The OPP were within feet of the events as they unfolded and permitted
the assaults, thefts, murder attempt, property destruction etc to be carried out unchallenged.
As a result we have a two-tier racially based policing system in place in Caledonia. One set
of laws for natives and one set for everyone else.
Thus far the Government of Canada has also taken no action to force the natives to adhere to
the law. The Rule of Law has been suspended in this area. Both governments, Ontario and
Canadian, prefer to let the natives run roughshod over the Rule of Law and the citizens of
Caledonia while they try to negotiate their way out the present debacle. Yet a former Canadian
Government Member of Parliament and Minister of Indian Affairs and current negotiator in this
matter is telling Caledonia residents that Canada’s position is that the natives have no claim
to the disputed land.
I hope that you will understand that the impact of the anarchy described above will be felt
far beyond Caledonia. Natives all across Canada are being emboldened daily as they observe the
Caledonia standoff. This affect will not likely stop at the border. I urge you to treat this
matter with the seriousness it deserves. I also ask you to take any action that you deem is
possible to assist the residents of Caledonia and return law and order to our town.”
Sincerely, J. Smith, Hamilton
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Attempted Murder of Sam Gualtieri
Sept 13, 2007

Aboriginals maintain protest at Ontario housing site;
homebuilder in hospital
Canadian Press – Sept 14, 2007
“Sam Gualtieri, 52, of Caledonia, Ont., was found unconscious Thursday
after he entered a partially built house and clashed with several aboriginal
youths. Provincial police Const. Paul Wright says Gualtieri remained in
hospital Friday in serious condition with what his brother said was a broken
nose and bruised skull.”

Homebuilder hurt in clash on Caledonia site
CTV – Sept 14, 2007
“Gualtieri's brother Joe, who produced graphic photographs of the victim's
injuries, said he was almost beaten to death. "I believe that my brother was
one strike away from being killed," he told CTV News. "The only reason
they left is because my nephew said 'he's dead, leave him alone.”

'A brutal, brutal attack'
Hamilton Spectator - Sept15, 2007
“Gualtieri, 52, was beaten unconscious inside one of two homes he was
building for his daughters in the Stirling South subdivision. "This was a
brutal, brutal attack," said Joe Gualtieri. "Our family will not let this go."
“Sam was transferred to Hamilton General Hospital yesterday afternoon
where he remains semi-conscious in serious condition. Michelle Gualtieri,
24, was shocked when she arrived at the hospital and saw her father. "My
dad looked horrible," she said yesterday in a coffee shop alongside her two
sisters.” He was crying, which he never does, his chest was heaving, tears
running down his face from the pain," while fading in and out of
consciousness. Late yesterday, he underwent further testing for brain
damage.”

Home builder seriously injured
Brantford Expositor - Sept15, 2007
In a town where another aboriginal occupation ongoing since early last
year has at times resulted in violent clashes, Gualtieri said such
confrontations must stop. "(Aboriginals) cannot take the rule of law in their
own hands and assume that we will just roll over," he said.
"Somebody has to take responsibility for this. The government has to take
responsibility for this, the police have to take responsibility for this and the
native people themselves have to take responsibility for this."
His injured brother was drifting in and out of consciousness and was at
times unaware he was in the hospital, Gualtieri said, adding he wants
those responsible for the attack charged with attempted murder.

Premier shares blame, beaten man's kin says
Toronto Star - Sept15, 2007
“I believe that my brother was one strike away from being killed," an
emotional Joe Gualtieri said yesterday near the building site where Sam
Gualtieri was beaten unconscious Thursday.
““He wants Premier McGuinty to shoulder some of the responsibility for a
simmering native protest that has hobbled construction in this new
community outside Hamilton. Joe Gualtieri held up photos of his brother's
bloodied face and said, "I would like the premier to look at these pictures
and tell me that he's protecting my family.””
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Photos from the Gualtieri Family

Attempted Murder of Sam Gualtieri, cont.
letter by Caledonia resident, Dave Hartless

Here we go again........... or did it ever really stop?
Sept 15, 2007
Another occupation of land properly purchased, zoned and being developed, occupied by not only threat of
violence but with violence which sent a long time and respected builder to hospital with serious head injuries.
This occurs not in some back country area away from any type of civilization but here in a town synonymous now
with being basically the most heavily policed hamlet in the country. Per capita Caledonia has probably more police
officers on duty and in a confined area than most towns and cities could even hope to achieve, and yet another
occupation of private property and another brutal attack causing significant injury has occurred.
Empowerment and emboldenment are the mainstays of the thugs that have been allowed to operate unchecked,
when there is no penalty for abhorrent action, no challenge to unbridled criminality then only chaos and
malevolence remain.
The Province who has recently affirmed that they stand behind their land registry titles also advised that they
encourage the developers affected to somehow seek their own answers to the occupation problem because the
Province cannot do anything (will not do anything) to help them.
So what is the answer here?
Will those of us who are trapped in a situation we did not create, have no control over and cannot escape from, be
bought out so that we can try and start with a fresh slate elsewhere? Dream on... it will never be allowed to happen.
Will all of a sudden the past animosity, ill will and violence be erased like some kind of bad dream and thus be
replaced with that peacefulness and confidence which we used to have in this sleepy little bedroom community?
Call me a cynic but there is no silver lining to this storm cloud we are caught in, no happy ending, no pleasant
peaceful bliss to wrap oneself up in.
Does a peaceful community degenerate into vigilante style justice and throw away its roots and strength in
honourable and respectful conduct in order to respond to the basic need of security and emotional response to a
requirement of survival? Is it what we have grown to despise that which we now are to become???
Do we follow suit with the suggestion of some of the developers and those passing scuttlebutt around to circumvent
the system that has continuously failed us by hiring our own community private security service to guard against
and/or respond to private property incursions and security concerns? Can it possibly be that this community in one
of the greatest countries in the world requires "mercenaries" (because that is essentially what they would be) to
protect us and our interests where others will not or cannot.
Do we sink our head into the sand and concentrate on being oblivious to all the insanity that is reigning around us
and pray that it lands in anyone else's yard but our own? Well it seems to be working for the government and
bureaucrats but they are also sitting in Ottawa, Toronto etc and not living with it at their back door.
What is it going to cost our heart and soul before we can once again not dread having to come home to Caledonia,
or fear leaving our home and loved ones within its borders knowing that there is no security in this town.
David Hartless – resident of Caledonia, Ontario
"They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety"
Benjamin Franklin
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Attempted Murder of Sam Gualtieri, cont.
One of the things that adds to the pain and suffering of the victims is
the way native protesters and their supporters willfully twist the
details of events to make non-natives appear evil. The beating of
Sam Gualtieri is the straightforward story of a man who entered into
the home he was building for his daughters and was beaten almost
to death simply because he dared to believe that his land title deed
gave him the right to be in his own home.

Doesn't look like Sam was Beaten
CHCH News – Sept 14, 2007
Native Spokesperson Dawn Smith states in TV interview, "I
have seen the pictures of the victim on the television and to tell
you the honest truth to me it doesn't look like someone who was
beat over the head with a club."

Five Thugs Attack 2 Six Nations Youth
Mohawk Nations News – Sept 15, 2007
“On September 13th at around 4:00 pm. witnesses saw nonnative men running out, picking up weapons and going back
into the unfinished house. Inside five non-native men had
ambushed two Indigenous youth. Their backs were against the
wall, the two youth defended themselves. The youth had gone
into the house, one going one way and the other in another
direction. The older Indigenous boy caught one of the nonnative men beating his younger brother.
“They stood by and watched the non-native men go into the
house with clubs. They did not help the two Indigenous youths
who were being attacked inside. The OPP admitted, “We were
caught off guard”.
“Apparently two Indigenous youth had entered the “empty”
building and surprised the non-natives who were inside. It was
the Gualtieri brothers, Sam and Joe, and their three nephews,
of Caledonia. They started to beat one of the youth, a very
young teenager. The older youth walked in and found Sam
Gualtieri had his young brother against the wall with a bar
pressed across his throat, ready to kill him. He grabbed
whatever he could find to save his young brother. Joe Gualtieri
watched as his brother Sam took a beating. These burly guys
and their nephews were over confident. They had numbers,
strength and weight on their side, while the kids were fighting for
their lives.”

Doesn't look like Sam was Beaten
CHCH News – Sept 20, 2007
Native Spokesperson Dawn Smith states in TV interview, "The
reason that anything happened to that man that day was
because 5 of them came on to the site where they should not
have been and brought bats and 2x4s to go after 3 young
children, 3 young children all under the age of 18. Five white
men came in there with 2x4s and bats and that is the reason
that our people took action. I am sorry our people happen to be
stronger and I am very sorry what happened to that man."

Despite their illegal occupation of the development site, and the
terrible beating of Sam Gualtieri in his own home, native protesters
would have you believe he and his family were the instigators.
Contrary to the Mohawk Nation News, Joe Gualtieri wasn't in
Caledonia on the day of the attack.
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Photos from the Gualtieri Family

Attempted Murder of Native Man
May 17, 2007

Email from a Resident of Caledonia
Dear Mr. Premier and Commissioner Fantino,
“After lunch I went outside to pull weeds in the flower garden. I
don't know how long I was out there, maybe half and hour. I had
my back turned to the DCE halfway [up] my property and hear a lot
of yelling. I went to see what was going on and hear a native
cursing and swearing at a couple of native people. Don't know
what set off the confrontation. Then I saw a shorter, heavy set guy
come around the corner of a vehicle, (there was two vehicles side
by side on the site) he was holding a rifle in his hands and yelling,
"I will f**king kill you right here". I looked and saw a women holding
a small child and the guy was yelling "I'll kill you". I took off on the
run up the street towards the OPP to tell them. I explained what I
heard and what I saw. By the time I returned to the house and
went out back, they were gone. The OPP did notify the 6N police.
Within minutes a bus load of native kids came onto the site. The
students got out of the bus and walked up to the barricade at
Thistlemoor and were taking pictures. Whether the guy with the
gun was still on the site somewhere or not I don't know.
“Please send this to everyone, especially to Mr. McGuinty. It is
time that the 6N people, chiefs, elders, clan mothers, etc., are held
accountable for the conduct of the people who are on the site.”

Another resident had this to say about the day’s events:
“I am appalled by the events that are occurring what seems daily in our beautiful town of Caledonia. Today May
17, 2007 was maybe one of the worst recently.
“This afternoon a resident in their yard working on their garden heard shouting on DCE behind their home. They
went to investigate and found men arguing when another man approached them with a rifle and threatened to kill
one of them. When the OPP were advised they sought to do nothing about this person with a gun but rather called
the Six Nations Police to take care of it. The OPP are responsible for patrolling the buffer zone of DCE and yet a
man with a rifle is behind one of the homes and the OPP do not intervene.
“The Notre Dame School is put into lock down and the school officials lie to students and parents by telling them
that the wrong pesticide was used so they can’t go outside. This is a Catholic School and yet the officials of the
school have no problem lying to students and parents about why they are under lock down. Regardless, the fact
that the school was in lock down in the first place is what is wrong with this picture. What is wrong with this picture
is that land owned by the Provincial Government has obviously violent individuals wandering around on it with
rifles and threatening to shoot people.
“Later there was a shooting at the new smoke shop that I might point out is illegally advertising “Rollies” etc. for
sale on highway 6. This is not part of the reserve and is subject to Canadian Law. Yet it has been allowed to
operate without intervention and today someone was shot and injured. The OPP have said it had nothing to do
with the DCE but I clearly wonder if it was not the same man that was on DCE that did the shooting. It is interesting
that the OPP were quick to point out the shooting had nothing to do with DCE.
“I noticed very quickly that a press release was put out about the shooting at the smoke shop but nothing official
was announced about the man on DCE with the rifle. Why? Mr. McGuinty and Commissioner Fantino I wrote a
letter to the editors of local newspapers this week that pointed out the unacceptable situation related to provincially
owned land in Caledonia.
“As a resident of this town and a friend of some of those living under these threats I am not asking, I am
demanding that you immediately remove all persons from DCE and establish a proper level of security for the town
of Caledonia before someone is actually killed. If someone needs to die as a result of the situation on DCE better it
is those that feel weapons are a satisfactory way to resolve disputes than the innocent residents living in the area.
No more lies. No more hiding from reality. No more avoiding a problem. Face your responsibility and end this
occupation now.”
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Attempted Murder of Native Man, cont.
When OPP were told that a man with an AK47 was on the Douglas
Creek Estates threatening someone's life they didn't respond as
any other police force would have responded.
Although OPP are stationed 24/7 within a few hundred feet of
where this event began the OPP did not attempt to enter DCE to
arrest the man. The gunman left and fired several rounds through
a smoke shop on Hwy #6 about a mile away. An innocent native
man was shot through the arm and could have easily been killed.

Shots ring out at protest site
London Free Press – May 18, 2007
“Gunshots rang out yesterday at the site of a simmering native
land dispute in Caledonia, leaving one person hurt and another
under arrest… The lack of information about the shooting may
underscore the growing frustration of Caledonia residents, who
complain police reports of incidents on the disputed land have
slowed to a trickle. Many people are getting their information
by listening to police scanners.
“Ken Hewitt, spokesperson for the Caledonia Citizens Alliance,
called the shooting another in a growing list of troubling
incidents. "It seems to be becoming more aggravated," he
said. "It's tense and it continues to grow that way."”
Residents are frustrated by repeated instances where the OPP
attempt to cover up the serious nature of a crime and/or its
location. Why the OPP act this way is quite simple – they do not
want the public to know that illegal occupations are causing
serious harm to residents. The OPP propaganda machine
repeatedly attempts to show Caledonia as a peaceful community
with few problems.
When OPP Media Relations Officer, Paula Wright, was directly
asked by CHCH News about reports that the gunman was first
reported to have been on DCE she said the OPP were still
investigating. When she later issued a press release she
completely avoided making any statement about DCE. Contrary to
eyewitness reports to officers immediately on the scene the OPP
has never publicly admitted the incident began on DCE or that a
threat was made against a woman and child there.
It is standard practice by the OPP to downplay native aggression
to ensure that the public doesn't relate illegal occupations with
violence. You will see later in this report that the OPP conduct
themselves very differently when there are events involving
residents or non-natives. In these cases the OPP press releases
and public statements by senior officials – including the
Commissioner himself - are worded to cast people who speak out
in a very negative light while omitting completely any criticism of
natives who have committed extreme acts of violence. These
statements have lead to several lawsuits against the OPP.
In fact, residents see the OPP playing a direct role in the
victimizing of non-native people. The OPP are active in trying to
intimidate residents, falsely arresting residents, illegally holding
non-natives overnight in jail and even placing a hidden camera in a
resident’s home without consent.
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The smoke shack, later burnt
to the ground

Attempted Murder of OPP Officer - June 9, 2006

Attempted Murder Crime Scene

Doing nothing while natives run riot

Information provided by Eye
witnesses

National Post - June 12, 2006
“Their vehicle was ''swarmed, the occupants forcibly removed, and
then the vehicle was stolen. During the theft an OPP officer was
injured and deliberately driven at by the stolen vehicle. Other
officers at the scene pulled him to safety. The OPP officer was
transported to hospital with serious injuries,'' the police said in a
news release.”
Here is what happened: There were three vehicles on the street that day.
There was a Bell Canada Repair truck (B1) and two police vehicles. The
police vehicle at the top of the diagram had 2 officers (O1, O2) who were
standing about 10 ft from their car. Two OPP officers (O3, O4) and two
US Border Guards (A1, A2) were in an unmarked van about 60 ft from the
1st police car. Both Police vehicles were facing away from the DCE
development. There were three eye witnesses that day marked W1, W2,
W3 where W2 is the Bell Repairman.
Two vehicles with a total of 4 natives (N1 to N4) came down the street (not
from DCE area) and blocked the Police Van.
Remember, all 4 officers are in the van while the other 2 OPP officers are
standing about 50 ft away from the Police Van (about 10 ft from their own
Police car). At this moment there are 6 officers against 4 natives. OPP O1
& O2 make no move toward the van to try to find out what is happening, or
to offer help nor, according to witnesses, did they move to radio for backup.
At this time Native 1 (N1) has forced out the driver of the van and the Two
US ATF officers are now out of the van as well. Native 2 (N2) walks over to
the OPP (O1 & O2) and raises his arms and ask to be arrested. Both
officers do nothing and N2 then turns to the witnesses and states, "You see
your fucking cops can't touch us, you’re all next."
Native 2 (N2) jumps into the van while Native 1 takes over the driving. The
4 officers in the van offer no resistance to the natives, as reported. Once the
natives have control of the van, OPP O4, who is still in the back of the van,
jumps out the back of the van. Officers O1 & O2 now move back towards
their police car.
Native 4 (N4) drives one native car down Thistlemoor while Native 3 (N3)
drives the other native car back down Braemar. The OPP O1 & O2 are now
sitting in their car both taking no steps to help their fellow officers or any
steps to stop the crimes being committed. OPP O4 now is hurt on the road
because of his jump from the van. OPP O3 and both ATF officers take no
steps to stop the theft of the van. Although there has been plenty of time to
respond, no officers have pulled their guns out or taken any action to
prevent the crimes being committed.
Native 1 (N1) now is driving the van but must do a u-turn to head back into
the DCE development. At this point the OPP in the police car could have
simply moved their car to block the escape of the thieves. Once the van is
turned around the driver drives directly toward OPP O4 who is seriously
hurt - this is where the attempted murder takes place. OPP O4 is pulled
away before being hit and the native driver drives down Braemar right past
OPP O1 & O2 who have neither moved their car nor done anything to help
their fellow officers.
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Attempted Murder of OPP Officer, cont.
Mob in Ontario Hijacks Vehicle From U.S. Patrol
New York Times - June 11, 2006
“A mob of American Indian protesters hijacked a United States Border Patrol car in Ontario and then used it
to try to run over a Canadian police officer, the Ontario Provincial Police said Saturday.”
Eyewitnesses report:
"Shortly thereafter a vehicle containing 3 law enforcement officers 2 of which were from the United
States was literally "car-jacked" in front of my home while 2 O.P.P. officers watched it occur. I was
getting ready for work at the time so I did not get out of the shower and onto the street until it was
virtually over however... the male aboriginal approaching the officers assigned to the checkpoint
was witnessed by all on the street. The aboriginal who had just committed a serious assault, theft
of a (for all intents and purposes) police vehicle in front of these officers approached them with his
hands outstretched stating "arrest me, c'mon arrest me" the officers did not move, the aboriginal
then turned to the crowd of residents now on the street watching this and stated loudly "you see
your fucking cops can't touch us, your all next". He then re-entered the stolen vehicle and drove it
across a neighbours lawn onto the DCE and away into the trees. The vehicle was returned a while
later after Clyde Powless arranged for it however the interior had been destroyed and smeared with
human excrement and urine."
On Oct 5, 2006 the OPP recreated the crime scene. Amateur video shows clearly that this event took place right in
front of people's homes and within 100ft of the OPP cruiser on 24/7 station.

Canada Issues Arrest Warrants for 7 in Land Dispute
New York Times - June 12, 2006
“Constable Keith Robb of the provincial police said that, in the hijacking episode, protesters forcibly
removed two American plainclothes border patrol officers and a Canadian provincial police officer
from the American officers' unmarked sport utility vehicle. The hijackers, he said, then drove toward
the Canadian police officer, who was pulled by colleagues from the vehicle's path but was lightly
injured. He was taken to a hospital and later released.”

Six Nations Haudenosaunee Confederacy Press Release
June 11, 2006
“The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) have issued arrest warrants for seven (7) people from the Six
Nations Reclamation site. Charges include attempted murder, robbery, intimidation and causing
bodily harm.
“The Haudenosaunee Confederacy deliberated this issue during Council on Saturday June 10th,
2006. The individuals involved in these incidents were brought before the Confederacy Chiefs and
Clan Mothers, on Sunday, June 11, 2006, to discuss and understand the incidents. The
Confederacy Chiefs and Clan Mothers spoke with these individuals about the Great Law of Peace
and how it is to guide our actions. Our investigation is continuing.
“It was decided that for the safety of all involved, these individuals would be removed from the site
until our investigation is complete. We are working with the Ontario Provincial Police and the Six
Nations Police to ensure the safety of all people within our respective jurisdictions.
“Our investigation has indicated the 'Border Security' vehicle being driven by the 'police officer' was
actually an Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearm (ATF) vehicle from the United States of America. Two
officers in the vehicle were from the United States of America accompanied by an officer with the
Ontario Provincial Police. We have found evidence that indicates these officers were in the area
since April 2, 2006 assisting in the current policing of the occupation of the Six Nations Reclamation
site. This is particularly concerning due to the reputation of the ATF…”
The Confederacy and Clan Mothers met with seven wanted people and refused to turn them over to the police. By
definition, this is nothing short of aiding and abetting suspected criminals after the fact.
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OPP Two Tier Justice victimizes everyone
OPP Association President Karl Walsh was the first to use the phrase Two Tier
Justice in Caledonia because officers were being injured by OPP policies.

OPP brass sacrificing safety: Officers
Hamilton Spectator – June 8, 2006
Due to the political pressures and optics involved with this, the OPP
seems to be bending their own rules, while sacrificing officer safety," Karl
Walsh says. "Optics don't have any place on the front lines at
Caledonia."… So far, 13 officers have been injured while assigned to the
stand-off. Some of those injuries may have been avoided if officers had
been allowed to follow the training, policies and procedures they have
always abided by…. "It's OK to have an officer walking around in tactical
uniform at Wasaga Beach on a long weekend, but it's not OK in
Caledonia," Walsh says…
It was two of those officers, who having just arrived from out-of-town on
Sunday, found their cruiser surrounded by angry natives that night after
they mistakenly turned down the Sixth Line, a road that was a mutually
agreed upon "no-go zone" for the OPP.
"They got surrounded and there were a lot of upset people at the time. It
was a faction within the protest area that's determined not to deal with
things in a rational manner. It was a simple mistake," says Walsh. The
officers apologized to the crowd of 40 people and said they would leave.
They weren't allowed to and the cruiser was damaged. Six Nations Police
officers arrived and, according to Walsh, issued trespassing tickets to the
officers under The Indian Act…
There have been very few charges laid by the OPP against native
protesters since this began. The charges they have laid have been largely
ignored. Those arrested have refused to acknowledge the court system,
saying it doesn't apply to them. "That is a two-tiered justice system,"
Walsh says.”

Caledonia judge angry with OPP over un-enforced injunctions
Hamilton Spectator – June 1, 2006
Ontario Superior Court Justice David Marshall asked the OPP lawyer
"why he wasn't enforcing the rule of law."

"One law for all”
National Post – June 28, 2007
There cannot be two Criminal Codes in Canada -- one for aboriginals and
another for everyone else. One law for all is a fundamental element of the
rule of law.

The Road to anarchy
Western Standard magazine – September 2006
Authorities’ refusal to enforce the law in Caledonia could mean many more
incidents like this in the future.

ONE LAW FOR ALL
Ontario Conservative Party leader John Tory - May 4, 2007
The fact is that right now, across several fronts, we do not have one law
for all. And I believe that this must change… no one should be above the
law, whether it is regarding a political protest, a labour dispute or any
other issue. “The Premier of Ontario must be prepared to vigorously
pursue new tools and new measures to ensure all parties comply with the
rule of law. Simply standing by and allowing land occupations and railway
blockades or other disruptive demonstrations that defy court injunctions
just cannot be an option.
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OPP Two Tier Justice victimizes everyone, cont.
As reported by the Hamilton Spectator (above), on June 8, 2006 Ontario Provincial Police Association (OPA)
President Karl Walsh claimed 13 officers had been hurt as a direct result of what he called, "Two Tier Justice". It
was Mr. Walsh's statement that caused us to pick up this phrase and expose just how many people had been
victimized by this policy.

Female OPP Officer assaulted - hidden from Media – July 19, 2006
We reported a story back on July 19, 2006 where a female OPP officer was attacked and forced to use pepper
spray on her native attackers. The OPP refused to admit the event occurred and, in fact, had not issued a single
press release from June 21, 2006 until long after this July 19th event. The reasons are quite simple. At the time,
Judge Marshall was holding court to decide what to do about the occupiers now that the Provincial Government
had purchased the Douglas Creek Estates from its deeded owner on July 4, 2006. The lawyers for the OPP and for
the Province were in court telling the Judge that everything in Caledonia was quiet therefore, the court didn't need
to get involved.
Based on reports from residents, there were a number of serious criminal acts during the month of July 2006, but
you will not find any OPP press releases on any of these events. The OPP repeatedly told everyone that nothing
was happening, leading the public to believe that we were just making up these stories.
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Canadians Appeal for Help from USA

Nothing more captures the despair that Canadians in Caledonia feel
than the sight of dozens of homes flying the flag of the United States
with signs asking for help. Nothing could demonstrate the reality that
every level of Government (Haldimand Council, Ontario Government
and Federal Government) have collectively done virtually nothing to
restore law & order to their once-peaceful town. The appeal to our
southern neighbours is an expression of frustration that all Canadians
should be concerned about.
Such frustrations arise when local council members refuse to return
phone calls and the area’s federal Member of Parliament hasn't been
virtually silent for over a year, leading residents to create signs
wondering why she won’t help. Residents are feeling the same
abandonment felt by one Ipperwash resident who said, about their
similar treatment by elected officials and police, “We were a town
without a country.” In Caledonia, people wonder whether Canada
really believes in democracy or not.
Their anger comes in to sharp focus when one realizes that Prime
Minister Stephen Harper and Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty have
never visited Caledonia even once. One can’t help but come to the
conclusion that our political system is failing us just when we need it
the most.
When violence goes unchecked in a town you expect the politicians
to speak up. When parents and children live in fear you expect action
and compensation by those who want their vote. Unfortunately, the
people of Caledonia, and Ipperwash before them, have come to
understand that they and their families have become mere statistics
in a semi-rural electoral riding which can be easily ignored.
When residents fly the USA flag they are crying out for 'outsiders', for
those not from Caledonia, to come to their aid.

Will Canadians answer the call for help?
Dec 2007
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Spreading Hate and calling for Violence
Six Nations' ‘reclamation’ website is the single greatest web site in Canada that openly spreads hate and racism
while advocating the use of violence against anyone who will not conform to their political agenda. If any non-native
resident in Caledonia was to post statements similar to those against non-natives found on this site they would
most likely be prosecuted under Hate Crime legislation for violations related to threats to people and to property.
The owners of this site have done little to stop the spread of hate and the call for violence against others.

‘Cornplanter’ (who signs his posts with ‘The white man is evil’) posted the following message:
“Think about it...Natives already have a high suicide rate, so instead of having our people hang themselves
in an alcoholic depression, we could convince them to wear these cool vests filled with explosives and put
together by all those Natives who have had Army training. we could send these suicidal people into grocery
and department stores and kill indiscriminately. Geez...we could even train some of our suicidal people to
take over airplanes, or drive cement trucks packed with explosives, and ram them into select targets. It
would suck knowing that untold billions of dollars would be lost as the Army is forced to hunt down the
innumerable snipers who hide in the bush and shoot at passing vehicles outside our cities...not to mention
the harm that could be done putting poison into water sources etc...“

Another post promises violence if military force is used to enforce the law:
“Should the army come to our doorstep, they surely would know we would defend ourselves with equal or
better planning. And there is no doubt in my mind that Clownedonia, Brantford and all the other little
towns and villages along the Grand would become the battleground. Homes and business would be
destroyed as the army would have to destroy the infrastructure. The days of nose to nose combat is over.
We are now in the era of militia strike and run warfare. We still have a few tricks up our sleeve too since
warriors never give away all their techniques to someone who might consider using them back on us...”

Threat to water supply in Caledonia:
On March 12, 2007 we contacted CSIS regarding a posted threat on the Reclamation Site regarding how Mohawk
Warriors in Caledonia were testing using E.Coli - claiming they have investigated strains (36) that could eliminate
the population of a whole town. A few days after our contact with CSIS there suddenly were security guards posted
at the Caledonia water pumping station. People should know that the Native Protestors did hang a deer carcass on
the DCE for weeks and allowed it to rot. Tsi Nikayen Enonhne posted the following on the Reclamation Site:
“We've been studying up on E.Coli outbreaks too. Did anyone know that there is a strain (36) that is as
virulent as small pox and only takes about 4 hours to spread and infect hundreds of people. Apparently one
drop of this strain diluted in 100,000 gallons of water can take out a town the size of Walkerton. Neat thing
about it is that it can't be taken out in normal water treatment - chlorine/alum combo - and can enter the
body through any mucus membrane. Wild eh? Apparently it lives in the gut of deer but requires a couple
weeks of rotting to fully bloom itself into something to be reckoned with…”
The Reclamation website posts people’s names, addresses, phone numbers, and attempts to organize people to
harass and intimidate them. Threats are posted towards individuals and towards their children as well. This web
site has had photos posted of people, their homes, their families and even the names, addresses, etc., of churches
people go to, again in an attempt to get people to harass these churches.
Native protestors rely on the fact that the media will not report the outright racism and hatred many of these
protesters have towards people who are not native.
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Christmas 2006 ‘Prayer’ demonstrates the hate and racism on the Reclamation Site:
Dear Sweet Baby Jesus: Can you remove all of the cancer from Frank Fencepost and put it all in Gary
McHale please? Frank is a cool, wonderful family man who has risen to every test the Creator has put him
through, whereas Mchale is a sad, evil, racist bastard with no children who doesn't deserve the wonderful
life that this country has provided for him, and clearly doesn't have the same commitments to family and the
Nation that Frank has.
Also, Sweet Blessed Baby Jesus, can you send your priests to perform anal punishment on Jim Smith,
Neighbour, Bob, Vandermaas, Toby Barrett (at least twice), that Scottish chick with the illegal alien brother
whose name escapes me, but she lies about Natives all the time while trying to hide her illegal alien brother
from the proper authorities for deportation; Dana, Steve Tong (if he gets uppity with his gun collection), and
the pantheon of liars, racist filth and other assorted vermin that you send here before us to test us, while
wishing only the very best for your non-Christian brothers and sisters that have worked hard to change
beliefs and attitudes for the positive with our neighbours and the rest of Canada, and look lovingly upon
those of your religion who have shown their support, understanding and fellowship on this website and
others in the perpetual struggle to protect and define the rights of those people who you initially sent your
priests to anally intrude on in residential school all that time ago. "

Death threats and calls for violence:
‘Othellobloke’ posts on the Reclamation Site and he lives on a reserve in Northern Ontario. In Sept., 2006 he
started to encourage people to kill people who speak out. Here is one example:
“The website is www.caledoniawakeupcall.com. The entire website is one big hate site, hidden by the
abscence of vulgarities and blatant hate. I hope someone one day finds the ***sucking little **** who runs
the site and puts a bullet in his head...”
This person made repeated threats on several different websites until the York Regional Police were called in and
they had the OPP visit this man on the reserve in Northern Ontario. This took a few additional phone calls by York
Regional Police before ‘Othellobloke’ stopped posting hate and calls for violence against others.

Anyone who dares to speak out or send a letter to any newspaper becomes a target:
“If that woman [Caledonia resident who had a letter printed in newspaper] tries to bring her shit to my town
of Hamilton, I’ll be the first person to be on the media disclaiming her for the Town Crier she is. Reading her
letter, all I got from it is that she is valiantly trying to be an inspirational hero, yet she lacks any real depth or
content to her ideas. She spews the same garbage Gary McHale does, and I’m sure others agree, they all
speak with the same speech style that is eerily similar to that of the KKK and other white supremacists
groups. In short, I am not only insulted, but seething from her letter. How dare she spread literature that
impunes an entire group of people as holding the town hostage, i.e. natives? What nerve. And what
baloney. People like her need to start being charged with slander and libel for fabricating stories and
maligning the entire Six Nations people. That purse-lipped, white-haired, spectacle-wearing, dumpy,
frumpy, fashion-challenged, Depends-wearing woman needs to be outed in the media for being a hate
speech mongerer and embarrassed among her neighbour for her outlandish remarks. Kevin Clark, Chris
Syrie, Steve Tong, Beau Chausse, Jim Smith, Anne-Marie VanSickle and Darren “the assman” Cronk have
all been outed as radical troublemakers in Caledonia. It’s her turn. Then she’ll think twice about trying to
take on the role of local hero at the expense of Six Nations’ reputation. Anyone up to the task?”
Canadians pride themselves as people of tolerance and people who allow free speech, but the pattern as shown in
Ipperwash and Caledonia is to silence anyone who speaks out. First they try to intimidate by targeting people
where they live, then they attempt to defame people by falsely accusing anyone who speaks out against land claim
lawlessness as being ‘racist’ or a ‘white supremacist.’ While they claim to believe in free speech it truly means that
only native protestors are permitted to speak out for the cause they support.
Any media that interviews and publishes statements by residents are also targets for intimidation and harassment.
If media do not succumb to this intimidation they become the target of violent acts. On June 9, 2006 a CHTV
camera crew was assaulted and had their equipment stolen by native protesters, as was Matt Walcoff, a reporter
from the Kitchener Record on May 28, 2006. In both cases OPP officers were watching as the crimes occurred.
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Yellow Alert for Warrior Societies
On May 15, 2007, on national TV, Chief Terrance Nelson stated, "There are only two ways of dealing with the white
man. One, either you pick up a gun, or you stand between the white man and his money.”
It was the Mohawk Warrior Societies that created the violence in Oka and in Ipperwash. Below is a 'Yellow Alert'
issued on March 31, 2006, prior to any action by the OPP, for Mohawk Warriors from across North America to rally
to Caledonia to be a force against the OPP and Canadian Government. Please note that Canada's Anti-Terrorism
Act makes it illegal to threaten infrastructure or the economic security of the public.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Yellow Alert for Warrior Societies
(Mush-ko-dah-be-shik-eese) Terrance Nelson, Okiijida Society Spokesman & Representative
from Canada; Board of Directors: American Indian Movement - March 31, 2006
The Okiijida Society is issuing a yellow alert for all Warrior Societies regarding the
escalating situation between Mohawks at Six Nations and the Ontario Provincial Police.
In 1990, most First Nations were in shock over the Oka crisis. Since 1990, warrior
societies have met regularly to plan out a strategy if a similar situation occurred. A
yellow alert is a stand by alert issued by warrior societies to their membership on a
particular situation. It is also a warning to Canada that the situation is being
monitored.
Mohawks at Six Nations issued the following, “At noon, Wednesday, March 29th, four
Ontario Provincial Police OPP cruisers were spotted at the nearby Unity Road School,
three Jimmys, about 14 to 15 undercover cops, two cruisers side by side above the site
and on the other side at Canadian Tire the cruisers face the site directly …We welcome
our brothers, sisters, friends and allies with open arms to stand in solidarity with us
against this illegal invasion of Six nations Land (Highway 6, Caledonia Ontario).”
In 1990, Roseau River Anishinabe First Nation was the first non Mohawks to blockade to
show their support. The warrior societies across Canada agreed to the following on
situations like this.
1. To stay in our home territory and monitor the situation.
2. That if bloodshed occurred we would take action in our territories that would include
blockades but more importantly, we agreed that in the event of the Canadian army killing
indigenous people, we would bring the Canadian economy to a halt. We have made it
perfectly clear to Canada that the Treaties gave recognition to the whites to peaceful
co-existence, deliberate bloodshed by Canada is an end to that treaty right.
As the Mohawks stated "The whole issue is jurisdiction and title and we're allies, not
subjects,". Canada must stop using guns to resolve its legal disputes with the
Indigenous People. They know they stole it, they have to give it back.” It will remain
to be seen if the Conservatives who were in power in 1990 have learned anything from the
Oka crisis.
For Further information contact
Chief Terrance Nelson 204-782-4827

___________________________________________________________________________
Winnipeg Free Press - August 9, 2006
“…I strongly support the Mohawks of Six Nations in their application of the indigenous notwithstanding
clause to ignore this bizarre whiteman's decision. In case you don't realize the consequences yet of seeing
Mohawks on T.V. with bloodied faces, being beaten by OPP. I'll state this for you again. Hundreds and
hundreds of billions of resource wealth is travelling on thousands and thousands of miles of railway lines in
this country. You whites did not bring these resources to our lands in your little boats, you left your godgiven resources in Europe. If you didn't hear the anger at the Treaty 1-11 conference, you don't realize the
consequences of blooding the faces of Mohawks. Right now the government is negotiating without the
economic consequences of railway blockades. Don't underestimate the consequences of killing unarmed
Mohawks. Sincerely, Chief Terrance Nelson”
Shawn Brant, Mohawk Warrior, leader of Deseronto occupation, rail, Highway 401 blockades
amateur video, discovered Spring 2007
“I don’t give a rat’s ass if we create victims. Not until every home has suffered like we have suffered will I
stop. We will take whatever action is necessary to bring this government to its knees.”
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The Untold Story of Ipperwash
Summary of Violence

Violence for 3 years prior to Mr. George being shot
Violence for 10 years after Mr. George was shot
Helicopter hit by gunfire
Gunfire from occupation site, homes hit with pellets
Vehicles stolen and/or destroyed
Numerous assaults on residents
Buildings firebombed
School bus driven into camp’s hall
Harassment of residents
Burning down of homes
Numerous police officers Hurt
Damage to homes
Home invasions and numerous thefts
Dismembered body parts found in cooler
2nd missing individual had only his foot found
Numerous fires
Nightly intimidation with loud noise and bright Lights
Masked native mobs roaming streets with weapons
Rocks thrown through car windows
Residents & visitors attacked/intimidated on beach
Protesters with guns visit people at night
72 incidents of break & enter, theft, and vandalism in just 2 months
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The Ipperwash Inquiry
The people of Ontario believed that the Ipperwash Inquiry would
investigate the violence in Ipperwash and report back to the people as to
how to prevent future violence during native land claims. It is fair to say that
the people of Caledonia were particularly interested in this important part of
the Inquiry’s mandate.
On May 31, 2007 the Ipperwash Inquiry released its long awaited report.
Unfortunately the document – the process by which it was created dramatically demonstrate that violence against innocent residents is of little
concern to the OPP or the McGuinty Government.
Not only did the Commissioner of the Inquiry come to the bizarre
conclusion that native protesters in Ipperwash were completely blameless
for their violent takeover of the former Army camp (One of the three
‘reasons’ given was that the protesters did not want to be cold in the
coming fall and winter seasons!), he did not make a single
recommendation for preventing violence against residents caught up in
land claims through no fault of their own.
The reason for this unforgivable failure is that the Inquiry – by design - did not allow the entire story of Ipperwash to
be told even though it was very well known to the Inquiry’s lead counsel, Derry Millar.
While the public have heard consistent mention in media reports about the killing of Dudley George over the years,
most Ontarians would be surprised to learn that – just as in Caledonia today - innocent residents were continually
victimized by numerous acts of crime, violence and intimidation during three separate land claims, one of which was
filed against their homes in 1992, three years prior to the death of Dudley George. Readers might also be shocked
to know that two dismembered bodies have been found on land controlled by native occupiers.
When the Inquiry ended its hearings it became clear that the people of Ipperwash had no voice for their suffering
because they had been completely shut out of the Inquiry. All evidence of the suffering of non-natives was
deliberately overlooked, downplayed or excluded by the Inquiry in a manner that leads one to the unavoidable and
unfortunate conclusion that the outcome of the Inquiry was decided in advance.
The Inquiry’s refusal to listen to traumatized residents deprived Ontario of the opportunity to understand what role
the failure to enforce the law in the years prior to Mr. George’s death may have played in escalating the criminality
and violence by natives prior to his eventual demise. In a 1996 letter the town stated that it had warned government
officials at every level for two years prior to his death that someone was going to be injured or killed. The same
letter placed the blame for Mr. George’s death and the “terrorization of a municipality” squarely on the lack of law
enforcement against native crime and occupations in previous years.
The deliberate exclusion of residents from the Ipperwash Inquiry allowed the OPP and Department of National
Defence (DND) to escape responsibility for their failures to enforce the law, and – more importantly – deprived them
of the opportunity to learn from those failures.
The fundamental unfairness of the Ipperwash Inquiry’s refusal to even acknowledge the issue of native victimization
of innocent residents during land claims, let alone explore it, made it apparent to us that an outside, independent
investigation was required to review what really happened in Ipperwash from the residents’ perspective, and to
explain to the public why they would never hear the truth from an Inquiry that had cost taxpayers $20M and three
years to complete. The innocent victims – non-native and native – of landclaim lawlessness in Ipperwash,
Caledonia and others to come deserve nothing less.
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‘The Ipperwash Papers’ – truth revealed
On March 14, 2007 we released ‘The Ipperwash Papers’ project (www.ipperwashpapers.ca) at the Queen’s Park
Media Studio. It was created to ensure the general public could review the evidence that was not allowed at the
Inquiry – evidence from documents and witnesses the Inquiry refused or neglected to admit. It consists of more
than 400 pages of documents of which only a bare handful were published or admitted as evidence.
Other than one casual cottager who was directly across the street when Dudley George was killed, the Ipperwash
Inquiry refused to allow a single resident to testify in Part One. Out of 139 witnesses who testified, not one is a
non-native resident. Even residents who were witnesses to events on the day of Mr. George's killing were not
allowed to speak at the Inquiry. Residents who suffered years of violence, crime and intimidation in connection
with a land claim against their homes were not allowed to testify. Not one Military Police officer who served at the
Army Camp was allowed to speak at the Inquiry. Even an OPP officer assigned to the Tactical Unit in Ipperwash
was not allowed to testify.
Part Two of the Inquiry was mandated to 'make recommendations that would avoid violence in similar
circumstances.' One of the most glaring failures from Part Two is the refusal to even acknowledge the issue of
violence against innocent residents, let alone study it. Simply put, the Ipperwash Inquiry NEVER addressed the
issue of preserving the rule of law during land claims. Not a single symposium was held on the subject, and the
Inquiry refused to publish any projects submitted that addressed the residents’ suffering.
The exclusion of residents and their evidence was total. The Inquiry simply didn't want to hear about any violence
committed by native protesters during the three years leading up the shooting of Mr. George, and during the ten
years following. During the course of an inquiry that cost $20M and took three years to complete, the Inquiry
allotted a total of just ninety (90) minutes for residents to meet with the Commissioner at a townhall meeting on
June 21, 2006. Even that miniscule gesture was, apparently, too much; unbelievably, the Inquiry ‘sanitized’ the
minutes of the meeting to remove undesired comments from residents. The Inquiry’s version of what was said at
meeting varied so dramatically from the account of a reporter who was there that evening that we felt compelled to
contact her in order to verify that she was – indeed – writing about the same event. She was.
Just as in Caledonia, the voices of those speaking out against the desired narrative were silenced except for those
few who refused to be silent.

Mary-Lou LaPratte – Ipperwash hero
Thanks to the Ipperwash Inquiry, the whole story of the Ipperwash saga, and the lessons Ontario must learn from it,
would have been lost or forgotten were it not for the passion and determination of one resident who lived through it
all: Mary-Lou LaPratte, a remarkable woman without whose help The Ipperwash Papers project would not have
been possible. Mary-Lou was an activist, community leader and victim of Ipperwash who has spent the last 15
years of her life trying to give a voice to innocent people caught up in land claim lawlessness through no fault of
their own.
She has worked tirelessly to keep her community safe, to influence elected officials and to tell the untold stories of
Ipperwash so that other citizens in Ontario might not have to experience the trauma suffered by her family and
many others in Ipperwash:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

served as Vice Chair of the Ipperwash Policing Committee. 1993 to 1996
organized the first Neighbourhood Watch in Ipperwash. 1993 to 1996
served on the Executive of ONFIRE (Ontario Federation for Individual Rights and Equality), Security, 1995
to 1997
President of ONFIRE from 1997 to December 2006.
Public Relations officer for the West Ipperwash Property Owners Association, 1992 to 2001.
Conducted 700 hours of research and cataloguing for Ipperwash class action lawsuit.
Spokesperson for the West Ipperwash Property Owners Association with the Assessment Review Board
from 1995 to 2001during the litigation on the West Beach Land claim.
Author of 29-page chronological summary of Ipperwash saga from residents’ point of view, submitted to
Ipperwash Inquiry in July 2004 but never published.
Contributor to various symposia held by Ipperwash Inquiry, also never published by the Inquiry.
Keynote speaker at inaugural March for Freedom event in Caledonia, ON, Oct 15/06
Co-presenter of The Ipperwash Papers project at Queen’s Park media studio, March 14/07
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•

Key source for author of ‘Protection Racket: An Ontario judge glosses over illegal aboriginal acts in
Ipperwash,’ an expose of the Ipperwash Inquiry by Kevin Steel, Western Standard magazine, July 02/07.

If one wanted to know anything about land claim issues and associated violence and native crime against residents
in Ipperwash, Mary-Lou LaPratte was - and still is - the person you needed to talk to. Despite her impressive
credentials, however, the Ipperwash Inquiry refused to allow her to testify, and refused to publish the 29-page
project she submitted in July 2004 that tells the story of the Ipperwas residents who suffered at the hands of natives
during three land claims, including one against their own homes they were forced to defend all the way to the
Supreme Court of Canada.
Mary-Lou’s quest for justice and recognition for Ipperwash’s forgotten victims, and her contribution to The
Ipperwash Papers on behalf of her community and all others in Canada who will face landclaim violence in the
future is a remarkable legacy. She was once - unsuccessfully - nominated to The Order of Canada for her tireless,
courageous work in seeking justice for those in her community who were abandoned by their government and their
police.

Mary-Lou LaPratte’s submission to Ipperwash Inquiry
As mentioned above, in July 2004, Mary-Lou submitted a 29-page, chronological summary of events at Ipperwash
to the Ipperwash Inquiry that was never published. A copy of the original document, with a sworn affidavit, can be
found at www.IpperwashPapers.ca. It is listed as document number A-1 in the Document Index.
5) On November 10th/92 the residents of the West Ipperwash subdivision were served
with a land claim by the Kettle and Stony Point Band and also a civil suit for
trespassing on their own deeded land for $25,000,000. We are unique in the whole of
Canada as no one else in a landclaim dispute is being personally sued for trespassing
on the land. In May 1998 the Supreme Court ruled the surrender valid.

NOTE: The West Ipperwash Property Owners Association (WIPOA) was successfully defended all the way to the
Supreme Court of Canada by none other than Toronto-based Weir & Foulds lawyer Derry Millar who would later
be named as the Lead Counsel to the Ipperwash Inquiry. He and Mary-Lou LaPratte were very well acquainted
since she was the Public Relations officer for WIPOA from 1992 until 2001. Given his intimate knowledge of the
residents’ suffering since the early 1990’s Millar could easily have ensured that Mary-Lou and other residents were
able to testify at the Inquiry. During an interview with reporter Kevin Steel, author of the only mainstream media
expose of the Ipperwash cover-up – aptly entitled ‘Protection Racket’ - Millar disagreed with the notion that
residents were ignored: “Certainly the commissioner was aware of the concerns of some cottagers.”
Despite winning their case the residents who were forced to defend their homes against an invalid land claim have
never been reimbursed for their court costs totaling $500,000.
7) In August/91 Natives from Kettle Point camped out for one week on the front
property of Chris King in the west beach. They threatened and harassed his wife,
himself and his children. The OPP did nothing to help him. His wife had a nervous
breakdown and Mr. King was even afraid to go on the beach or out alone because of the
threats to do bodily harm to him. He bought a house in Sarnia shortly after and moved
out…
12) On July 17/93 at 10:30 p.m. a group of 20 natives from Kettle Point announcing
themselves as warriors intimidated and harassed persons on the property of Ben Veel on
the west beach. Some of the women there with children were terrified at the actions of
the natives and were openly crying and said they feared harm. The OPP said their hands
were tied. They did not instruct the natives to leave. The OPP told them to leave and
go home to London. Later that night at 2 a.m. the natives returned banging on the
windows of the house yelling threats. The OPP were called again and refused to help
the Veels. A complaint was launched against the actions of the OPP…The end result of
the investigation was that the OPP had done their job. We as the complainants did not
even recognize the complaint as the one we filed because the OPP officers had changed
the circumstances of the incident so much in their testimony about the events. Rita
Veel never came back again to stay at their home here after this event.
16) In Feb/94 the Natives from Kettle Point dumped huge loads of oil filled dirt on
the property of Les Chedore in the west beach area right in front of his home so high
he could not see out his windows. He came home and found his livingroom window shot
out and 45 caliber bullets inbedded [sic] in the walls of his home. The Ministry of
the Environment was called to have the dirt removed because of the proximity of the
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oil to the water. They would do nothing. The Town of Bosanquet and the OPP refused to
do anything about this either. The dirt remained in his yard until just before
aboriginal solidarity day celebrations in June/94. The Native claims commission was
coming down to Kettle Point and this is why they removed the mess.
17) In April 1994 a native invaded our home at 2a.m. by climbing up a two storey deck
and entering our bedroom by the patio door on the upper deck. Roland called the OPP.
He was told on the phone not to touch the Native in any way. It took the OPP 23
minutes to respond to the call. By that time the native had left. We did not know who
he was. He just wanted us to know that we could be gotten to at anytime.
21) In Aug/94 residents began reporting to the police committee that they had heard
gunfire on the MNR properties in Ipperwash which are in centre and east Ipperwash. The
OPP said they investigated and it was firecrackers. We have ex policemen and military
men living here who most assuredly knew the difference between firecrackers and semiautomatic gunfire. It was not unusual to walk down the west beach in the early evening
and be accosted by natives pointing loaded crossbows at you. It happened to us as
well. Many times natives drove up and down the west beach with their rifles mounted on
the backs of the trucks so we could see them quite plainly. We did not feel safe in
this area any more.”
28) In August/95…Natives in a brown van on the base shot at the town’s work crew. OPP
would not go on the base to pursue this incident. Mayor Fred Thomas spoke publicly
about being sick and tired of having his town terrorized. Many newspapers carried his
remarks about the violence that was escalating here in Ipperwash and his fear that
someone was going to be killed.
34) Sept 7/95 [After the death of Dudley George] Many residents did not get out of the
Gratton Subdivision who were elderly and sick. The OPP called them promising they
would come back for them but never did.
36) We were totally abandoned. The police deserted us. No one wanted to come in to
Ipperwash. We had no mail, no school buses and no law and order. The OPP had pulled
out to six to 10 kilometers away from the area. The OPP detachment office in Forest
was blockaded in by the police to protect them. Within a few days there was at least
150 police officers in Forest but not one at Ipperwash.
37) I called the OPP and told them we were being watched by natives, of which two were
armed not 10 feet from our house. The police refused to come and deal with this
stating that they were targets. We were told to stay away from our windows, and law on
the floor if gunfire erupted and not go outside.
38) Sept 13/95 – Other natives…near the park were combing the ground, trees and
buildings opposite the part…looking for evidence from the shoot out [in which Dudley
George had died]. The police had not secured the crime scene. Natives were everywhere
checking every inch of the ground and the trees.
41) Roland [Mary-Lou’s husband] was a wreck because he had very little sleep since the
death of Dudley George and the desertion by the police. My nerves were so bad that
Roland had to take me to our doctor… I could not sleep and by this time my hair was
coming out in chunks.
42) The only police in the area until mid October/95 were the APS [Anishinabek Police
Service] from Saugeen and the warriors identified by white flags on the cars they
drove. The natives were patrolling our streets and neighbourhoods. The police were
informed of our problems by many residents but would not come in. We lost all
confidence that police would ever protect us again especially in native land disputes.
Some residents even spoke openly of being armed to protect their families thinking
that this would be a deterrent from possible criminal activity against us. Our stores,
cottages and beaches were all empty. No one went out alone. The natives had control of
all the beach areas, and tried to run people down with their cars, vans, atvs and
trucks. There was no authority to report to who would do anything about the safety and
protection of non-native residents.
43) When the OPP did return to the area in Oct/95 they did not police the east area of
Ipperwash near the former camp or the Provincial Park. Also in the initial period of
return the OPP had to be in the company of a warrior on their patrol. Residents were
very upset that the natives occupying the park and the base had been allowed to
dictate when the S.I.U. [Special Investigations Unit] could come in to investigate the
events of Sept. 6/95 and also tell the OPP how the patrolling of Ipperwash would be
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done. The government members at this point were telling everyone that the government
had no right to tell the OPP how to operate. This was called Political Interference.
We felt the natives calling the shots was interference for Political Gain.”
44) ONFIRE [Ontario Federation for Individual Rights & Equality] was formed because no
non-native in the area could get any information from any level of government or the
police on why we had to endure the activities that were ongoing in our community
especially the lawlessness in the area. We were immediately labelled racists by the
native communities because we wanted equal laws for all in Canada. We also could not
understand if the OPP was not Politically Influenced in how they did their job, how
could the Natives at the base and the park dictate how and when the OPP and the S.I.U.
could come into the area to patrol again and examine the crime scene.
51) One resident of Ipperwash Carol Seigneur was threatened several times in OCt./95
by natives from the base and the park. In one Pierre George tried to run her down in
his white camaro on west Ipperwash beach.
56) Mar 13/96 Several cottage owners were preparing for the summer season of cottage
rentals. Myself and Joyce Mcmaster reported to the OPP that people were calling saying
the OPP were telling them not to come to Ipperwash because it is not safe. David
Marshall said that some of his American Tourists were being told not to come here at
Customs at the Bluewater Bridge in Sarnia. The OPP denied they were telling us
everything was alright and telling tourists who called them to stay away it is too
dangerous.
62) July/96… During a storm a boat from Michigan was washed up on the beach fronting
the Military Base. For two days the OPP, the boat owners, several residents in the
area and several members of various news media watched the natives from the base
vandalize and pillage the boat…The OPP said the base was not their jurisdiction. The
RCMP claimed the base was not their jurisdiction either. Michigan boaters were
cautioned to stay away from Ipperwash as no one was safe here.
64) At one point in July/97 Justice Reid [Federal Liaison for residents] circulated a
memo in which he and Chief Hare had talked to the residents at the base about
completing the waterline and they were told that a 1,000 militant natives would down
here and blood would flow down Hwy 21 if they tried to finish the line. The natives
wanted to be hired to complete the line. Justice Reid suggested to the Town that they
hire the natives. Several of the Town representatives were appalled that a former
judge would suggest compromising the democratic tendering process rather than deal
with the breeches of the law should their threats become reality.
66) We had an investigator from the S.I.U. interview us in the Spring of 96. …he told
us the police had deserted this whole community to evacuate their own families who
were being threatened after Dudley George’s death. He indicated that the police should
never have left people on the hook that they had told would have escort out of here,
no refuse to protect us from the aggressions that occurred after they deserted the
area.
77) In July/99 harassments and threats by natives towards non-native residents turned
to assaults and bodily harm. John Dunbar…was beaten to unconsciousness at 10:30 p.m.
on his own property by eight drunken Indians who had been drinking on the centre beach
all evening. The OPP did not respond until they received backup from all over Lambton
County. All eight natives were not apprehended. Some ran away and others attacked the
police. Mr. Dunbar was seriously injured and has a permanent problem with one of his
hands. Two of the eight were charged with assault. The female witness in this incident
was very distressed because she had to talk to 911 seven times before the police
responded.
79) Paul Montgomery, a resident…was also assaulted by a native Cheyenne Shawnoo. Mr.
Shawnoo lit a Roman Candle and pointed it at Paul who protected his face, but received
burns to his chest area. After this assault, Shawnoo chased Mr. Montgomery with a
hatchet threatening to kill him.
82) Crime in the area escalated completely out of control in the year 2000. In May I
had personally contacted…the Sarnia Observer to do an article on the crime level at
Ipperwash. It was printed May 16/2000. Marcel Beaubien MPP stated in the same article
that he was arranging a meeting with Solicitor David Tsbouchi to discuss the crime and
policing issues in Bosanquet.
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85) We are at a stalemate that could go on for several more years. In the meantime it
is open season on residents with a police force running around with their hands tied
dishing out justice according to race. There is no other community in Canada that is
being dealt with under the law or lack of law like Ipperwash and area.
88) Ousted natives from the base have publicly told in newspaper articles of the
cultivation of marijuana on the base, the presence of guns, and the violent actions of
some towards others with cars and baseball bats. Nellie Rogers and Rose Manning were
ousted from the base in 1997 by violent means and a few days later their homes and
belongings on the base were set on fire and allowed to burn and the OPP and fire
fighters kept out.
89) I have been a witness to utter chaos in my community, lack of government action on
criminal behaviour towards my neighbours, and criminal activity being condoned by the
government in allowing a zone in my community to be free from all authority. Those
living on the base and the park live there rent free, with heat, hydro, and water paid
for by the taxpayer. They have the ability to keep out law officers simply because
they do not want them there.
91) A drive-by shooting at Kettle Point resulted in the perpetrator coming onto the
west beach and going to the army camp property. In the OPP news release, it was
deliberately omitted about the shooter being tracked to the former Army Camp.
[summary] During the upheaval and afterwards several police officers and Native
leaders were given special consideration for healing sabbaticals. I cannot recall any
residents suffering the effects of criminal offences, property invasions, thefts,
harassments and break and enters ever being referred by anyone to victim services. The
government offered no help for those having problems arranging mortgages, renewing
mortgages or those with insurance problems, loss of income or decreasing property
values during and after the events of 1995. No one considered those who had nervous
break downs, could not work, suffered marriage breakdowns or those who eventually
ended up abusing substances because of the post traumatic stress caused by no law and
order. We did not cause the events of 1995. In fact for years before we tried to let
all levels of government know that aggression and discontent by the native faction was
escalating in this area. When the OPP became totally unavailable and redundant, we
asked for RCMP to come in and were denied. We, ourselves, became victims for years of
additional native aggression for absolutely no reason other than that those involved
in criminal activity knew that the policies were in place that give them complete
autonomy from the law.
Ipperwash has been shamefully dealt with by all levels of authority and policy must be
set in place that is fair, equitable, morally ethical, and conducive to the well being
and protection of all within the borders of the affected area. We cannot have rules,
regulations and the delivery of the law based on race, and what area of Ontario or
Canada for that matter, that the perpetrator resides or by an accident of birth that
makes you exempt from the law under colour of right. Colour of Right should not be
legitimized by the government or the Constitution or by Policy to give anyone the
ability to engage in criminal activity against innocent persons and get away with it
unimpeded. Not for one minute should this ability exist, never mind for several years”
Respectfully Submitted
Mary-Lou LaPratte
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Victim impact statements from Ipperwash residents
On January 21, 1996 former judge Robert Reid was appointed by the Federal government to act as a liaison
between Ipperwash residents and natives, a similar role to that held currently by David Crombie for Caledonia.
Hundreds of victim impact statements from residents were given to him in order to help him understand how
residents felt about the lack of law enforcement and the general impact of events on their community. No one
knows, to this day, what he did with them. They were not entered into evidence at the Ipperwash Inquiry.
Fortunately, we were able to obtain copies of 34 statements. Excerpts are below; copies of the original documents
can be found in Section ‘F’ in the Document Index at www.IpperwashPapers.ca.
March 15, 1996
“We need to feel safe in our homes. We need the security to know that our children
will not be harmed when they go outside. We need to know that if we have to go to work
that our homes will not be robbed and vandalized while we are away. As a working
mother, I need to know that it is safe for my children to walk from their school bus
stop to our home even if I cannot be there.
“Why don’t we feel safe? How can we feel safe in homes from which we were evacuated
from last September because of the Indian uprising in Ipperwash? How can anyone feel
safe in an area where there are repeated acts of random vandalism against homes and
property? How can we feel safe, when the majority of these acts of violence can be
traced back into the old Army Camp, and the police tell us they cannot go in there?
How can we feel safe when we hear that no one is in charge of the people occupying the
camp? No one Federal, Provincial or Indian, will accept responsibility for the lawless
behaviour emanating from a no man’s land that is being used as a sanctuary for
criminal activities in our communities. How can we feel safe, when we hear from our
neighbours that they are tired of being afraid and have armed themselves?
“How can we continue to teach our children that laws are made for all and they must be
obeyed? That those who break the law will be punished, when they see, with their own
eyes, that no one is being pursued, much less being caught and punished for wrongdoing.” [F15]
March 16, 1996
“For three years my wife and I who reside in Port Franks have suffered much stress. We
have heard automatic gunfire in our back yard plus have had gun shot-gun pellets
strike our home. In the winter of 1993 crime increased dramatically with 9 break ins
one night on either side of our home. All footmarks come from the army base and return
to the army base. Never in my wildest dreams did I ever think that my country would
turn their back on me when I needed them the most!” [F18]
March 19, 1996
“The police action, confrontation and subsequent evacuation of early September were a
disaster, few would now dispute. However, the ramification of those events have been
profound. We realized that those who, in this peaceable realm, were pledged to protect
us, would not do so.” [F21]
March 19, 1996
“The decision in December 1994 by the Ontario Court…has been appealed by the First
Nations and we have been warned the case will probably go on for years. This will
drain our retirement funds…”
“[We experienced] fire blockades of roads and highways into the area which was our way
out. Ontario Provincial Police withdraw leaving the area without proper police
protection. [I was advised] by my insurance company that these circumstances are
considered a rebellion and an insurrection therefore, no coverage for damage etc.,
arising from these acts. We therefore decide to stay in our residence and defend.”
[F22]
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Undated
“Firstly, during the hostilities of Sept 4th, 1995, the residents of this community
were trapped in their homes and told to remain invisible until further notice. This
situation lasted for 20 hrs before evacuation took place. At that time, we were told
to evacuate but we were on our own. Upon leaving our homes we found that the Ontario
Provincial Police had been withdrawn to a perimeter of 3 to 4 kms. This meant that
there was NO protection between us and the Native Hostilities. We must never be placed
in jeopardy again and MUST be able to expect police protection at all times.” [F26]
Undated
“We were told for our own safety we should vacate our home until the situation
improved. Following this, the natives demanded the withdrawal of the OPP from the
area, and that security be entrusted to the Kettle Point police.” [F29]
Undated
“They [native occupiers on the old Army base] have no fear of the law, why should
they, the O.P.P. does not interfere, so they are free to help themselves.” [F30]
Undated
“There have been incidents after which the persons involved merely returned to the
sanctuary of the Army Base where the OPP cannot take appropriate action. Thefts and
break-ins in the area have increased dramatically. There are still vehicles being
burned, buildings being damaged etc. without any repercussions. This select group
feels they are protected by a reserve boundary (which they appear to be). You must be
able to see how insecure this makes us feel as well as frustrated at the appearance of
two laws. Whether the law is enforced by the OPP, the Native Police or the RCMP, the
offenders must be told that they will be prosecuted to the fullest and their
activities will not be tolerated.” [F32]

Town of Bosanquet Letter - March 13, 1996
“The impact of the takeover of Army Camp Ipperwash and the Ipperwash Provincial Park
on the residents of Bosanquet has been extreme.
“DND [Department of National Defence], through it [sic] failure to remove illegal
occupiers, failure to permit the law to be upheld, failure to protect its boundaries,
failure to ensure safety at one of its military facilities and ultimate retreat from
and desertion of Camp Ipperwash in the middle of the night has created a situation
that led to the death of at least one individual, the takeover and destruction of
public property, terrorizing of a municipality, destruction of property values, and
the tearing apart of a community and its way of life.
“Repeatedly, over the two years preceding the fatal shooting of Dudley George, Town
officials advised provincial and federal government cabinet ministers, politicians and
bureaucrats of the real potential for injury and death in the area. Unfortunately,
unless real progress towards a solution commences immediately, we feel that more
injuries and deaths will occur. The Federal and Provincial Governments must not permit
this to happen…” [F34]

Mary-Lou LaPratte re status of victim impact statements
from her submission to Ipperwash Inquiry – June 23, 2004
57) By March 15/96 residents belonging to ONFIRE [Ontario Federation for Individual
Rights and Equality] were preparing letters to give to Justice Reid to give to Senator
Little about the impact of the natives action and what was still occurring here in
regards to safety, lack of proper or adequate police response and how our lives had
been turned upside down. Justice Reid had been hired by DND [Department of National
Defence] and DIAND [Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development] to act as
liaison between the natives, the town and the non-native residents. We have never
heard from Justice Reid as to whether he actually presented any of these letters to
Senator Little or other members of the Privy Council or if he did, what their reaction
was to our situation.
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‘Sanctuary for Criminals’
The Ipperwash Papers clearly show that every level of government was paralyzed in the face of OPP/DND refusal
to enforce the law. Each said that it is the responsibility of the OPP to enforce the laws in Ipperwash but it has
become clear that lands illegally occupied by natives are not policed by anyone. In Caledonia it is the Douglas
Creek Estates (DCE) and the Sixth Line that are ‘no go’ zones for OPP; and in Ipperwash it is the occupied former
army base – commonly referred to by residents as the ‘homefree zone.’
The stories below can be found in Sections ‘K’ and ‘L’ of the Document Index at www.IpperwashPapers.ca.

Native rowdies run amok
Toronto Sun – Aug 5, 1995
The base was bought outright for $50,000 in 1962 by taxpayers from a native group. Complaints by some
natives led to the forking out of another $2.1 million in 1980… but a handful of natives started making
trouble. In 1993 an Armed Forces helicopter was hit by gunfire and training was suspended. Since then, the
problems multiplied. Gunfire was commonplace. Fences were torn down. Trespassing occurred. Stolen cars
were stored on the property. This year, a building was firebombed, military police and civilians were
assaulted, weapons fired and vehicles damaged. The last straw was on July 29 when two kids drove a
school bus right into the camp’s drill hall and got into a fight with military personnel. [Military] Evacuation
followed to avoid confrontation…

Former army camp called ‘sanctuary for criminals’
Lakeshore Advance – March 6, 1996
Some Gratton subdivision and Port Frank’s residents gathered in Bosanquet council chambers March 5 to
discuss their discontent with the ongoing issues surrounding natives in the Ipperwash area… They all
reported incidents where their homes or neighbor’s homes were vandalized and trashed and said the OPP
were standing by “just watching the break-ins.” They were all in agreement that the tracks from the homes
lead to the Ipperwash beach and then to the army camp. Councilor David Pugh told of a home that has
been broken into four times in the past couple weeks, The third time doors and windows were smashed and
furniture was loaded at the back door for later pickup...
Another resident said she was afraid for her children, “We are told to stay in, stay out of sight, move out. We
call the police and they don’t come. Why are these people just getting a slap on the wrist while we live in
terror?” Another mother agreed saying that her kids can’t do normal play things. “They have to be watched
every minute and one day a person was watching them through the back bush. I want security for my kids
at their own home.”
“I don’t care what colour they are,” said [Councilor] Pugh. “The military camp is a sanctuary for criminals.
The are not going in, they just stand at the gate looking in.”… “The OPP are playing a wait and see game,
waiting to see what the politicians will do next.”

Police chase leads car to camp property
The Forest Standard – Sept 25, 1996]
Police are investigating the latest incident of criminal activity with a tie to occupants in the former Camp
Ipperwash. A police chase early Saturday morning… Police laid a spike belt along Army Camp Road to
slow the vehicle down, but it kept on driving, eventually entering the base with two flat tires. Police pursuit
was terminated when the car entered the former base…

OPP rejects RCMP request
The Forest Standard – Aug. 28, 1996]
The OPP have rejected a request from a local organization for RCMP policing at Stony Point… “Illegal
activities initiated within (the former camp lands) and performed outside, include theft, ongoing
harassment of residents and visitors, threatening of individuals including municipal workers, damage to
vehicles driving past the base, rocks through windows, even on Highway 21 thus the potential personal
injury or death, seizure of personal property and damage,” have occurred wrote president Rich Schultz in
a letter to the OPP requesting the RCMP coverage. “The perpetrators then escape to the Army Base
lands with impunity in most cases, as a result of lack of policing in that area.”
Commissioner O’Grady responded that while he understood the “concern and frustration,” the force would
not ask the federal government to bring in the RCMP.
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Police must enforce laws
Sarnia Observer – May 25, 1994
It’s going to be another long summer for residents of West Ipperwash Beach… The trouble appears to be
the work of a few hotheads who are engaged in a campaign of harassment. Residents complain of natives
climbing their decks; banging on their windows and threatening them on the beach… Regardless of any
land claim, natives must obey the law. They simply cannot be allowed to do as they please in that area.

Camp occupiers at war with each other?
The Forest Standard – Apr. 22, 1998
There is an ironic new twist to the battle of Camp Ipperwash… Three Stoney Point elders who were
among their fellows who ousted Canadian Forces from the military base three years ago, went public last
week with allegations they (the elders) have been pushed off their native land. Elders Rose Manning and
Nellie Rogers told the Standard they were harassed and threatened… The Indian Affairs spokesperson
said the OPP’s Doug Babbitt would have to comment on the ousted elders’ allegations of intimidation and
lawlessness on the base… It appears that nearly all of the original participants in the 1993-1995 gradual
takeover of the former military base have left the property…

Native elders ousted
Sarnia Observer – Apr. 14, 1998
Manning [Stoney Point elder Rose Manning] said she and her granddaughter were out of her home one
night last week around midnight by a group of men that included a native from Walpole Island and
another from Oneida reserve near London. “They threatened us with guns and said I had to leave,” she
recalled. She described the former army camp as a “lawless land.” Nellie Rogers [Stoney Point elder]
said, “I can’t stay there, they’re full of hostility. They harassed me. It got to the point I wouldn’t trust
leaving my car there. And they pulled the heater out (of her trailer).”
George [Stoney Point elder Clifford George] said part of the problem is that there’s no official leadership
at Stoney Point. A band council was elected a few years ago but it “went down the drain.”… George said
there are only a small number of people responsible for the trouble and some of them are outside
agitators. Making matters worse, he said, is the fact that police and government officials are afraid to go
on the site. “They’re scared to death to go in.”

Landowner frustrated over law enforcement
The Forest Standard – Feb 11, 1998
Having experienced two intrusions in a week, an Ipperwash homeowner said he’s growing tired of the
hands-off approach to law enforcement in his community. Dr. Laurence Gibbs said governments need to
rethink their approach to law enforcement in the area if they are to regain public trust. Two weeks ago a
car smashed into the doors of his garage at his East Parkway Drive home. The same car a few minutes
earlier had driven up against a pick-up parked outside Arbor Acres variety store, and before that had spun
around the front lawns of two homes at Kettle Point. Police charged Nicholas Cottrelle of Stoney Point
with careless driving for the incidents at Kettle Point, but decided against laying charges for the two
subsequent incidents that involve about $3,000 in property damage...
Subsequently at 6 a.m. a Port Franks home that sits adjacent to the army base property in Port Franks
was entered and $5,450 in property was stolen. Officers saw two suspects flee the scene to Stoney Point
but were “not in a geographic position to apprehend them” stated an OPP press release.

Victims of crime spree want action
Sarnia Observer – May 12, 2000
Ipperwash property owners near the former Camp Ipperwash military base are the victims of a crime
spree that government leaders won’t do anything to stop, residents claim. Ipperwash and Port Franks
have been hit by 72 incidents of break and enter, theft, and vandalism in the past two months, including
two suspected arsons in Port Franks that left homes burned to the ground, according to figures complied
by the local neighbourhood watch… “Some of these people are into their fourth and fifth break and
enter.”… Residents are angry because the OPP refuse to enter the nearby military base, which was
reclaimed by Stoney Point natives as ancestral lands in 1993. They suspect a secret pact with the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development has created a “hand-off” policy at the camp and
nearby Ipperwash Park… The idea of a pact preventing police from entering lands claimed by natives
arose in 1996 when a Michigan boater’s cabin cruiser was ransacked after it ran aground at Ipperwash.
No charges were ever laid, even though witnesses watch natives seize and strip the boat.
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Two bodies found in Ipperwash
All human life is valuable and important. The media reported the shooting of
Dudley George repeatedly for 12 years. One wonders why the same media
didn’t report two bodies found in Ipperwash: William MacMillan and Jason
Lane.
Mr. MacMillan was shot on August 16, 2002. His dismembered body parts
were later found at the former Camp Ipperwash.
Ipperwash resident Jason Lane went missing in March 2002. Three years
later a foot believed to be his was found inside a boot in the former
Ipperwash park.
William MacMillan
Murdered Aug. 16, 2002

Copies of the story and OPP media release below can be found in Section
‘L’ of the Document Index at www.IpperwashPapers.ca.

Remains found in boot
Lakeshore Advance – Nov. 16, 2005 [
An extensive search of wooded area surrounding a creek traversing Army Camp road revealed no
new leads in the finding of a hiking boot that contained suspected human remains.
On Nov. 7 shortly before noon, a worker from Stoney Point First Nation was clearing debris from a
beaver dam in the former Ipperwash Park when he found a dark colored Columbia hiking boot. Inside
the boot, there were bones that appeared to be human. The degree of decomposition would indicate
that it had been exposed to the elements for some time.
An extensive search of a wide area adjacent to the creek was conducted by members from the OPP
Emergency Response Team (ERT) and two cadaver dogs. Searchers focused their search to the
lands adjacent to the creek both north and south of where the boot was found.
Nothing further was found.
Lambton OPP Crime Unit have confirmed that an anthropologist was called in to assist in the
investigation and will be conducting his examination on November 17.
Police are not speculating at this point who the remains may belong to. There were incidents in the
area in the past 3 years that remain unsolved. In one case, an area resident Jason Lane went
missing in March of 2002.
The second, an on-going criminal investigation into the death of William MacMillan whose
dismembered body was found in a cooler in the former Ipperwash Park. The investigation is being
treated as independent from others until evidence dictates otherwise.
The investigation is continuing.
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The Ipperwash Legacy: ‘Native Violence Becomes Blameless’
Why is there so much violence in Caledonia? Quite simply, because the OPP, the Department of National Defence
and the Ontario Government refused to uphold the Rule of Law in Ipperwash before or after the death of Dudley
George. Unfortunately for all of us, rather than explore the role these failures played in his death, the Inquiry
deliberately ignored them, pretended that nothing of consequence had happened to residents and set the stage for
more victims to follow – both native and non-native.
In a Turtle Island News report dated August 15, 2007, Six Nations elected Band Chief David General was quoted
as saying that the Douglas Creek Estates in Caledonia are not sacred because two rapes and “other unseemly
acts” were committed there by the occupiers. In our opinion, Dudley George was killed in 1995 due to the refusal
of authorities to enforce the law in Ipperwash, just as the responsibility for the rapes of native women on the
occupied Douglas Creek Estates in Caledonia lie with the OPP and provincial government’s refusal to uphold the
rule of law in Caledonia today. The victimization of native people due to OPP and government refusals to enforce
the law equally is discussed later in this report.
Despite the violence, crime and intimidation committed by native protesters in Caledonia with the OPP and
provincial government acting as official enablers, the Commissioner of the Ipperwash Inquiry endorsed the
racially-based policing policies currently in use in Caledonia as “best practices,” practices that are once again
victimizing innocent people just as they did in Ipperwash.

Native violence becomes blameless - Ipperwash report effectively legitimizes illegal protests
National Post (Andrew Coyne) – June 2, 2007
…and in almost every case where police and natives clashed, the violence was initiated by the natives. So
the police badly mishandled the occupation, yes. But had this particular group of natives not taken it into
their heads to break the law, defy their band council, and seize the provincial park, they would never have
come into conflict with the police. Yet throughout his report, Judge Linden takes the existence of this and
other such native occupations as a given.
At no time does he call into question the advisability of such a strategy, let alone its acceptability in a
democratic and law-abiding state. Indeed, by his silence, he implicitly ratifies it. What we have here is
nothing less that the normalization of lawlessness, the legitimization of violence as a means of political
protest. And by a judge! Native radicals elsewhere can only take the appropriate cues and be
emboldened.

For natives, a legal free-for-all
National Post editorial – June 2, 2007
For more than a decade now, aboriginal lawlessness has been met by official docility. If more blockades
and protests erupt this month, it will be in large measure due to the willingness of official interlocutors such
as the Ipperwash commissioner to reward such behaviour.

$oldier of Fortune – Protection Racket
An Ontario Judge Glosses over illegal Aboriginal Acts at Ipperwash.
Western Standard – July 02, 2007
Indian blockaders now seem free to extract demands from Government with impunity. One conclusion,
then, is that [Ipperwash Inquiry Commissioner] Linden was selective with the historical record and ignored
potentially important testimony, thereby exonerating the protesters. But then, McGuinty’s government
stands accused of creating pretty much the same conditions in ongoing problem areas such as Caledonia,
where Indian protesters have occupied a subdivision since April of 2006.
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The Ipper-Donia Matrix
On March 24/07, shortly after releasing The Ipperwash Papers, we held a Legal Workshop for Caledonia’s
residents at the Lions Hall in Cayuga during which we presented a matrix showing the chilling comparison between
what happened in Ipperwash and what was still happening in Caledonia. One of the most common reaction by
those who have read The Ipperwash Papers is, “If you just change the names and dates, this could be Caledonia.”
Ipperwash
1. Invalid land claim (Ipperwash residents fought for their

Caledonia

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

(OPP abandon residents,
pull back 6-10 kms)

Y (6th Line)

Y

Y

Y (May ‘94)
Y
Y

Y (Dec ‘06)
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y

N
Y
Y (min $2,000 - $6,000 max)
Y

Robert Reid 1996

David Crombie, 2007

Y

?

homes & won in Supreme Court at cost of $500K; Federal gov’t
says DCE claim is invalid)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Violent takeover of land by natives
Crime & violence against residents
Roads blocked, tire fires
Threats or damage to infrastructure
OPP and/or DND refusal to enforce law against
natives; lawless occupation zone created
7. OPP subordinate authority to native occupiers,
withhold law enforcement services from residents
8. Native occupiers victimize one another; original
occupiers complain of lawlessness
9. Media editorials call for ‘Rule of Law’ to be enforced
10. OPP refuse to police occupied land (even today)
11. Reports of gunshots/danger from occupied land
downplayed or concealed
12. OPP refuse to call in RCMP or military to protect
residents
13. OPP says it’s doing a good job despite complaints
14. OPP Commissioner unaccountable to public
15. Paralysis of government at all levels
15. Residents who speak out labeled as racists
16. Media refuse to report truth re native crime and
OPP inaction
17. Dismembered bodies found on occupied land
18. Serious Injury or death
19. Compensation package for residents
20. Federal government appoints Liaison to listen to
residents’ concerns
21. Federal Liaison criticized for inaction

(incl 2 rapes on DCE)

“Best Practices” used by OPP in Caledonia
Ipperwash Inquiry Commissioner Sidney Linden – May 31, 2007
“The OPP’s ‘Framework for Police Preparedness for Aboriginal Critical Incidents’ is one element of a
comprehensive OPP strategy to improve the policing of Aboriginal occupations and protests. It is an
operational policy, intended to guide incident commanders and officers before, during and after such
incidents. The OPP has been applying the Framework at Caledonia. I consider the Framework and related
programs to be best practices.” Policy Analysis, Volume 2 (Preventing future violence): Executive Summary, p87
If the OPP’s “best practices” – as they were described by the Commissioner above are so effective, why have the
residents of Caledonia – native and non-native - suffered in a nearly identical fashion to those in Ipperwash?
As we once asked in a news release dated September 20, 2007, in response to a statement by Ontario Cabinet
Minister Greg Sorbara in which he used the Ipperwash Inquiry report to justify the government’s handling of the
Caledonia crisis, “Imagine if the government invested $20M and 3 years on an inquiry into Caledonia, but refused
to allow a single resident to testify, and went out of its way to exclude every shred of evidence of native crimes
against them? What if this inquiry was then used to justify a ‘hands off’ policy against native lawlessness in another
Ontario town? That’s the legacy of the Ipperwash Inquiry for Caledonians.”
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March for Freedom
On October 15, 2006 the first March for Freedom was held with guest
speakers being MPP Toby Barrett, Caledonia resident Anne-Marie
VanSickle, Ipperwash resident Mary-Lou LaPratte and a statement from
native private investigator Jon Sabin. Gary McHale, organizer, also spoke.
The goal of the March was quite simple – bring media to Caledonia to hear
and witness the stories of the people of Caledonia. Each speech provided
the town with the opportunity to speak out to the people of Ontario and to
the political leadership within each level of Government.
The real problem in Ipperwash and Caledonia is the absolute failure of the
OPP and every level of Government. Local, provincial and federal
Governments have become experts at blaming someone else for their own
failures while the OPP allow serious criminal behaviour to take place
without honouring their duties under the Police Act, the Criminal Code and
the Charter of Rights & Freedoms.

MPP Toby Barrett

The event was called 'March for Freedom' because it was designed to
promote freedom from OPP race-based policing policies. It was a call for
equality as guaranteed in the Charter of Rights that states all people are
equal under the law.
There are some 800 outstanding land claims in Canada but it is only a very
few that turn violent. Each time it is due to the same group of protesters –
the ones from Oka who then went to Ipperwash, then to Caledonia, then to
Deseronto. The main characters in each location are the same with a few
locals joining in. We believe that the vast majority of native people disagree
with the violence and are, in fact, victims of the refusal of police to enforce
the law. In Oka, Ipperwash and in Caledonia the original native occupiers
no longer support the violent occupations.
The key native elders in Ipperwash that were involved in the original
occupations were later intimidated themselves by other natives with guns
and ordered to leave the occupation site. The stories of intimidation are
recorded in local media stories which can be found later in this report.

Mary-Lou LaPratte
from Ipperwash

The same is true for Oka which went through a civil war as the Mohawk
Warriors attempted to violently take control of the occupation for the primary
purposes of controlling gambling operations.
Caledonia has seen the same phenomenon. The Mohawk Warriors moved
in after the occupation started and now, native media (Turtle Island News)
has reported that original occupiers are too afraid to go on the occupied
land due to the violence, violence that has included at least two rapes and
“other unseemly acts” according to elected Chief David General.
These violent takeovers of land claims by a small group of Mohawk
Warriors is the reason why these land claims - out of the 800 in Canada are the ones that produce victim after victim while the OPP continue to do
nothing but to provide protection for the criminals who claim to speak for all
native people.
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March to Notre Dame School

March for Freedom, cont.
Anne-Marie VanSickle Speech
I am employed as a Registered Nurse. I have
2 children, who attend Notre Dame
Elementary School. My family and I have lived
in Caledonia for 4 years. We received the
keys of our new home on the 26th February,
2006. Our home borders Douglas Creek
Estates in Caledonia.
Our dream home has quickly turned into a
nightmare, our lives hell. The last 7 months
has taken its toll mentally, physically and
financially.
We have been subjected to ATV’s racing around our homes all hours of the night, some with their mufflers
removed, as their driver’s yell & scream. The sounds of hammering, banging and gunshots can frequently be
heard. Our family and neighbours have had to endure sleep deprivation, verbal and physical assaults while law
enforcement have turned their back. This directly violates our autonomy as well as violates the rule of law.
My phone line has been cut in 3 places. Occupiers with bandanas covering their faces, continue to ignore the “no
go zone” they enter at their leisure then proceed to stand and stare at the residents and their children, take our
pictures and shout obscenities. Occupiers have come onto my property and my neighbours. The OPP continue to
refuse to patrol 6th line, or the areas behind Braemar Ave, MacCrae St and Argyle St.
Our children have had to witness fires, burned bridges, threats, blocked highways, anarchy and lawlessness. We try
to protect them but due to the location of our homes and their school they are subjected to this 24 hours a day.
They have learned true fear and witnessed lawlessness. They attend school with an OPP presence in an attempt to
ensure their safety. They feel imprisoned in their school and homes. Our youngest is fearful to be anywhere in the
house, including the washroom, without a family member with him. Our oldest cries she is afraid and wants to know
who will help us. Several children in our neighbourhood are in counseling, as they are unable to sleep or
concentrate. Our children deserve better, how dare you blatantly disregard their right to be safe at school and at
home.
Sleep deprivation has impacted my ability to provide optimum nursing care in my profession as it has in many
other residents professions. Our concentration levels have decreased significantly when we are at work, as we
obsess about our children’s safety while they are at school. Our employers have had to accommodate our need to
return to Caledonia to ensure the safety of our children and homes. We have had to miss several days at work. Yet
this fiasco has nothing to do with the residents of Caledonia but with the Provincial and Federal governments.
This occupation has created a hostile, fear-driven environment, which we have been living in since the beginning
of the occupation. I fear for my life, the life of my children and neighbours, as well as my home. We remain
terrorized as we continuously witness a chaotic and inefficient approach to end this. Insomnia and fear are taking
their toll on our home lives, we have tried to remain confident that this catastrophe will be resolved; we tried to
maintain faith that the people responsible for our safety will not be “caught like deer’s in the headlight’s again”. Our
Provincial and Federal leaders have abandoned us.
Our town is being held hostage. These occupiers have damaged and destroyed roadways, interrupted hydro
service for an entire region, and endangered public safety. Yet they have been rewarded with living in model
homes and receiving free water and hydro. These actions must not be tolerated. No one should be considered
above the law…
Premier McGuinty, you Sir are a medical anomaly, the fact you can stand when you don’t have a spine will surely
be discussed for generations to come. Your signature phrase “be patient” has outlived its usefulness, we expect
the leader of our great province to have greater words of wisdom. Premier McGuinty, where have you been? Our
patience has run out.
Some of our elected provincial government diatribe has alluded that this illegal occupation has been incident free
and is merely symbolic. Your lack of knowledge concerns me, how can educated decisions regarding the safety
and well-being of the people you serve be made with such a blatant lack of insight. Again I invite you to come to
Caledonia without your entourage and spend a few days walking in our shoes. In fact, please come and stay at my
home, you will be delighted to enjoy the many pleasures an illegal occupation has to offer. You can then take this
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opportunity to explain to our children why you are allowing this to happen.
Premier McGuinty, every time you break your word, you lose power, successful leaders keep their word and their
promises. You only have one reputation in life. Your word is gold. Honour your word Prime Minister:
Your mission statement informs us: You are getting things done for families & taxpayers; Canada’s New
Government is building a stronger Canada.
- A prosperous and secure country.
- A Canada that is united at home and respected abroad.
- A country where what you’ve done & where you’re going matters more than where you’re from or who
you know.
- A Canada that offers everyone a fair shot.
- A country with safe streets.
- A Canada that leads not follows.
What exactly have you done for the residents of Caledonia?
You Promise Accountability: Continue to reform our political institutions and the political process to make them
more accountable and more democratic.
Who is being held accountable for this fiasco, and what type of democracy not only encourages but also
participates in negotiations while a town is being held hostage.
The Canadian Charter of Rights states:
•

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof
except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

•

Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal
benefit of the law without discrimination
I assume these rights include the residents of Caledonia…
Prime Minister Harper and Premier McGuinty, you are in a position of great influence and responsibility. You have
a moral obligation to use your position’s authority and power to end this intolerable situation. Band-aid solutions
have been unsuccessful and key strategies must be implemented immediately to restore law and order to our
community. You assumed we were a small community with little voting power; you did not take into consideration
the courage of the people or the support from across Canada. The people of Canada know this could be their
backyard next. We, the residents of Caledonia, will no longer bend over to have pink smoke blown up our
posteriors. Our demands are simple and realistic
•

We demand a public apology from Premier McGuinty, Monte Kwinter, David Ramsey, Gwen Boniface,
Prime Minister Harper, Diane Finley.

•

We demand the immediate and unconditional restoration of the rule of law to Caledonia and the
surrounding area, this includes enforcing all court orders, arrest warrants and the absolute enforcement of
anything occurring on or around the currently occupied area.

•

We demand constant and unfettered information sharing from the Federal, Provincial, Municipal
governments and minutes of the negotiations meeting to be released. This should occur weekly and
maintain an open and transparent consistency as it is we the people of Caledonia who are being affected
and our hometown bartered with while being kept in the dark. Anything less is unacceptable!

•

We demand the immediate removal of the OPP from the town and surrounding area and their replacement
by an appropriate force who will provide us with the safety and security that has been non-existent. The
institution of Fantino is great for the OPP however it comes as too little too late for the people of
Caledonia, the marked shift in policy and operational action that is required cannot be reasonably
expected to occur until Fantino has head a considerable period of time to change it from the grass roots
up. We have been burdened long enough, Commissioner Fantino remove your force until you can get your
house in order at which time you can apply to come back and have said force try to make amends for it’s
betrayal of this town and it's own mandate under the law…

NOTE: Anne Marie VanSickle later told a Toronto Life reporter that she learned supporters of the occupation had
published her address in on-line forums, and were talking about raping her in retaliation for speaking out at the
October 15th March for Freedom. See ‘AnneMarie’s Story’ in the ‘Attacking Free Speech’ section of this report.
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March for Freedom, cont.
Mary-Lou LaPratte (Ipperwash) Speech
I am not here today to discredit the land claims process. I am not here to
discredit Colour of Right. Colour of Right is also entrenched in the Rule of
Law. That is the lawful right to demonstrate and claim ownership of land
natives truly believe belongs to them.
When the native land disputes erupted at Ipperwash in 1992, 93 & 95, the
OPP took the position the lands would be treated as reserves. This is without
benefit of the land claims process, be it negotiation as through the courts.
The OPP refused to enter the disputed land simply because the natives did
not want them there. We have no policing at two occupied areas of
Ipperwash, or authority of any kind over those on the land.
As soon as the occupations and land claim on the West Beach started we noticed a disturbing OPP policy
evolving. Natives coming off the occupied lands into surrounding areas to harass, threaten, intimidate, steal from,
or assault innocent homeowners and tourists, were exempt from criminal charges upon reaching the safe haven of
the disputed land. In the West Beach land claim, which was going through a court process, a native anywhere on
the properties, for any reason, would not be charged.
Our lives became a daily nightmare of threats, intimidation, and harassment tactics which, over the years, became
home invasions and physical assaults. We became a community with no policing, no province and no country. No
one in the OPP, the Provincial or the Federal Governments would give us any relief or help with the aggression.
After the death of native protestor Mr. George, the police totally deserted our community because they and their
families became targets. Our community was in chaos. We were so terrified we asked the OPP what they would
do if one of us was taken against our will onto the occupied land. The reply, "We will negotiate the return of your
body." The families of two victims at Ipperwash deserve closure to bury the remains of their loved ones.
Letters to politicians, newspaper articles, and radio interviews produced the standard response: We sympathize
with your frustrating predicament, but you must be patient and understanding. We complained no one is policing
the base and the park, and the reply would be the OPP are responsible to police the base and the park.
The occupied park is still owned by the Province of Ontario. The occupied Base is still owned by National Defense.
Neither government would address our concerns knowing the OPP were refusing to enter these sites. The most
detrimental aspect of our lives at Ipperwash has been the selective policing based on race. Nowhere in our OPP
contract does it state we will uphold all laws on your behalf except those [crimes] perpetrated by aboriginals.
Nowhere in the criminal code does it state the law will only be upheld if the criminal is not an aboriginal. Nowhere
has the Provincial or Federal Government publicly stated that aboriginals are exempt from the criminal code.
Therefore, we must come to the conclusion that the OPP organization has on its own decided who, when, where
and how the law will be upheld according to race.
How did the OPP get this power? How did the government get the authority to tell me, my children, and my grand
children that under certain circumstances we will not be protected by the law? That we must willingly succumb to
abuses of every kind and that this abuse must be endured until the land disputes in my community are resolved.
That it doesn't matter if we suffer post-traumatic stress syndrome, nervous break downs, heart attacks, divorces or
financial ruin. Ipperwash is a story not finished fifteen years after the land claims started…
It has been stated by a former MPP that we simply aren't a large enough community to affect the vote. That is why
our issues and yours in Caledonia can be put on the back burner and swept under the rug. We are not considered
a threat to the political agenda. The March For Freedom meant to me a chance for ordinary citizens to look at the
issue of law in native land disputes and say my God, this is not right, fair or just. We cannot have pockets of
Ontario exempt from the law. We cannot have innocent residents being abused and victimized indefinitely through
not fault of their own in a situation they are not allowed any input, by government or police or natives, into or to be
part of the resolution.
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We have anti-bullying and anti-abuse legislation. We have laws protecting the person and possessions of our
citizens. Why have native land claims made all this redundant for victims of abuse in our circumstances?
Our towns, cities, villages and hamlets deserve much better representation from our OPP and our elected leaders.
How dare these authorities say that I am not worthy of all the privileges, benefits and responsibilities of this
Province and Country. To deny any of us safety of property, person and possessions is a disgrace to all that
democracy truly stands for.
We have met the enemy. The enemy is us because government is for the people, by the people, and we have
been apathetic while our elected leaders and paid security (OPP) lead us down a path of unjustified pain. This
March represents the first civil stand for our rights since the 1900's, for citizen's rights to be recognized. I hope
today is the beginning of the return of Justice for All.
Thank you for listening.
___________________________________________________________________________________

About Mary-Lou LaPratte
As outlined earlier in ‘The Untold Story of Ipperwash’ Mary-Lou LaPratte has spent the last 15 years of her life
trying to give a voice to the true victims of the Ipperwash tragedy – innocent residents caught up in three land
claims through no fault of their own. She has worked tirelessly to try to tell their stories so that other citizens in
Ontario would not have to experience the trauma suffered by her family and the many others in Ipperwash. Her
credentials include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

served as Vice Chair of the Ipperwash Policing Committee. 1993 to 1996
organized the first Neighbourhood Watch in Ipperwash. 1993 to 1996
served on the Executive of ONFIRE (Ontario Federation for Individual Rights and Equality), Security, 1995
to 1997
President of ONFIRE from 1997 to December 2006.
Public Relations officer for the West Ipperwash Property Owners Association, 1992 to 2001.
Conducted 700 hours of research and cataloguing for a class action lawsuit.
Spokesperson for the West Ipperwash Property Owners Association with the Assessment Review Board
from 1995 to 2001during the litigation on the West Beach Land claim.
Author of chronological history of Ipperwash saga from residents’ point of view, submitted to Ipperwash
Inquiry in July 2004 but never published.
Contributor to various symposia held by Ipperwash Inquiry.
Keynote speaker at inaugural March for Freedom event in Caledonia, ON, Oct 15/06
Co-presenter of The Ipperwash Papers project at Queen’s Park media studio, March 14/07
Key source for author of ‘Protection Racket: An Ontario judge glosses over illegal aboriginal acts in
Ipperwash’ by Kevin Steel, Western Standard magazine, July 02/07.

In short, if you wanted to know anything about land claim issues and associated violence and native crime against
residents in Ipperwash, Mary-Lou LaPratte was - and is - the person you needed to talk to. Despite her impressive
credentials, however, the Ipperwash Inquiry refused to allow her to testify, and refused to publish the 29-page
project she submitted in July 2004 intended to tell the story of the innocent residents who suffered during three
land claims, including one against their own homes they were forced to defend all the way to the Supreme Court of
Canada.
Mary-Lou’s quest for justice and recognition for Ipperwash’s forgotten victims, and her contribution to The
Ipperwash Papers on behalf of her community and all others in Canada who will face landclaim violence in the
future is a remarkable legacy. She was once - unsuccessfully - nominated to The Order of Canada for her tireless,
courageous work in seeking justice for those in her community who were abandoned by their government and their
police.
One can read Mary-Lou’s shocking, first hand account of the Ipperwash agony at www.IpperwashPapers.ca. It is
listed as document number A-1 in the Document Index.
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March for Freedom, cont.
Jon Sabin Speech
To all concerned residents of Caledonia and Canada:
Although I am not able to speak in person; I have asked Gary McHale to read my letter in my place.
I am Onkwehonwe (person of Turtle Island) and my family and I have participated in the Longhouse religion. It is a
way of life for me as Christianity is to you and your family. I lived in the communities. Some of my best friends are
and were Warriors. Some of my family are Warriors. Warrior theology is not Longhouse. Warrior theology is a cult.
It is comparable to David Koresh at Waco or Jim Jones at Jonestown. Warrior Theology is deadly. The Warrior
Society is and will always be a Native American militant cultic organization. It is very similar to Hezbollah.
I have personally witnessed terrible actions of the Warrior Society; I have witnessed drug trafficking, spousal abuse,
drug smuggling, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, cigarette smuggling, money laundering, etc.
I have attended funerals for young men killed in trafficking and smuggling. I have attended funerals for young men
killed by drunk drivers. They had too much money from smuggling. That led to there death's. I have
witnessed young Warriors shoot at police, Customs agents, blockade bridges, topple vehicles, shoot at other
Natives, blow up police cars, attempt to kill Border Patrol Agents, ram Police Boats, high speed chases, beat other
Natives with baseball bats, AK-47 shoot outs, exploding police officers personal cars, Rape, Child Molestation, all
because of the values taught within the Warrior Society.
These criminal activities are an everyday occurrence in Native America.
The Longhouse religion has a special place in North American history and in the hearts of many Natives.
Unfortunately, extremist utilize this ancient religion to further their own goals under the disguise of Native
Sovereignty also known as MONEY!
Many preach about the myth of the two row wampum (Treaty with the Dutch) of you being in a ship and I in a
canoe. We sail along together side by side and that we don't cross each other's paths.
It appears that the Warrior Societies have attempted to act as Pirates and hijack the white man's ship.
The Warrior Societies are a new movement hiding behind current theological themes to further there own agenda.
The Warriors are expendable individuals fighting for the wealthy that are afraid to fight their own political goals.
The Warriors are financed by illegal contributions from drugs, guns, cigarettes, gambling, and money laundering.
They accept this money to terrorize and steal in the name of their god.
These groups have been associated with international terrorists organizations as deadly as Moamar Ghadaffi,
Hezbollah, The Blind Sheik and his lawyer Lynne F. Stewart.
The Warriors do not recognize international boundaries like the 49th parallel that separates to great democracies;
Canada and the United States of America.
The Warriors call themselves Onkwehonwe or Haudenosaunee. Not an American or Canadian. They Hate. They
Kill. They Steal from you and me. They destroy communities. They have destroyed their own community at
Akwesasne. They killed two men J.R. Edward's and Matthew Pyke for Casino's. They killed Cpl. LeMay at Oka.
They have no respect for the Law or any value for human life. They have demonstrated that through their actions in
the past.
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They destroyed your Communities at Ipperwash and Caledonia. They harass you everyday and threaten your right
to be peaceful.
You can no longer walk down the street at night; let your children play in your yard. They threaten with insults and
terrorize you in the media. We walk together in unison.
The OPP stand by. That's all they do. Your politicians have failed you.
You have been raped of your integrity and belief in the criminal justice system.
Don't stand for it anymore. It is time to resist the Warriors. If the Warriors war is with the Government then Warriors
take your war to the government. Leave Caledonia alone!
Cowards hide behind walls, women and children. Cowards cover there faces with masks. Cowards threaten and
intimidate. Cowards steal and terrorize and will not fight in a courtroom or in the political arena.
The Warriors say that they cannot win in a courtroom because the deck is always are stacked against them.
MAYBE it is true. MAYBE they have no land claim.
These Cowards have frightened our government and police. They do not frighten us. We shall win Caledonia and
Ipperwash back. We as Canadians must stand to end two tier justice and take our COUNTRY BACK.
I want to walk down the street at night with no fear. I want to let my child play in my yard with no fear. I want to
shake hands with my Native neighbor with no fear.
JUSTICE DENIED ANYWHERE IS JUSTICE DENIED EVERYWHERE!
The Warriors and the Native occupiers must BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS. The OPP MUST
ENFORCE A LAWFUL COURT ORDER!
No two tier justice. No man or woman is above the law because of the color of their skin. The Warriors are
Canadian. No More. No Less.
The Warriors are not above the law. They are not beneath the law. They are subject to our law. The Canadian
Constitution and Charter of Rights.
No man shall hide behind his god and not be answerable to his community. The Warriors need to answer to us. We
are there community. We are there peers. We want answers as to why they won't answer and surrender to the
courts of Canada. They can't and will not answer because they have no answer as to why they won't surrender.
They are cowards. They are terrorists. They have taken Caledonia and Ipperwash hostage as if it were a 747 in mid
flight. They have taken our families hostage. They have raped our communities. They claim it to be a joyful
experience. They are terrorists!
Let's pray for the pagans that hold us hostage. Let's free ourselves of the situation before us and pray for the OPP
and our politicians.
I ask the cowards hiding behind their masks to take them off and show there faces. They won't because they are
ashamed of what the have become.
We walk together hand in hand as a society of men and women. I ask that we hold hands and UNITE AS ONE
CANADA and FREE OURSELVES FROM OUR OPPRESSION.
Sincerely,
Jon Sabin
NY Crimewatch
NOTE: John Sabin is a New York State Private Investigator.
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‘Remember Us’ March
On Oct. 8, 2007 the 'Remember Us’ March for Freedom
was held to direct attention to Caledonia two days before
provincial elections. This March gave average people the
opportunity to speak out, and guest speakers included: a
15 year-old Caledonia resident (‘Dancer’); Joe Gaultieri
(brother of Sam Gaultieri, nearly killed in his home by native
protesters); and CANACE co-founders, Mark Vandermaas
and Gary McHale, organizers of the March. A statement of
support from the Canadian Taxpayers Federation was also
read. Mr. Clyde Powless, head of security for native
occupiers, asked to speak and was allowed to do so.
Merlyn Kinrade, a resident of Caledonia, was the emcee.

Comment by Bill Jackson
Regional News Editorial – Oct. 10, 2007
This past Monday a group of residents gathered to march against two-tiered
justice in the town of Caledonia which saw a good turnout of some 200 people.
But while many reduce the marches to flag hanging and stirring the pot with
police and natives, there's a much bigger picture here they should realize.
In the past few years, families have been terrorized. A man was almost murdered
recently for no good reason. Police officers have been assaulted and media
people have been beaten. The list goes on. Death is a strong word, so is rape.
Most can relate to the fear that's prevalent throughout town, but perhaps the best
word to describe Caledonia, is volatile, despite what the 'business people' say
about bad press.
Because it hasn't been as noisy lately as it was in 2006, people tend to think that
things have gotten better behind police barricades that treat Caledonia similar to
the elephant graveyard in the Lion King. In reality, the severity of crime is getting
worse and arguably more sporadic under their watch, or should we say, blind eye.

Joe Gaultieri

The Gaultieri family might not have been at the Caledonia rally this week if it
wasn't for a father and brother being bashed into an unconscious state with
wooden batons. Neither would a 15-year-old girl if she wasn't constantly
harassed. But no matter what happens, it seems that such marches themselves
never seem to garner enough participation to create change, which is really what
everyone always says is most needed.
Thanksgiving Monday wasn't the best day to get people out, granted. But it's not
the actions of those who weren't at the rally Monday that were sorely missed, but
rather the inactions of people in the community who could help, but don't.
It's the developers who help block a road because natives have temporarily left
them alone. The homeowners who won't participate in a flag raising that would
cause disturbances on their street that's been riddled with native conflict for
weeks and only now calm. It's the tow truck driver who threatened to remove nonnatives off Argyle Street because of business relations with natives. It's the people
who would rather brush things under the rug for profits. It's money, but most of all
it's the politicians and police people who try and discourage such an important
message all the time. Until they're killed, or see a family member assaulted, it's
"not In My Back Yard."

Mark Vandermaas

We all know by now that McGuinty and the OPP have power, but don't do
anything to help victims here in Caledonia. But until enough people stand up and
take notice to force those in power to cause change, another victim of two-tier
justice is sure to surface, probably sooner than later.
Kudos to the marching flies here and abroad who are trying to make a difference
overseas and keep Caledonia's story in newspapers outside Haldimand.
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Clyde Powless

08 October 2007

Statement for the Freedom March, Caledonia
Today is a day when we should all be at home with family celebrating Thanksgiving. Instead, sadly enough, you are
here making an important point about freedom: freedom of expression, freedom of speech, freedom of association,
and freedom not to live in fear in your own homes and your own city. We have been blessed to live in Canada, a
country that usually celebrates these freedoms even when they challenge us on sensitive issues such as this.
Everyone wants to see a peaceful resolution to the troubles in Caledonia. Everyone wants a quick resolution to the
troubles and disagreements in Caledonia. Governments need to step up to facilitate an end to the standoff so
freedom can be returned to Caledonia.
The Canadian Taxpayers Federation is a national, not-for-profit organization with 68,000 supporters. Our mandate
is to fight for lower taxes, less waste and greater accountability in government. The standoff has cost taxpayers
over $50 million dollars and government has not been accountable for the tremendous hardships all have faced.
People like the Gualtieri’s and the Brown’s, injured OPP officers and so many others can attest to that.
It has been more than 19 long months since this standoff began and it appears no closer to resolution today.
Thanks to the unfortunate acts of a few, the failure of governments and the failure of police to act, all are suffering.
This growing rift is not the result of the Six Nations reserve and residents of Caledonia wanting to continue the
standoff. It stems from complacency shown by politicians in Queen’s Park and Ottawa.
There is no clear cut evidence that the people of the Six Nation’s reserve have a legal claim to disputed land. That
is what the legal system will help determine. A swift decision on the land issue would be desirable. However,
governments should not negotiate with occupiers or those who support them or fail to condemn them. When
governments offer cash settlements to occupiers and their supporters they damage the principle of the rule of law.
They also give the appearance that there are different laws for native lawbreakers than for non-native law breakers.
The government should enforce the rule of law.
In Toronto on June 3rd a group of women anti-poverty activists held their own protest and occupied an abandoned
building. Toronto police had them removed and four were arrested in a matter of a few hours. This double standard
should not be allowed.
Lawbreakers should be charged and the amount of the settlement offer from the government should be reduced by
the amount it has cost taxpayers during this standoff.
It is time for governments to act. We are at the end of the provincial election, a time when promises are flying left
and right. Instead of promises we need to see action to end this standoff and quickly and fairly settle the land
claims. Thank you for your time.

- Kevin Gaudet, Ontario Director
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‘Remember Us’ March, cont.
Mark Vandermaas Speech

Native people are victims of Two Tier Justice, too
I have never believed that the violent extremists who have terrorized
Caledonia and other towns in Ontario represented all native people, and in
all the months I have been involved in the struggle to restore the rule of law,
I have never met a single person who believed it either.
In fact, during my meeting with the Solicitor General’s office regarding my
complaints against OPP Commissioner Fantino, I told Mr. Kwinter’s
consultant that I thought the biggest mistake the government and the OPP
were making was treating a relatively small group of extremists as though
they spoke for all honourable native people…
The same race-based policies and procedures implemented by the OPP in Caledonia and endorsed by the official
Ipperwash Inquiry report as “best practices,” the same policies that cause OPP officers to violate the rights of nonnatives, and allow native criminals to escape justice are responsible for victimizing native people themselves. Here
are some examples:
1. Ipperwash Inquiry report: Children were deliberately used to assault Camp Ipperwash on July 29/95.
“Harley George, a fifteen-year-old boy, was instructed to drive the yellow school bus into the barracks with
children as passengers. The bus belonged to Warren George, Harley’s father.”
“They ranged in age from eleven to sixteen years, with the exception of one person who was in his
twenties.” “Harley turned the bus around, ‘backed it through the gate,” breaking the chain lock. The children
heard glass…smash and fall to the floor of the bus.“Harley George “pulled up to the door [of the Drill Hall]
and began to push it in with the bus.” “Harley…backed the bus into the jeep pushing it for about forty to
forty-five feet. The bus hit the military vehicle with a fair amount of force.”
2. The investigation that eventually became The Ipperwash Papers taught us a number of important lessons. One
of them is that Two Tier Justice was the likely cause of Dudley George’s death. In March 1996, the Town of
Bosanquet (formerly Lambton Shores) wrote a victim impact statement to Justice Robert Reid that contained these
revelations:
“DND [Department of National Defence], through its failure to remove illegal occupiers, failure to permit the
law to be upheld, failure to protect its boundaries…created a situation that led to the death of at least one
individual, the takeover and destruction of public property, terrorizing of a municipality, destruction of
property values, and the tearing apart of a community and it’s way of life.”
In other words, in the opinion of the township, Dudley George died and Ipperwash was terrorized because
of a failure to enforce the law in the early years prior to Mr. George’s death when the situation was not as
dangerous. As we have recently seen in Caledonia, OPP policies allow a peaceful land claim to escalate
month after month until extreme violence is occurring. Then and only then do they act.
3. Native elders Clifford George, Rose Manning & Nellie Rogers who were among the original Ipperwash occupiers
told the Sarnia Observer in April 1998 that they were “harassed and intimidated into leaving the former Camp
Ipperwash by a small band of younger natives who think they’re in charge of the place.”
“They threatened us with guns and said I had to leave.” She described the former camp as a “lawless land.”
Rose Manning’s home was later burnt down in retaliation for speaking out.
4. The same situation occurred in Caledonia. According to Turtle Island News, the Douglas Creek Estates was
eventually taken over by uncontrollable youths. Here are some quotes from an article published May 16/07:
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“…a young man is recovering from neck injuries after he was struck with a crowbar…”
“A 19 year old man, Kenny Mitchell, has been kicked off the site for two weeks for striking the other
youth…after first throwing a brick through the window of the…home he was staying in.”
“That same man also lit up a joint in front of a Turtle Island News reporter…”
“A number of long-term supporters have left the site, citing concerns for their safety.”
“Reclamation spokesperson Hazel Hill rarely attends the site, and another long-term supporter…who wants
to remain anonymous, doesn’t feel “comfortable” there anymore.”
Just as in Ipperwash, the failure by police to enforce the law encouraged DCE occupiers to become violent
against fellow natives.
5. On May 17th a madman threatened a woman and child with an AK47 assault rifle on the occupied Douglas
Creek Estates before leaving to shoot a native man at an illegal smoke shop on Highway Six. Nearby Notre Dame
School was locked down. Nearby OPP did not attempt to intervene, but instead called for help from Six Nations
Police who were miles away. Had the OPP not been prevented from patrolling the provincially owned DCE, it is
quite possible that the shooting of the native man would never have occurred.
6. On August 15th, Turtle Island News reported that elected Six Nations Band Chief David General stated that the
seized DCE lands are not sacred because two rapes and “other unseemly acts” had occurred there.
How many of you knew that women were being raped on the Douglas Creek Estates?
So, who is responsible for these crimes against native people? Who is encouraging the lawlessness? Who is
corrupting native youth into believing that violence is the only solution to rectifying past injustices? Just look at their
flag; the flag of the Mohawk Warriors.
The Mohawk Warriors are involved in weapons smuggling, cigarette smuggling, liquor smuggling and gambling as
reported by both RCMP and native web sites as well as other investigative journalists. Contrary to what you may
have been led to believe, they are not noble advocates for natives who are tired of waiting for land claims to be
settled. They are an organized crime operation using land claims as a means to further their own corrupt goals.
Here are some excerpts from an extensive chronology written by a native who was concerned about the impact the
Warriors were having on native communities who wanted to live in peace:
1989 - About 100 members of the warriors form the Mohawk Sovereignty Security Force and begin a reign
of terror that included beatings, drive-by shootings, ramming cars on reservation roads and thousands of
rounds being fired at cars, homes and opponents of gambling. The Mohawk Sovereignty Security Force
served as the private army for the casino owners and the smuggling organizations.
March 23, 1990 - The traditional Mohawks at Akwesasne set up roadblocks to protest the eight illegal
gambling casinos that were operated by the Warrior Society. They were intent on keeping gamblers out of
their territory and were maintained for 33 days. The warriors reacted by attacking the barricades and nightly
fire fights broke out. In April the warriors mounted a full scale assault on the barricades, burned the cars
and bulldozed the roads clear. Several of the protestors were seriously beaten and hospitalized. In fear of
the violence, all of the schools in the community were closed. Nightly harassments and drive-by shooting
created armed camps on both sides.
May 1, 1990 - Harold J.R. Edwards and Matthew Pike (shot in the back) are killed in gunfire between pro
and anti gambling factions at Akwesasne. Pike was trying to rescue Doug George (Akwesasne Notes
editor) and his brother from an all-night fire fight with the warriors. The reservation was sealed off by State
and Provincial Police. 2,000 Mohawks leave their community in fear of their lives.
By 1994, a gang of warriors and their non-Indian supporters terrorized Kanesatake. Gun running and drug
dealing became the principal activities to support the warrior agenda at Oka. Drug use was out of control
among the Mohawk youth. Lawlessness was the arena created by the warriors.”
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Here is the author’s take on the Warriors’ role in the Oka crisis.
“During the confrontation at Oka, the warriors took over the agenda and turned it from land rights for the
Oka Mohawks to demanding that the warriors be given the right to operate high-stakes bingo. The real
reason that the warriors moved in on Oka was to protect their gaming at Kahnawake and to spread their
gaming operations to other Haudenosaunee communities.”
In summary, the Warriors are in the business of hijacking land claims for their own benefit. The Warriors were in
Oka, they were in Ipperwash and they are in Caledonia. According to the same author, “The warrior’s agenda is to
create disruption through violence, threats and intimidation.”
OPP Two Tier Justice policies are based on the false premise that organized criminals speak for honourable native
people and that native people are willing to live in a lawless world ruled by criminals who take what they want, when
they want. For more than 15 years the OPP has been sacrificing the well-being of law-abiding people - both native
and non-native - for the benefit of sociopaths and demagogues.
What does it say to honourable native parents who try to raise their children to have respect for the rights and
property of other people when the OPP so eagerly reward the sociopaths in native communities for their violence
and criminality? How many native youth have been turned away from productive lives by well-meaning, but
destructive racial policing policies? How many native parents have been intimidated into silence by Warrior thugs?
When we become aware of injustice we have a duty to expose and confront it to the best of our ability. Just as we
have a duty to speak up for children afraid in their homes on Sixth Line, and for a man almost beaten to death in a
home he was building for his daughter, we have a duty to speak up on behalf of the native women who have been
raped on DCE, for the woman and child who were threatened by a gunman on DCE and for the native man who
was eventually shot.
We did our very best to reach out to Chief David General, to invite him to speak here today against the injustices
suffered by both communities. Unfortunately, he refused to do so. I believe that he is a good man of good will, so
we hope that one day he will reconsider. In that vein, I implore all of you to share what you have learned here today
with those who did not come, and especially, with those who refused to come.
We must demand that the truth be told. There can be no healing or reconciliation or constructive movement to
address legitimate grievances of native people, except that based on truth. The truth is that both native and nonnative Canadians are being victimized by a small group of extremists due to the OPP’s unwillingness to enforce the
law, and it is in both our interests that these criminals be exposed for who and what they are, and vigorously
pursued by law enforcement.
I believe that Two Tier Justice is the ultimate expression of racism by the Ontario Provincial Police towards
honourable native people. The time has come for all of us - native and non-native - to join together to end this most
shameful period in Ontario’s history for the benefit of all Canadians.
I would like to leave you with my last words to an Iroquois man named Terry who inspired a VoiceofCanada article
back in January. Our discussion didn’t begin on a positive note, but it ended with us sincerely wishing each other
well. These were my last words to Terry:
“My hope is that one day people will come to Caledonia, not to study the destruction caused by those who
would do evil to other human beings for their own selfish purposes, but to learn about your culture, about
the damage that was done to it, and how Caledonians - native and non-native - came together as one in the
dark days to peacefully proclaim Six Nations and the rest of Haldimand County as a sanctuary from that
evil."
Thank you for listening.
Mark Vandermaas
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Attacking Free Speech
One of the fundamental rights that anyone has in a democracy
is the freedom of expression, and in Canada that is guaranteed
by the Charter of Rights as ruled by the Supreme Court of
Canada. However, anyone attempting to speak out is quickly
attacked by Native Protestors in their attempt to control all
information coming out of Land Claim areas.
It has become very fashionable for native protesters to pull
out the race card anytime a resident speaks out. Everyone is
called a racist unless they agree and submit to everything the
protestors say. Freedom to disagree and freedom of thought
is no longer allowed.
As you can see from the photos, individual people are named and
singled out for character assassination because these people would dare
believe they have a right to voice their views in Canada. To these
protestors, all Canadians are members of the KKK and, as such, are evil.

Labeling all Canadians as being racist intimidates people into not
speaking up. The above banner is carried to various illegal occupations
and shows how many native protesters see themselves as superior –
since – in their eyes - all white people are evil.
The OPP and Ontario Government also do their part to slander people and to silence anyone who attempts to get
the news from Caledonia out to the people of Ontario and the rest of Canada. The OPP will issue press releases
against non-natives who speak out, and the Ontario Government threatens media who report the stories.
The OPP have called residents 'juvenile' and have attempted to divide the community by attacking people's
motives with statements asserting that some residents have ' self-motivated agendas' at the expense of 'the
betterment of the community.'
We see ex-Premier David Peterson calling people 'Wackos' because they dared to speak out about the violence in
Caledonia. Commissioner Fantino took the time, from December 2006 to March 2007, to appear on TV, radio and
do newspaper interviews during which he repeatedly called people 'juvenile' and claimed certain non-natives were
a disease by saying they are like a 'bad cold'. Several lawsuits were filed against the OPP & the Ontario
Government in response to defamation by Commissioner Fantino and the Ontario Provincial Police Association.

Can I disagree with you and not be deemed a racist
CHML Jamie West Blog - Apr 27, 2006
That's the question I asked native spokesperson Clyde Powless last night when I met him for the second
straight night at the obscenly blocked site of the occupation. Every time I look at that blockade I become
more angry. Angry at the law breaking tactic and angry that our political leaders let it get to that point. Let
me be clear. That blockade is a DANGER to the citizens of Caledonia. Having worked as a paramedic, I
can tell you that the native's promise to let ambulances and fire trucks through comes as hollow
reassurance when seconds literally count to save lives.
If that road were open those ambulances would be screaming with heart attack victims well above the
speed limit to get the patient to hospital. As it stands now that can't be done safely. They have to crawl
through the blockade so as not to create a few more patients in the process of dealing with the one
they're transporting. However, I digress. I told Clyde Powless to tell his people to stop emailing me and
calling me to tell me I'm a racist simply because I disagree with the tactics employed by the protestors
over the last week.
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It's time for at least one media person to make the following observation and I guess it will be me...The
protestors in my opinion have a complete "if you're not with us...you're against us attitude" For a group
that suggests to the residents of Caledonia that they see many shades of grey, they sure act and speak in
black and white…
Jamie West is not the only media person to fall victim to being called racist simply for reporting the news or for
interviewing non-Natives. There is an organized effort to attack anyone who speaks out. Unfortunately far too many
media give in to this intimidation and change news stories out of fear of being labeled racist.
Many residents feel victimized by the Media after already being victimized by the violent protestors. Mr. West is a
perfect example of a media person who first tried to report the news in an attempt to give residents a voice.
However, over time this same media person give up and started to change all stories coming out of Caledonia.
Although Mr. West did about 40 stories on Caledonia in the first few months he has only done about 5 stories in all
of 2007. Mr. West lives in Caledonia and no longer speaks out on behalf of the residents.
In fact Mr. West speaks out against things that residents get involved in. People who try to continue to speak out to
send a message to the People of Ontario are attacked by the very media that claims to be just reporting the news.
This same Jamie West who posted a story asking, “Can I disagree with you and not be deemed a racist?”, starts to
call people racist for speaking out.

Fantino the joker…
CHML Jamie West Blog - Apr 13, 2007
…When is Caledonia going to stop allowing itself to be defined by the DCE crap? When I asked
[Councillor] Grice if he backs that moron from Richmond Hill...Grice replied that he doesn't support the
marches but supports what that racist moron stands for. Get off the fence Grice. Your constituents
deserve better and as for you Fantino...take your fancy new black and white police cars....and....well you
can fill in the blanks.
CHML forced Jamie West to apologize for his ‘Racist Moron’ comment and Mr. West posted, “On April 13, 2007, in
one of my blogs, I made a derogatory reference to Gary McHale of Richmond Hill, Ontario. I regret making this
statement and I apologize to Mr. McHale for any embarrassment that he may have suffered as a result of the post.”
The question should be why does the media target residents and non-Natives - who have committed no crimes - for
such vicious attacks? Why is such biased reporting and censorship of the news so widespread?

CH TV betrays the Public Trust
Hamilton-based CH TV had done a good job at reporting the news out of
Caledonia until about Sept 2007 when the station's manager Mike Katrycz
directly ordered the news show producers and reporters to stop reporting
certain news from Caledonia.
It is absolutely clear that Mike Katrycz has now ordered the censorship of
all news that comes from Caledonia. This is just another example of how
media has betrayed people and helps victimize residents a second time by
refusing to report the news from Caledonia.
We know that CH TV was threatened twice by McGuinty's staff – once in August 2006 for interviewing Gary McHale
regarding the Leaked Liberal Plan, and again during the provincial election in 2007. CHCH TV aired the story of the
threat they received by McGuinty's staff during the election. We cannot say for sure why Mike Katrycz now has
ordered the censorship of the news but it has had an affected the reporting and the topics CHCH is willing to cover.
This censorship includes the refusal to interview the Canadian Taxpayers Federation because they were going to
talk about Caledonia, and heavy editing of interviews with Sam Gaultieri (the man hospitalized in Sept. 2007) and
Joe Gaultieri to remove their references to the upcoming 'Remember Us' March scheduled for October 08, 2007.
News coverage in September and October 2007 show repeated examples of images being removed to conform to
Mr. Katrycz's orders. Numerous examples of stories that CHCH would have covered just a few months ago are
suddenly not allowed to be reported.
People have contacted Mr. Katrycz and the various reporters and news producers but the censorship continues.
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Media betrayal of the Public Trust
Not all media has done a poor job at reporting the news, but our
considerable experience in trying to bring the stories of Ipperwash and
Caledonia to the attention of Canadians is that many major outlets,
especially those owned by conglomerates, are only telling part of the
story. It is politically correct to cover the native point of view and ignore
important stories even when they are supported by irrefutable evidence.
There are two clear examples that prove this point. First, as outlined
earlier in this report, on March 14, 2007 we held a news conference at
Queen’s Park to release the Ipperwash Papers, a collection of over 400
pages of documents that prove the official Ipperwash Inquiry deliberately
ignored the suffering of residents and excluded all evidence of their
suffering from the Inquiry. To this day, not a single mainstream media
outlet in Ontario has covered the story despite the grave implications for
the people of Caledonia and other areas facing land claim lawlessness.
Second, is the media reaction to the 'Remember Us' March on Oct. 08,
2007 which was organized to allow Caledonia residents to have their
voices heard just before the provincial election. For residents to be
heard, however, the media must be willing to report the news. Speakers
at the event included: ‘Dancer,’ a 15 year old girl who is still without
police service; Joe Gaultieri, who reported on his brother Sam's condition
after his beating by native protesters; Merlyn Kinrade, a resident of
Caledonia; Mark Vandermaas, who spoke about how native people are
being victimized; Gary McHale, whose main message was that the
media has failed to report the news; and last-minute speaker, Native
Security leader Clyde Powless.
From the photos you can see that residents had political views and
wanted to express themselves, but the media was on a different agenda.
During McHale's speech about the failure of the media the crowd
cheered because most people in Caledonia have given up any hope that
the media is willing to report the truth. Political correctness and fear of
being called racist has intimidated most media outlets into not reporting
the entire human story in Caledonia.
The media revealed just how biased they are by the way they acted after
the speeches were over. The media immediately ran up to interview
Clyde Powless while caring nothing about the residents who just told
their stories about how they were victimized. With few exceptions, the
media didn't seem to care about a non-Native 15 year old girl living in
fear and they didn't care, back on Apr 17, 2007, when the same girl told
her story in the media room of Queen's Park and not one reporter told
her story. Imagine the coverage if native children lived in fear because
'white men' were terrorizing their families and the OPP refused to patrol
their street. Do you think the media would run that story?
For 90 minutes natives and non-Natives listened quietly to the speeches.
Even though there was not a single confrontation between natives and
non-natives that day, CHCH TV ran a false story on the 6pm news that
somehow residents were violently clashing with native people.
Fortunately, reporters from three local newspapers were at the
‘Remember Us’ March on October 8th. Their reporting – news and
editorial – was superb. It included – for the first time ever – detailed
coverage of Dancer’s story along with a photo of her addressing the
crowd. Local reporters for newspapers in both Ipperwash and Caledonia
have provided valuable and timely coverage as have other outlets such
as that owned by veteran journalist Doug Aldridge of TheRightSide.ca.
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Media swarmed Mr. Powless while
ignoring residents

OPP officers' $7.1 Million lawsuit to suppress Free Speech
Officers suing Caledonia protest organizer
CTV - Apr 19, 2007
The owner of a website critical of the provincial police force's handling of an aboriginal occupation is facing
a $7.1-million lawsuit filed by a group of 22 Ontario officers who say they have been defamed… On his
website, McHale criticized the provincial police officers who stopped him from hanging Canadian flags near
the occupied site - saying they were violating their oath of office and treating aboriginal protestors differently
than others…
"As a result of the defamatory publications, the plaintiffs have and will continue to suffer damage and harm
to their reputations personally and in their profession as police officers," reads a statement of claim filed on
behalf of the 22 Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) officers. The photos of all the 22 police officers were also
posted on the site under the heading "OPP: Hang your heads in shame," saying each one of them had
violated their oath of office, the statement of claim said…
Despite the prospect of being on the hook for $7 million in damages and other legal fees on top of that,
McHale said he's not worried. "Maybe they're hoping that (when) facing the legal costs of paying a lawyer,
we'll just shut down the website," McHale said. John Findlay, McHale's Hamilton lawyer, said he questions
why the lawsuit is claiming $7.1 million in damages from the computer programmer who dedicates himself
full-time to the website and lives primarily thanks to donations. "It just seems like a lot of money," he said.
The lawsuit comes as Fantino is being investigated by the province for an e-mail he sent to Caledonia
politicians, suggesting they supported McHale's rallies. In the e-mail, Fantino said if any of his officers are
injured as a result, he will support any lawsuit brought by them against the town and won't support the
renewal of the force's contract to police Caledonia…
Although numerous news reports have talked about how the OPP officers are not enforcing the law and have
created a Two Tier Justice system, the Ontario Provincial Police Association (OPPA) decided to attack the owner of
a web site that has repeatedly exposed the failure of these officers. Once again residents not only see the failure to
address the issue of law enforcement, but also see people being targeted for exposing the failed police policies.
It was OPP Association President Karl Walsh who first reported to the media that there was "Two Tier Justice" in
Caledonia. Since that time Mayor Trainer, Councilor Grice, MPP Toby Barrett, individual OPP officers, numerous
media, and countless residents have clearly stated that the OPP are failing to uphold the law equally.
A Belleville newspaper stated that OPP officers called the town ‘Cashedonia.’ A government report on public staff
that makes over $100,000 per year saw a sharp increase in 2006 due primarily to overtime by OPP officers.
Residents in Caledonia have provided videos and photos of individual OPP officers standing around watching as
crimes were committed. These images clearly show how the OPP had one set of laws for non-natives while
allowing native protestors to roam freely without OPP interference.

OPP Oath of Office
I solemnly affirm that I will be loyal to Her Majesty the Queen and to Canada, and that I will uphold the
Constitution of Canada and that I will, to the best of my ability, preserve the peace, prevent offences and
discharge my other duties as a Commissioned Officer, faithfully, impartially and according to law.

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:
a) freedom of conscience and religion;
b) freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other media
of communication;
c) freedom of peaceful assembly; and
d) freedom of association.
7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof
except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal
benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race, national or
ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.
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AnneMarie's Story and the end of Freedom of Expression
Toronto Life story by Marci McDonald: "Promised Land" – July 2007

‘Portrait of a Community Under Siege’
…on June 9 [2006], AnneMarie [VanSickle] woke up to discover that her phone was dead. A Bell Canada
Repairman told he the line had been cut in three places. Later that day, she arrived home from an errand to
find her neighbourhood an armed camp. A handful of natives had stormed across the muddy no-man's land
of the occupation site and hijacked a blue Chevy Tahoe with New York plates that had nosed into the culde-sac. They had dragged out three men inside, hurling them to the pavement, then roared off in the van.
The VanSickle's nest-door neighbour Paula Grice, who was eight months pregnant, had watched the drama
unfold in horror, thinking she'd just witnessed an attack on three hapless American tourists. Later it leaked
out that one of the passengers was a plain-clothed U.S. border agent, another an OPP investigator. The
third was from Washington's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, known as the ATF, loathed by
aboriginals for its zealous pursuit of smugglers on reserves like Akwesasne that straddle the U.S.-Canadian
border. When the van reappeared, smeared with excrement, the OPP issued an urgent appeal for the
return of its missing contents: undercover contact numbers and classified dossiers on native watch lists that
would ultimately surface in the office of the reserve's weekly Turtle Island News.
But what stunned VanSickle was that the attack unfolded only feet from the OPP officers stationed on the
cul-de-sac, who had stayed in their cruiser, frantically radioing for backup. "That's when it dawned on me,"
she says. "The police would not protect us."
The OPP promptly cordoned off the neighbourhood and later handed out yellow identity cards. But when a
friend remarked that it reminded her of pre-war Europe, where the Nazis had dispensed yellow stars to
Jews, something in VanSickle "came unglued," she says. "I went out to our cars, got these yellow cards and
threw them on the ground in front of the OPP cruiser. Tears were streaming down my face. I said, "This is
my home. You will not cut me off from my community You will not cut off my children from their friends.'
The duty officers sat motionless, she recalls: "They just looked at me like I was a crazy lady."
All summer, she and her neighbours didn't dare to use their backyards. Twice, she evacuated her kids to a
friend's house after hearing rumours that gasoline was being poured on the bushes behind their fence.
Even the simplest errand became fraught after another Braemar resident named Linda Hartless and her
three daughters – the youngest a year old – found their minivan careening wildly off Highway 6 when a front
wheel spun off. And investigation showed that its lug nuts had been loosened, shearing the wheel bolts.
Later, when Hartless's husband, Dave, a Hamilton police constable, discovered the van had been tampered
with again, he started daily checks of all the cars on the block.
By the end of August, nerves were frayed. VanSickle and three other mothers carted lawn chairs onto the
no-go zone beyond the cul-de-sac in the pouring rain and sat down, defiant. "Suddenly we have 53 OPP
officers screaming at us," she recalls. "They're going to arrest us for breach of the peace." She left quietly,
but that brief sit-in confirmed her suspicions. "Somehow," she says, "they had manipulated it so we'd
become the enemy."
A month later, she stood at the makeshift podium that Gary McHale had erected on a grassy rise behind the
Caledonia Lions Club community centre, recounting how her dream house had turned into a domestic
bunker. In a black turtleneck and oversized aviator shades, she cut a striking figure, a cameo of maternal
outrage. She directed her wrath not at the natives, but at the premier, Dalton McGuinty, who'd shelled out
more than $15 million to take Douglas Creek Estates off the developers' hands, then fought an order from
the Ontario Superior Court Justice David Marshall to force out the occupiers. "You, sir, are a medical
anomaly," she declared in what became the day's most memorable sound bite. "The fact that you can stand
when you don't have a spine will surely be discussed for generations."
She would pay for that moment in the spotlight. Despite McHale's hype, only 500 protestors turned out for
his march, which petered out on the fringes of the Canadian Tire parking lot, where a phalanx of OPP
officers blocked Argyle Street in a stolid black line. But most of the residents who showed up refused to
giver reporters their names. "Are you kidding?" cracked a weathered blonde who nodded toward a pickup
truck where a native woman was panning a video camera across the crowd. "They run your licence plate,
they find out where you live and make your life hell."
Van Sickle had barely arrived back home when the threats began. "I've had my address put on the native
Web site, and there's been talk about raping me," she would confide weeks later. "There are native women
– with kids – saying, "You racist piece of shit, you whore.' " She worried her own children's hearts were
hardening amid the vitriol: "Are we raising another generation hating each other?
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OPP Commissioner Julian Fantino attempts
to silence Dave Hartless

Signs created by Dave Hartless and
placed in front of his home in 2006

Caledonia resident, Mr. Dave Hartless has been a strong voice in
against the lawlessness in his town and of the failures of the OPP to
deal with it. He has created signs in front of his house (right), had
letters published, had emails posted on various web sites, and
spoken out in his community.
Although Mr. Hartless spoke out as a resident of Caledonia, the OPP
targeted him to be silenced because Mr. Hartless was respected by
many, and seen as someone who knew right from wrong since he is
a Hamilton Police Officer, although he never used his position as
police officer to support his criticism.
For months the OPP spoke directly to Mr. Hartless' superiors at the
Hamilton Police Department, and in one case had Mr. Hartless and
his wife appear at a meeting in which Mr. Hartless was told to control
his wife because she was speaking out as well. Failure to comply
would result in future problems for Mr. Hartless as a police officer.
Mr. Hartless refused to given in to the pressure, and continued to
speak out against the lawlessness, the threat to children in the area
and at school and against the OPP for their failures.

Premier McGuinty's Government & OPP Commissioner Fantino get involved
On Dec. 5, 2006, John Nolan, Senior Negotiator for the Ontario Secretariat for Aboriginal Affairs sent an email
to several people within the OPP and Ontario Government and the title of his email is 'Flag Party Editorial on
McHale's website'. The email is a single sentence which states, "Here is a copy of an editorial pertaining to the
flag party that Dave Hartless has on McHale's website.' Below is a copy of the Hartless editorial referred to in
Nolan’s email:
A group of citizens attempted to erect Canadian Flags accompanied by yellow ribbons on
hydro poles throughout the town...
However when the flags were about to be erected on the opposite side of the road from
the DCE the OPP decided that this was unacceptable and denied the residents from putting
up the flags.... This is the same location that the OPP sat back and watched the natives
erect warrior flags, 6 nations flags and unity flags without so much as a "hey what you
doing".... BUT for Canadians to attempt to raise a Canadian Flag on Canadian soil and
tie a yellow ribbon underneath to show support for our troops it is "A BREACH OF THE
PEACE" and resulted in the arrest of one resident and the disposal of the rights of
everyone else....
The OPP claimed that this was a non-issue! Nothing of any significance! Really??????????
Tell that to the soldiers who have served this country, who continue to serve and die
for this country.
Tell that to the police officers of this country who apparently took the same oath as
the OPP officers but unlike the absurd OPP policy directed policing these officers carry
out their sworn duty and ENFORCE
THE LAWS OF THIS COUNTRY.... EQUALLY!
The OPP MUST GO!
The OPP cannot police evenly and without prejudice, they are an ineffective impotent
entity in the areas of First Nations and surrounding non-native communities policing
because they will not take a stand and treat us all the same. As long as the OPP remain
here and the policing practices that have been occurring where only the non-natives are
subject to the laws and misguided unlawful policy of arrest under breach of the peace,
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hate will start to rise. People will start to transpose the injustices they see here
each and every day and project them onto natives in general, they will see the OPP as
nothing short of traitors to the country as a whole and how they willfully abandon its
laws. This is how hatred and intolerance is built, this is how it is spread. I am not
willing to stand idly by and watch as this is allowed to occur. I am not willing to
watch as the OPP policies and practices dishonour and disgrace this country it's
citizens, it's soldiers and the police profession as a whole.
To the Haldimand County Council: I wish to formally demand that a motion be placed
before the citizens of this community to have the OPP removed and replaced by an
effective, fair and unbiased policing agency immediately.
To the Provincial Government: I wish to formally demand that a motion be brought forward
before the house that an immediate public investigation be launched into the practices
of the OPP as it relates to their policing around all non-native communities that abutt
or border native territories between the periods of 1989-present. Upon completion of
this investigation a full disclosure to the public of all aspects of their actions
and/or inactions. I believe that at the end of this investigation there will be ample
evidence based upon Caledonia and Ipperwash alone that will justify discussion and
public input on whether the OPP should be permanently disbanded or whether individual
officers and commanders subject to criminal prosecution.
To the Federal Government: I wish to formally demand that a motion be brought forward
before the house that the RCMP along with the augmentation of the Canadian Military
shall be used immediately upon any insurrection, reclamation or occupation of any
contested lands BY ANY
GROUP, RACE, RELIGION or ETHNICITY including FIRST NATIONS, Provincial / Municipal
policing agencies shall be expressly removed from the situation in order to maintain an
unbiased and equal application of law and protection for all sides of the issue. I
secondarily request that an independant party as approved by the house in general be
appointed to over see and report to the Canadian people on the investigation of the OPP
as conducted by the Provincial Government.
David Hartless

OPP Inspector Dave McLean sent this email on the same day to senior OPP officers:
As you are aware the OPP in the past has been victim to Hamilton Police Service Officer
David Hartless and his direct verbal aggression as well as written slander by signs on
his lawn and articles in the Website of Gary McHale. We have in the past contacted his
Chief, Brian Mullen and on several occasions he has been spoken to by their senior
command. This email in my opinion is another other example of a police officer openly
discrediting another police service and in my opinion is a violation of the Code of
Conduct pursuant to the Police Services Act…
In addition Hartless' association to Gary McHale once again in my opinion is a breach of
the code of conduct by virtue of McHale's position against the past and present
commissioner and his inability to follow rules of law, create breaches of the peace and
sponsor the Rally for Freedom this past October. Now once again he is attempting to
really the troublemakers in Caledonia against us to prove his agenda.
I respectfully submit that Chief Mullen of Hamilton Police Service be notified of this
latest article and that Hartless be held accountable for his actions and comments…
D.G. McLean
Inspector
Haldimand/Caledonia

According to OPP Inspector McLean one can be guilty of wrongdoing simply by associating with a man who
has not committed a single crime in Caledonia. His email clearly shows the attitude of the OPP towards
residents who speak out because he calls them 'troublemakers'. The Charter right to Free Speech seems to
be of little concern to these people in positions of power who do everything they can to silence any bad news
coming out of Caledonia. Inspector McLean is correct about one thing; Mr. McHale did sponsor the Rally [sic]
for Freedom as a peaceful protest – a cry for freedom from OPP race-based policing in Caledonia.
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In February 2006, Mr. Hartless wrote an ‘Open Letter to Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty’ which upset the
OPP once again. Inspector McLean sent another email, then Fantino sent this email to the Hamilton Police
Service on February 18, 2007:
Not again! I am afraid that we, the OPP, have had enough of this nonsense.
Your man Hartless has gone over the top this time. I realize that he is also a
private citizen and quite entitled to exercise freedom of speech, however, as a
police officer, on or off duty, he is also held to a higher standard of
accountability which is where I am coming from on his latest vicious public rant.
I am formally taking exception to his latest mean spirited and totally false
accusations directed at the OPP that are very serious and about which I take
exception. Bad enough that he slams the men and women of the OPP, refers to the
Premier as being a coward on several occasions but then scatters his venomous email
far and wide.
If this isn't conduct unbecoming I don't know what is. Please let me know what
action the Hamilton Police Service is prepared to take respecting Hartless's
conduct.
JF

The following day Mr. Hartless received the following email from Ken Leendertse, Deputy Chief of Hamilton Police
Services:
Dave: Further to our conversation and warning of December 13, 2006, I have now
received an official complaint of Discreditable Conduct from the Commissioner of
the OPP concerning your email of Feb. 17th, 2007. I will [be] forwarding this email
and investigation to the Professional Standards Branch for Investigation. As your
comments and actions are bringing discredit to our Police Service, I am ordering
you to cease and desist and further emails concerning the situation in Caledonia.

Mr. Hartless chose to fight back against Fantino's intimidation to silence him by hiring a lawyer. On April 10, 2007
Mr. Leendertse again emailed Mr. Hartless and stated, "I understand that you have brought an Application in the
Superior Court of Justice to have this Order [the Order to cease and desist speaking out] declared unlawful. In light
of the ongoing investigation, and until a final determination is made in respect of this internal investigation, I hereby
rescind the Order of February 19th, 2007."
A Rally to support Mr. Hartless at OPP station in
Cayuga on March 03, 2007

Rally to support Dave Hartless
Mr. Hartless had become a community voice for the residents of
Caledonia - a voice the OPP and the McGuinty Government didn't
want the people to have with a Provincial Election only months away.
We saw the need to ensure that people's Charter rights to Free
Speech were upheld so we helped to organize community support
for Mr. Hartless and held a rally at the OPP station in Cayuga on
March 03, 2007. We gathered hundreds of signatures to be sent to
Chief Mullan of the Hamilton Police Services.
Haldimand Councilor Craig Grice spoke out against Commissioner
Fantino's attempt to silence Mr. Hartless a guest speaker at the rally.

Dave Hartless is cleared of any wrong doing
On July 6, 2007 the Hamilton Police Service issued a press release
clearing Mr. Hartless of any wrong doing. They stated, “HRPS
[Hamilton Regional Police Service] has now concluded its
investigation and no misconduct was found against Cst. Hartless.
This matter is now closed.”
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Gary McHale, Mark Vandermaas organized rally
with Councilor Craig Grice as guest speaker.

Fantino Should Apologize or McGuinty Should Fire Him
Canadian Taxpayer's Association - April 13, 2007
The Canadian Taxpayers Federation (CTF) today called on OPP Commissioner Julian Fantino to apologize
to the citizens of Caledonia and Ontario for threatening to quit policing the area and also requests Premier
McGuinty confirm for the residents that there will be a police presence for as long as is required. "If the
Commissioner won't apologize then the premier should replace him immediately with someone who will
keep the peace," said CTF Ontario Director Kevin Gaudet. "Mr. Fantino needs to apologize for threatening
to abandon the people of Caledonia. Does he think 'peace, order and good government' means he will keep
the peace only if government follows his orders? Instead of threatening Caledonians Mr. Fantino should be
urging politicians and Native leaders to end the standoff."
On April 7th Commissioner Fantino sent an email to Caledonia's mayor and council. In it he threatens to
hold councilors accountable, to send them the bill for policing, to support law suits and to end policing of the
area. Mr. Fantino blames what he considers as support for Gary McHale by Councilor Grice as his reason
for the threats. Mr. McHale has planned a march in the area on April 22nd…

OPP threatening to stop policing Caledonia: mayor
CTV - April 13, 2007
Haldimand County Mayor Marie Trainer said she received an e-mail from Ontario Provincial Police
Commissioner Julian Fantino - as did top Ontario bureaucrats including staff in the premier's office expressing anger over the ongoing rallies against the occupation in Caledonia, Ont. Fantino implied that the
southern Ontario town is encouraging the divisive rallies and said if any of his officers are hurt as a result,
he won't support a renewal of the force's contract to police the town and will back any officer's lawsuit
brought against the town, Trainer said. The e-mail left her shocked and "extremely upset," Trainer said. "I
took it as a threat," she said. "I wish he had called and talked to me about it."

To The Editor: Charter of Rights and Freedoms
Mike Collins - Caledonia Resident - April 13, 2007
Our OPP Commissioner has now decided to launch a character assassination on councilor Grice, so does
that mean he's going to lay off McHale or continue his diatribe on both individuals. The Commissioner is
upset that Grice is seen to be pushing justice for all in his communications, isn't that what Canada is about
on the world stage. Every councilor and the Mayor should feel duty bound to support your fellow councilor
and every citizen of Caledonia should show their support for Grice in his endeavor to expose the problems
that two-tier justice has created.
The Commissioner seems to hold McHale responsible for injuries to his officers when in fact not a single
officer has been injured in McHales peaceful protests. This man (McHale) does not condone violence in any
shape or form as the Commissioner is well aware of yet fails to apprise people of it. The Commissioner
states his concern for preserving the peace and that its peaceful in Caledonia and then the next breathe it's
a dangerous and volatile environment - chaotic and turbulent. That's confusing is it peaceful or is it the
aforementioned you can't have it both ways.
The Commission states the DCE is not of our doing (OPP) however, Justice Marshall ordered the illegals off
DCE The OPP responded in kind, with an ill prepared attempt to remove the illegals with embarrassing
consequences for the front line officers. The previous Commissioner was responsible for the failure to
uphold the law and the present Commissioner has done nothing to rectify the intolerable and illegal
situation. Let's blame McHale for that even though he was non existent at the time but if we keep on
blaming him perhaps people will start to believe it- you know the power of suggestion - that deflects
criticism, so let's dispense with the circumvention we have all been subjected to for over a year.
As I write of my concerns CH 11 breaking news states the Commissioner is threatening to pull his officers
out of Caledonia - how many more intimidating threats is this council going to endure before the bullying
tactics cease. Stand tall, strong and united councilors and perhaps the people, namely the silent majority
will finally speak up in support.
“In closing remember all the Canadian blood that's been spilled and continues to be spilled for freedom and
democracy even though the Commissioner cares not to debate the (CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND
FREEDOMS)
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Fantino's threatening email is an attack upon democracy itself
The greatest danger to Democracy is the fact that OPP Commissioner Fantino, as the head of 7500 police officers,
is attempting to intimidate lawfully elected officials. Councilor Grice was voted in to be a voice for his constituents
and Fantino clearly is trying to silence or control that voice.
Democracy, at its very core, demands that those who are heads of military and/or police be subject to the authority
of elected officials, and thus, ultimately to the people. This is a fundamental principle – police and military are
accountable to the people, and should make no attempt to control or silence elected officials.
Commissioner Fantino has consistently proven himself to be uninterested in talking about the Charter of Rights or
Freedom of Speech. In fact, Mr. Fantino has outright refused to talk about the OPP's obligations under the Charter
of Rights and refused to discuss Supreme Court rulings that give the Citizens of Canada the Right to Free
Expression. The OPP has created a Two Tier Law Enforcement system that is directly based on racial profiling –
that is a proven fact. The President of the OPP Association was the first to use the term Two Tier Policing back in
June 2006 in reference to Caledonia. Such racial profiling forced upon the people of Caledonia is illegal, a reality
that that Fantino will not discuss.
When people are unable to argue their point of view logically they turn to character attacks and intimidation. The
OPP and Mr. Fantino himself have spent months attacking people's characters which has resulted in legal action
against the Government. Faced with the reality that the illegal activities of the OPP were clearly being exposed to
the people of Ontario he was left with slander and intimidation as the weapons to control public opinion. Faced with
the fact that the council is being increasingly pressured to support the efforts of residents, Mr. Fantino had to act to
control the expression of democratically elected officials.
No police official can legally intimidate an elected council or tell individual elected officials to be silent. Yet, the
purpose of Mr. Fantino's email was to try to suppress free speech. It was designed to silence Mr. Grice because, in
an election year, Fantino and Premier McGuinty did not want the abuses of the OPP to be exposed as they
continue to enforce Two Tier Justice.

Complaint filed against OPP chief Fantino over Caledonia e-mail
CBC - April 17, 2007
A man in the southern Ontario town of Caledonia is lodging a formal complaint with the province over an email from the head of the provincial police force regarding a 14-month-long aboriginal occupation of nearby
land.
Merlyn Kinrade said he is asking the province to investigate the e-mail from Ontario Provincial
Police Commissioner Julian Fantino because he doesn't want his local councilor to be intimidated by the
commissioner… Kinrade said he thought the e-mail was totally inappropriate and wants Premier Dalton
McGuinty to ask for Fantino's resignation.

Fantino’s critics demand resignation
National Post - April 19, 2007
Ontario Provincial Police Commissioner Julian Fantino continued his silence yesterday, even as calls for his
resignation mounted following what critics say is an attempt to bully elected officials in Caledonia, the site of
an ongoing native blockade.
“Fantino can call it whatever he wants, but the message is very, very clear: He is threatening to effectively
withdraw police services [from Caledonia],” New Democratic House leader Peter Kormos said. “His efforts
to intimidate elected officials in Caledonia go far beyond bullying … He has crossed the line, big time.”
Commissioner Fantino copied his email threat against Haldimand Council to three senior officials in the office of
Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty – his Press Secretary, Chief of Staff and the Secretary of the Cabinet. All
complaints against Commissioner Fantino were later dismissed by Ontario’s Solicitor General without investigation
and before the Minister’s own consultant, Mr. Rod McLeod, had finished his preliminary report.
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OPP makes Canadian Flag illegal
On Dec. 2, 2006, Rick & Valerie Vanderwyk, Dana Chatwell and
Brian Hagan organized residents to hang Canadian flags with
yellow ribbons, to honour Canadian troops, throughout Caledonia.
As you can see from the photos Mohawk Warrior Flags are
allowed by the OPP and protected by them at the very same hydro
poles. Hundreds of OPP officers were sent into Caledonia to
ensure that NO Canadian Flags were allowed along Argyle St.
because of the direct threat of violence by native protesters. These
protesters repeatedly state that this whole area is no longer
Canadian soil and as such no Canadian flags are permitted.
Native protesters ordered the OPP to stop any Canadian Flags
from being raised and, on December 02, 2006 a resident was
arrested by the OPP and placed in jail. Inspector McLean later told
a resident and the Mayor of Haldimand County that the OPP had
no problem letting people raise the Canadian Flag; that it was fear
of native retaliation that causes them to repeatedly stop residents
from exercising their right to do so.

Valerie Vanderwyk – Dec. 2, 2006

Flags banned near DCE
Haldimand Review – Dec. 8, 2006
““I can’t see why we can’t have Canadian flags (in this
area),” said Chatwell. “We had no intention to take down
Mohawk flags.” “The whole idea was to be nonconfrontational,” said Brian Hagan, who was part of the
group. “It was time to show our own patriotism by putting up
flags and to show respect for the troops with bows ... The
police didn’t see it that way. “It evolved to the point to show
two-tier policing,” Hagan said of OPP treatment of Six
Nation flag erection and of Caledonia residents’ campaign.
”OPP did allow the group to put flags on hydro poles south
of the Sixth Line. In a press release, OPP described the
Caledonia group as “self-serving individuals” who “ramped
up tensions in the community”. “We had no confrontation
with natives at all. It was the police. The police were
ridiculous,” said Chatwell… “To some degree, the police
made it confrontational,” said Hagan.”

OPP allow Mohawk Warrior Flags
along Argyle St. in Caledonia

Compromising Peace in Caledonia – Not an Option
OPP Press Release – Dec. 3, 2006
“The O.P.P. once again had their hands busy this weekend
dealing with a handful of residents who decided to
jeopardize the fragile peace established in Caledonia. Tow
residents, using the motive of "Supporting Our Troops"
decided to taunt the First Nations Occupiers on the Douglas
Creek Site by encouraging others in attempting to erect
Canadian Flags adjacent to the site.
“Despite warnings from the police that these actions were
juvenile and could potentially put the community at risk,
these self-serving individuals continued with their plans and
by doing so ramped up tensions in the Community…
“The O.P.P. will not tolerate the actions of those willing to
put their own self-motivated agendas ahead of the
betterment of the community. The O.P.P. remains committed
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OPP stop residents from raising the
Canadian Flag – Dec. 2, 2006

to keeping the peace and wish to remind everyone that there
will be serious consequences for these types of selfish and
juvenile actions.”
The OPP use derogatory remarks when referring to any residents
who peacefully exercise their Charter rights in Caledonia. According
to the OPP Press Release the residents who organized the first flag
raising Event were 'selfish and juvenile'. This is part of the OPP
policy to intimidate and divide communities against each other to
ensure that no non-native groups are able to have a real voice.
From the months of December 2006 until April 2007, the OPP, led by
Commissioner Fantino, took an all out approach to defame any nonnative who spoke out. Fantino personally appeared numerous times
on TV, radio and in newspaper interviews in an attempt to attack the
character of average citizens opposing race-based policing.
OPP arrest Quintin (Bo) Chausse –
Caledonia resident – Dec 02, 2006

More Flag Raising Events
It was important to show the residents that they didn't have to play
the role of victims of OPP oppression. The Supreme Court of
Canada had already ruled on the issue of people placing objects on
hydro poles - the OPP had no legal right to stop or arrest anyone
from doing so. It was the President of Hydro One who told media
back in December 2006 about this Supreme Court ruling, known as
Ramsden v. Peterborough, 1993.
The OPP had clearly drawn a line in the sand and were telling
residents they didn't have any rights under the Constitution unless
the OPP decided to give them those Rights. The OPP wanted
residents to understand that it was the OPP who had the power to
put innocent people in jail, defame residents and had the right to
use any amount of force to suppress free speech in Caledonia.

OPP Protecting hydro pole against
Canadian flag - Dec. 02, 2006

It was because of this that we organized 3 additional Flag Raising
Events in Caledonia – Dec. 16, 2006, Jan. 20, 2007 and Oct. 8,
2007. In each case the OPP attempted to use increasing force to
suppress Free Speech guaranteed by the Supreme Court.
On Dec. 16, 2006 the OPP arrested two people, Gary McHale and
Mark Vandermaas, for 'Breach of Peace' for attempting to raise the
Canadian Flag. The OPP illegally kept Gary McHale in jail
overnight and forced him to appear in court even when they knew
full well they were not going to lay any charges.
The OPP argue that a non-native person placing a Canadian flag
on a utility pole is a ‘breach of peace,’ that it is ‘provoking
violence.’ In order to understand the specious nature of this
argument one should consider other hypothetical scenarios:

OPP arrest Mark Vandermaas for trying
to raise a Canadian flag – Dec. 16, 2006

1) Police arrest women who annoy their spouses out of fear that
the 'retaliation' of the men would lead to an assault.
2) Police arrest wealthy people for walking in poor neighborhoods
because they fear that gangs may rob them.
3) Police in the southern US arrest all Black marchers because
Black people should know better than to walk down a road in the
southern US to try to gain their Rights. The police arrest every
Black marchers for Breach of Peace out of fear of 'retaliation' by
the KKK.
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OPP arrest Gary McHale for trying to
raise a Canadian flag – Dec. 16, 2006

OPP False Imprisonment Revealed
On Nov. 1, 2007 the OPP finally finished their internal investigation into the
False arrest and Imprisonment of CANACE founders Mark Vandermaas
and Gary McHale which occurred on Dec. 16, 2006. Although both were
arrested at the same time for the same reason, Mr. Vandermaas was
released after a few hours while the OPP kept Mr. McHale in jail overnight
and forced him to appear before a Justice of the Peace. The OPP report
concludes with the following:
"The unconventional approach on the detention and bail without
charge on an arrest following a breach of the peace is not
commonly known or used by the police community. However, to
deal with the unique situation in Caledonia, D/S/Sgt. Walton,
following consultation and discussions with senior officers and
legal professional, opted to use the little used Common Law
authority to bring a persons arrested for breach of the peace
before a Justice for release condition without a formal criminal
charge.
The propriety of the continued use of this unconventional approach cannot be decided at the writer's
level, or even in the police or judicial communities with any certainty. It will likely have to be adjudicated
by a court of competent jurisdiction."
So the OPP is so desperate to arrest non-Native people who speak out that they use "unconventional" approaches
to detain without any charge that their approach is 'NOT commonly known or used by the police community."
Their actions are so 'unconventional' that the officer writing this report cannot judge whether continuing to follow this
practice is legal. He also concludes that neither the OPP itself nor the judicial community can make such a
judgment call. The legalities of such a practice will need to be 'adjudicated by a court of competent jurisdiction."
It now appears the OPP are willing to place people in jail even when they are unsure whether such actions are
legal. This is a sad day in Ontario when police are so desperate to stop people from exercising their Charter Rights
to Freedom of Expression that they resort to 'unconventional' approaches which they are unsure are legal. One
cannot imagine a stronger admission that the OPP are refusing to obey the laws and practices that all police forces
are required to obey than to admit that they are unable to determine whether their actions are legal and admit that
the greater 'police community' hasn't even heard of such an approach.
D/S/Sgt Walton states in this report that 'the decision was made to hold Mr. McHale. The purpose was to bring him
before a Justice of the Peace to have a condition imposed upon him not to return to the disputed land.'
On Aug. 29, 2006 Assistant Crown Attorney Larry Brock advised the OPP with the following statement, "It was
thought to be 'inappropriate to hold someone for a Breach of the Peace or to prevent a breach of the peace without
prior warning. An individual should be released unconditionally and cautioned that should they repeat the action
deemed worthy of the arrest, they could be held for bail.' Based on this advice the OPP, on Sept 11, 2006, had a
meeting with D/S/Sgt Walton, D/Insp. Bill Renton and A/Supt. Babbitt and it was decided that this 'tactic' regarding
'future rallies' was the approach the OPP would take. It should be noted that based on the date of this meeting (Aug
29, 2006), Mr. McHale had never had a single rally nor had announced a single rally. The first announcement of a
rally by Mr. McHale was Sept. 4, 2006 for his Oct. 15, 2006 March for Freedom rally.
Based on the crown's own advice the OPP had to have arrested a person for Breach of Peace and then released
them unconditionally with a warning about a possible bail hearing if such an act was repeated. The OPP failed to
follow their own newly developed policy since McHale had never been arrested prior to Dec. 16 nor warned about
the bail hearing.
What the report does show is that several OPP officers questioned the authority to keep McHale in jail. On page 18
it states, 'Sgt. McDonnell did question Walton's proposed action regarding McHale's Bail. He advised the Criminal
Code Authority is to arrest for Breach but it is not a charge and wondered how we could put someone through
WASH Court without a charge.'
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On page 20 it states, "Gutenberg admits he has never heard of anyone being held for bail on a Breach of Peace…
Gutenberg did speak to Sgt. McDonnell and they both were unsure if it could happen but they were assured they
were taking direction from the Crime Unit who acted as guided by the Crown Attorney's Office."
On page 23 D/Cst Mike Alexander states, "Sgt. McDonnell had concerns regarding whether we had authority to
hold Mr. McHale without any information being laid. After reviewing sections 30, 31 and 810 of the Criminal Code. I
concurred." In fact almost every officer at the Cayuga jail questioned the authority to hold Mr. McHale overnight but
Sgt. Walton had already set in motion the ' unconventional approach' that is 'not commonly known or used by the
police community.' This approach is so 'unconventional' that the OPP has never tried it again after the false
imprisonment of Gary McHale.
D/Cst Alexander states on page 23 that after arriving at the courthouse in Hamilton he met with Assistant Crown
Attorney Andrew Goodman. Goodman doubted what authority the OPP had to 'to force Mr. McHale to enter into an
810 Order…' and after Goodman spoke with Sgt. Walton, Goodman was 'still not convinced' that the OPP or Crown
had any authority. The OPP attempted to get Goodman to speak to several people to convince him to force a
'peace bond' on McHale. Goodman spoke to several Crowns to get advice and all agreed the Crown and thus the
OPP had no authority over McHale.
On page 29 it states, 'Goodman came to the conclusion very quickly that McHale ought to have been released…"
Notice the past tense in this statement and as such the Crown is telling the OPP that they should have already
released McHale. Even after Goodman's statements to the OPP the OPP continue to force McHale to appear in
Hamilton Court which lasted less than a minute when the Judge concluded they had no jurisdiction over McHale.
Goodman stated that he did not believe he could 'put McHale on a Peace Bond following his arrest for Breach of the
Peace' and to enforce this view more Goodman states, '[mine] opinion has not changed' as of the date of the report.
The OPP didn't like Goodman's view and Sgt. Walton wanted the Crown to act against McHale and therefore they
attempt to convince Goodman into a course of action. Goodman states he felt 'uncomfortable' to give his 'legal
opinion' because of the ensuing 'battle of opinions.' He conferred with fellow Crown and come to the same
conclusion.
By now Sgt. Walton was starting to see that decision to hold McHale overnight wasn't getting much support by the
Crown nor by several other OPP officers. On page 25 we read how Walton started taking steps to ensure he wasn't
going to be the fall guy in this failed attempt at some new experimental and ' unconventional' approach to enforcing
the laws in a Democratic society. After McHale had been ordered to be released, Sgt. Walton instructs Cst.
Alexander to 'prepare a detailed email relating his involvement'. Alexander states, "I forward it to Walton as he felt
he was being left to look like the bad guy in this matter and he was just following instructions."
The OPP wants to claim that Mr. McHale was not targeted for arrest or that he was not singled out to be treated
differently than anyone else. However, we find out amazingly that OPP commissioner Fantino singled out Mr.
McHale a full two weeks prior to his arrest. On page 30 we read, "Commissioner Fantino had emailed the Director
of the Legal Services Branch, Ann McChesney, contacting her office on Sunday December 3rd, 2006. The
Commissioner was looking for legal advice on various options on how the OPP might deal with Mr. McHale, who
had planned various marches and flag raisings in the Douglas Creek Estate (DCE) area…"
The report goes on to say, "On Dec. 4th, 2006, Diana [Chris Diana, lawyer for Ministry of the Attorney General]
emailed both Inspector Babbitt and D/S/Sgt Walton to contact him to discuss Gary McHale… [Diana] had a
conference call with Walton, Insp Bill Renton, and D/Cst Bruce Ferguson. Diana's sense was the officers were
frustrated with McHale's antics and expressed concern McHale incites passions amongst the locals…"
The problem is that Fantino failed to understand that Mr. McHale had no events from Oct. 16 until his arrest on Dec.
16th, 2006. Commissioner Fantino and other OPP officers credited Mr. McHale for anything that residents did in
town. Fantino's email was sent on Dec. 3 because of the Flag raising event on Dec. 2 where one resident was
arrested. The OPP started to target Mr. McHale even though he had nothing to do with this event and thus the
frustration over 'McHale's antics' was misplaced since he wasn't involved. In fact, McHale didn't even get involved in
raising the Canadian Flag until after a resident was jailed for doing so.
From that point on Commissioner Fantino had incorrectly targeted Mr. McHale for unique or 'unconventional'
treatment that no else had received prior to Dec. 16 or since that time. What does it say about the OPP if they are
unable to understand that residents are able to organize and carry out their own events without Mr. McHale?
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Lessons OPP and Residents can learn from Martin Luther King Jr.
Excerpts from Martin Luther King's ‘Letter from Birmingham Jail’ - April 16, 1963 NOTE: Dr. King's Letter is 10 pages long. All
typographical errors are from the original source and therefore have not been corrected. All bold fonts have been added.
MY DEAR FELLOW CLERGYMEN:
While confined here in the Birmingham city jail, I came across your recent statement calling
my present activities "unwise and untimely." Seldom do I pause to answer criticism of my work
and ideas. If I sought to answer all the criticisms that cross my desk, my secretaries would
have little time for anything other than such correspondence in the course of the day, and I
would have no time for constructive work. But since I feel that you are men of genuine good
will and that your criticisms are sincerely set forth, I want to try to answer your statements
in what I hope will be patient and reasonable terms.

[We are asked many times why we March in Caledonia and not in Ottawa or Queen’s Park.]
I think I should indicate why I am here In Birmingham, since you have been influenced by the
view which argues against "outsiders coming in." …
But more basically, I am in Birmingham because injustice is here. Just as the prophets of the
eighth century B.C. left their villages and carried their "thus saith the Lord" far beyond the
boundaries of their home towns, and just as the Apostle Paul left his village of Tarsus and
carried the gospel of Jesus Christ to the far corners of the Greco-Roman world, so am I
compelled to carry the gospel of freedom beyond my own home town. Like Paul, I must constantly
respond to the Macedonian call for aid.
Moreover, I am cognizant of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. I cannot sit
idly by in Atlanta and not be concerned about what happens in Birmingham. Injustice anywhere
is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied
in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. Never
again can we afford to live with the narrow, provincial "outside agitator" idea. Anyone who
lives inside the United States can never be considered an outsider anywhere within its bounds.
You deplore the demonstrations taking place in Birmingham. But your statement, I am sorry to
say, fails to express a similar concern for the conditions that brought about the
demonstrations. I am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial
kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with underlying
causes. It is unfortunate that demonstrations are taking place in Birmingham, but it is even
more unfortunate that the city's white power structure left the Negro community with no
alternative.
In any nonviolent campaign there are four basic steps: collection of the facts to determine
whether injustices exist; negotiation; self-purification; and direct action. We have gone
through an these steps in Birmingham. There can be no gainsaying the fact that racial
injustice engulfs this community…

[We are asked why we hold Marches and not Negotiations with OPP or Government.]
You may well ask: "Why direct action? Why sit-ins, marches and so forth? Isn't negotiation a
better path?" You are quite right in calling for negotiation. Indeed, this is the very purpose
of direct action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such a crisis and foster such a
tension that a community which has constantly refused to negotiate is forced to confront the
issue. It seeks so to dramatize the issue that it can no longer be ignored. My citing the
creation of tension as part of the work of the nonviolent-resister may sound rather shocking.
But I must confess that I am not afraid of the word "tension." I have earnestly opposed
violent tension, but there is a type of constructive, nonviolent tension which is necessary
for growth. Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in the mind so
that individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half-truths to the unfettered realm
of creative analysis and objective appraisal, so must we see the need for nonviolent gadflies
to create the kind of tension in society that will help men rise from the dark depths of
prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood.
The purpose of our direct-action program is to create a situation so crisis-packed that it
will inevitably open the door to negotiation. I therefore concur with you in your call for
negotiation…

[On Dec. 13/06 Mayor Trainer stated the OPP should arrest us for not having a parade permit.]
Sometimes a law is just on its face and unjust in its application. For instance, I have been
arrested on a charge of parading without a permit. Now, there is nothing wrong in having an
ordinance which requires a permit for a parade. But such an ordinance becomes unjust when it
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is used to maintain segregation and to deny citizens the First Amendment privilege of peaceful
assembly and protest.
I hope you are able to see the distinction I am trying to point out. In no sense do I advocate
evading or defying the law, as would the rabid segregationist. That would lead to anarchy. One
who breaks an unjust law must do so openly, lovingly, and with a willingness to accept the
penalty. I submit that an individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is unjust and
who willingly accepts the penalty of imprisonment in order to arouse the conscience of the
community over its injustice, is in reality expressing the highest respect for law.
Of course, there is nothing new about this kind of civil disobedience. It was evidenced
sublimely in the refusal of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego to obey the laws of Nebuchadnezzar,
on the ground that a higher moral law was at stake. It was practiced superbly by the early
Christians, who were willing to face hungry lions and the excruciating pain of chopping blocks
rather than submit to certain unjust laws of the Roman Empire. To a degree, academic freedom
is a reality today because Socrates practiced civil disobedience. In our own nation, the
Boston Tea Party represented a massive act of civil disobedience.
We should never forget that everything Adolf Hitler did in Germany was "legal" and everything
the Hungarian freedom fighters did in Hungary was "illegal." It was "illegal" to aid and
comfort a Jew in Hitler's Germany. Even so, I am sure that, had I lived in Germany at the
time, I would have aided and comforted my Jewish brothers. If today I lived in a Communist
country where certain principles dear to the Christian faith are suppressed, I would openly
advocate disobeying that country's antireligious laws.

[The real problem is with the ‘moderates’]
I must make two honest confessions to you, my Christian and Jewish brothers. First, I must
confess that over the past few years I have been gravely disappointed with the white moderate.
I have almost reached the regrettable conclusion that the Negro's great stumbling block in his
stride toward freedom is not the White Citizen's Counciler or the Ku Klux Klanner, but the
white moderate, who is more devoted to "order" than to justice; who prefers a negative peace
which is the absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; who
constantly says: "I agree with you in the goal you seek, but I cannot agree with your methods
of direct action"; who paternalistically believes he can set the timetable for another man's
freedom; who lives by a mythical concept of time and who constantly advises the Negro to wait
for a "more convenient season." Shallow understanding from people of good will is more
frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will. Lukewarm acceptance is
much more bewildering than outright rejection.
I had hoped that the white moderate would understand that law and order exist for the purpose
of establishing justice and that when they fail in this purpose they become the dangerously
structured dams that block the flow of social progress. I had hoped that the white moderate
would understand that the present tension in the South is a necessary phase of the transition
from an obnoxious negative peace, in which the Negro passively accepted his unjust plight, to
a substantive and positive peace, in which all men will respect the dignity and worth of human
personality. Actually, we who engage in nonviolent direct action are not the creators of
tension. We merely bring to the surface the hidden tension that is already alive. We bring it
out in the open, where it can be seen and dealt with. Like a boil that can never be cured so
long as it is covered up but must be opened with all its ugliness to the natural medicines of
air and light, injustice must be exposed, with all the tension its exposure creates, to the
light of human conscience and the air of national opinion before it can be cured.

[OPP ‘Breach of Peace’ charges based on failed logic that law-abiding citizens should be arrested
for trying to exercise their rights because native occupiers may be provoked to violence]
In your statement you assert that our actions, even though peaceful, must be condemned because
they precipitate violence. But is this a logical assertion? Isn't this like condemning a
robbed man because his possession of money precipitated the evil act of robbery? Isn't this
like condemning Socrates because his unswerving commitment to truth and his philosophical
inquiries precipitated the act by the misguided populace in which they made him drink hemlock?
Isn't this like condemning Jesus because his unique God-consciousness and never-ceasing
devotion to God's will precipitated the evil act of crucifixion? We must come to see that, as
the federal courts have consistently affirmed, it is wrong to urge an individual to cease his
efforts to gain his basic constitutional rights because the quest may precipitate violence.
Society must protect the robbed and punish the robber.
I had hoped that the white moderate would see this need. Perhaps I was too optimistic; perhaps
I expected too much…
Yours for the cause of Peace and Brotherhood

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
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Human Cost Conclusions
“Historical injustices created the current injustices which will produce the future injustices. It is
incumbent upon Peace loving people to bring an end to the cycle of violence, hatred and racism.
Only through peaceful means can communities learn to co-exist with mutual respect and honour
towards each other. The use of violence by anyone must be denounced by all communities.”
It is impossible for any one report to cover the pain and the fear felt by the people in and around Caledonia. One
could only hope to pick examples of such suffering and we hope we have given an accurate accounting of the facts
and emotions behind the events over the past 20 months. The authors of this report do not pretend to have
experienced the fear that so gripped the parents and their children throughout the many months in 2006 or the
deeply felt fear that violence could return on any day in Caledonia.
However, as mankind has seen throughout human history the need for others to come to the aid of those who are
in fear is well established. Many times fear grips people to the point that they are unable to speak out and unable to
stand up for their Rights even within Democratic societies. Many times the fear of the return of violence is greater
than the violent event itself. It is well documented that the threat of violence is a great weapon to control people.
In the case of Caledonia this is the psychological warfare that is currently employed against businesses and
residents. This is the pattern created in Ipperwash where periods of quiet were broken by serious violence against
the residents. We have seen the same thing in Caledonia when months of relative peace ended by the
hospitalization of Sam Gaultieri. The message of fear and of intimidation is sent through such events and then used
to control residents and businesses from speaking out.
Imagine your worst nightmare that you and your children find themselves in a situation of real violence and then
further experience the horrors of finding out that the police and government refuse to come to your aid. Imagine the
fear you would have for yourself but more importantly for your children.
Canadians need to remember that it is the children who must go to a public school with a high fence and security
cameras and the presence of OPP officers at each recess because of the violence that has happened and could
happen again. Canadians need to remember that in Caledonia the OPP will not help when seniors are attacked,
when residents are assaulted, when camera men are hospitalized and when fires are set or when property damage
is done. This is the single greatest reason why the actions of the OPP are the greatest betrayal of public trust that
has ever occurred in this Country. The reality is that individual OPP officers, who swear to serve and protect, justify
standing and watching the assaulting of people and the hospitalization of anyone.
The creation of www.CaledoniaWakeUpCall.com was done to inform the Canadian public of the crime against
residents by a small but extreme group of Native protesters who see violence as an acceptable weapon to further
their political agenda. It was also created to expose the fact that the OPP function more as a security force to
protect Native protesters while these violent acts take place to ensure that a 'Civil War' doesn't break out.
Furthermore, the website was created to expose the absolute failure by all levels of Government to provide any
leadership whatsoever or any oversight over a police force that refused to obey the courts, our laws or their Oath of
Office.
CANACE was formed after average people came to the realization that both the government and the OPP were
completely unwilling to listen to the people and instead were paralyzed by images of masked thugs that directly
challenged the authority of the police and government.
As recently as Nov. 13, 2007, Commissioner Fantino expressed concern that any law enforcement towards Native
Protesters could result in 'Civil War'. Can you imagine what information Ontario's highest police officer must have to
believe that arresting a few Native Extremists could cause an outbreak of a war in Canada.
Since Canadians would not seek or desire such a war, Commissioner Fantino is directly admitting that these
Extremists are threatening a war against the citizens of Canada and therefore it is far better that a few be victimized
for the sake of the many. It is far better for the OPP to stand by and watch seniors being attacked, people being
hospitalized, property being destroyed out of fear that Native Protesters are committed to far greater violence by
means of a direct war with Canada.
This is why the OPP have been 'Peacekeepers'. It is the absolute admission that 'Rule of Law' and Government
control over Law & Order has completely collapsed and all the OPP can now do is to prevent a 'Civil War'. This truly
is a sad admission by the OPP and both the Provincial & Federal Government.
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“‘Law Enforcement’ is a role performed by police officers in a functioning, vibrant, healthy First
World democracy in order to preserve the Rule of Law and protect law-abiding citizens from
criminals irrespective of their race, religion, national origin or grievance. It requires that citizens
respect both the law and the willingness of police officers to enforce it justly.
“‘Peacekeeping’ is a role performed mainly by soldiers trained to kill, and is used as a deterrent
during civil war in failed states where the Rule of Law has broken down, or in the aftermath of
international warfare to prevent further hostilities.”
It disturbs us greatly that people in positions of power talk of ‘peacekeeping’ as if it were some kind of innocuous,
refined and noble form of policing when, in fact, their use of this word is the surest confirmation that the foundation
of our society - the rule of law - is collapsing.
The absolute willingness by Commissioner Fantino and Premier McGuinty to sacrifice the small town of Caledonia,
it's residents and businesses, out of a fear of 'Civil War' is completely unacceptable.
Are the Canadians in Caledonia not worthy of being protected? Are they no longer afforded the benefits of the
Canadian Constitution and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms? Is it acceptable for Fantino & McGuinty, who
safely live away from Caledonia and who are in no danger, that their children, their spouses or their homes also are
in no danger of being attacked, to so easily write-off the fears and pain that come as a result of being victimized by
Native Protesters and also by the OPP?
Is this the Canada we want? Are we, as Canadians, content to live out our daily lives without any concern for our
fellow Canadians because we too do not live in Caledonia? Will it matter to us that while we prosper and live in
peace that there is a town that has been sacrificed for political correctness and fear of greater violence?
Are we a people of compassion?
Are we a people of Law & Order who firmly believe in peaceful co-existence?
Will we stand against such violence and denounce the failure of the OPP and the Government or will we turn away
and forget that there are parents who fear for their children, grandparents who fear for their grandchildren, spouses
who have seen their loved ones assaulted and even hospitalized and children who have cried themselves to sleep
many times?
Commissioner Fantino and McGuinty have made their choice, which is the sacrifice the town and cover up the
violence by controlling the media and intimidating anyone who speaks out.
The only question now is whether Canadians will show compassion or will they turn away and reject the cries for
help?

That choice is now yours to make.
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Economic Costs to Illegal Occupation
Since 1990 Mohawk Warriors have helped stage
numerous occupations throughout Ontario &
Quebec. During several of these occupations
violence and destruction became the means to
force a political agenda.

Billions in Stopped Construction
$125 Million: Hydro One expansion – Caledonia
$880+ Million: 4000 homes in Caledonia
$20 Million: 85 townhouses in Hagersville
$1+ Billion: Uranium mine in North Frontenac
Township
Millions: Walmart in Dunnville
Aboriginals could wind up torpedoing a $7.5 Billion
project
Financial Post - Dec 21, 2006 (giant pipeline project)

$280 Million: 140 homes in Deseronto
Millions: Grassy Narrows blockade enters its fifth
year of denying logging trucks
$275 million windmill farm
Native Protesters have appeared at $40 million
shopping centre, $500 million Business
Development and $50 million Housing Development
in Brantford.

Native Protesters burn down
bridge over CN Rail track
May 2006
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Canadians’ fundamental beliefs in Multiculturalism,
where all people are to be respected, honoured and
allowed to prosper, must be upheld by the
Government. All people must be equal under the
law and have their Rights protected by Canada’s
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
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Settle native land claims lawfully
Waterloo Record – Apr 24, 2007
“The law of Canada is not a smorgasbord. It is not a place where people go
and pick what they like, when it suits them.”

Western Standard

$oldiers of Fortune

Doing nothing while natives run riot
National Post – June 12, 2006
"The protesters' lawlessness has been allowed to go on too long. More
importantly, their behaviour is getting worse, not better. Rewarding it with
further deference -- with promises that their grievances will be heard before
their violence and illegality have ended -- will only provoke more such
criminal behaviour in Caledonia and elsewhere."

The road to anarchy
Western Standard – Sept 11, 2006
“Authorities' refusal to enforce the law in Caledonia could mean many more
incidents like this in the future.”

Time for a reality check on Caledonia
Toronto Star – Dec 21, 2006
"… the line has to be drawn at enforcing the law. There cannot be different
classes of law for different classes of people. That undermines the very
equality we strive for and cherish in Canada."

CTV : Mar. 31 2007

Army manual lumps radical
natives with Hezbollah

Mohawk supporters will be armed for day of protest
Canadian Press – June 28, 2007
“Mohawk protester Shawn Brant says his supporters will be armed to
defend themselves if police try to keep them from blocking Highway 401.”

Criminally Unjust
London Free Press – April 6, 2007
"You may have assumed that offenders are expected to be treated equally
under the law. This is, after all, Canada. Well, you're wrong."

Are OPP sacrificing the Law to keep natives happy?
Hamilton Spectator – June 27, 2006
"The Ontario Provincial Police classify native reserves as 'hostile towards
police', yet officers are regularly ordered to take fewer tactical precautions
on reserves out of fear of insulting or inciting the natives."

Protecting Private Property
Law Times – June 18, 2007
“The gaping hole at the policy heart of the Ipperwash inquiry is
commissioner Sidney Linden's refusal to explain how an ordinary Ontarian
protects his or her private land against aboriginal seizure. The province
failed to do it for Henco Industries at Caledonia. And for a proposed
seniors' complex in Hagersville. Or a quarry in Deseronto.”

For natives, a legal free-for-all
National Post – June 2, 2007
“For more than a decade now, aboriginal lawlessness has been met by
official docility. If more blockades and protests erupt this month, it will
be in large measure due to the willingness of official interlocutors such
as the Ipperwash commissioner to reward such behaviour.”
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Canadian Taxpayers Federation

The Pitfalls of Native
Sovereignty

Democracy Rights vs Law & Order
The OPP have created a system of law
enforcement which allows officers to
stand by while serious crimes are
committed.
Democracy Rights vs Law & Order
Over the past 12 months there have been occupations
in Caledonia, Hagersville, Dunnville, Brantford, Kenora,
Sharbot Lake and Deseronto with warnings of
occupations in Kitchener, Waterloo and every town
along the Grand River.

Digging up Hwy #6

Each of these occupations has resulted in economic
damage to both business and residents.
In a democracy each person or group has a right to
protest and to carry out a certain degree of civil
disobedience. However, the freedom to express your
views and to protest for your cause cannot include
violence against other Canadians or against people’s
property.

Security Car at Power Sub-Station

No police force or government can allow any group to
believe they have the right either to assault people or
to destroy private or public property.
Charter of Rights
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the
person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in
accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.
Equality Rights
Every individual is equal before and under the law and
has the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of
the law without discrimination and, in particular, without
discrimination based on race, nationality or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

Tire Fire in Caledonia

OPP policy protects native occupations
while claiming to be maintaining the
peace.
Native protesters have come to expect to
be exempt from criminal prosecution and
thus they have been emboldened to
continue their acts of violence.
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Railway Blockade in Deseronto

Canadian Press – June 27, 2007

What People are Saying
OPP officer says there's now two-tier justice
Hamilton Spectator – July 24, 2006
"Some days he is ashamed to be a Haldimand OPP officer. He is
ashamed of the two-tier system that has cops treating natives
differently from non-natives. He is ashamed of the way the law and
order has taken a back seat to politics. He is ashamed the OPP has
let down the people of Caledonia"

Karl Walsh: president of the OPP Association
Hamilton Spectator – June 8, 2006
"Due to the political pressures and optics involved with this, the OPP
seems to be bending their own rules... That is a two-tiered justice
system"

Ex PM Paul Martin
Canadian Press – June 27, 2007
'Illegal actions on aboriginal day of action won't help real issues.”

"People have to understand
that if they take the law into
their own hands, there are
going to be consequences for
that," Tory said following his

MPP Toby Barrett – Haldimand Norfolk
Press Release – July 23, 2007
“The rule of law is of particular interest along the Grand River and
across sand country. Illegal land seizures, the illegal tobacco trade,
and the burden of government regulation have done more than
cripple our area's economy - they have caused many to question
whether we are all governed by the same set of laws.”

speech to the Ontario
Association of Chiefs of Police
in Waterloo, Ont. "We cannot
allow a precedent to be
established for anybody."
"We have to send a message
that says, the law is the law.
We are all subject to the law.

OPP Press Release
Apr 20, 2006
“During this time three OPP officers were injured and required
medical attention. Our officers showed tremendous restraint while
confronted by the protesters with weapons which included axes,
crowbars, rocks and a various assortment of make-shift batons.”

Caledonia judge angry with OPP over un-enforced injunctions
Hamilton Spectator - June 1, 2006
Ontario Superior Court Justice David Marshall asked the OPP lawyer
"why he wasn't enforcing the rule of law."

There aren't exceptions to
that."

"Some may take licence in that
day to act out their own
grievances," Ramsay said. "If
that occurs, the (provincial
police) and municipal forces
will do their jobs."
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Billions in Stopped Construction
All examples below are supported by Main Stream Media Reports

$125 Million: Hydro One expansion – Caledonia
$880+ Million: 4000 homes in Caledonia
$20 Million: 85 townhouses in Hagersville
$1+ Billion: Uranium mine in North Frontenac Township
Millions: Walmart in Dunnville
Aboriginals could wind up torpedoing a $7.5 Billion project
Financial Post - December 21, 2006 (giant pipeline project)

$280 Million: 140 homes in Deseronto
Millions: Grassy Narrows blockade enters its fifth year of
denying logging trucks
$275 million windmill farm
Native Protesters have appeared at $40 million shopping
centre, $500 million Business Development and $50 million
Housing Development in Brantford.
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Home Grown Terrorists
In Oka, Ipperwash and now in Caledonia, violence
has been the hallmark of native protesters to force
politicians to succumb to their agenda. Such
violence is designed to create fear among
residents, intimidate police forces and to directly
undermine economic stability for business.
Canada Anti-Terrorism Act:
After 9/11, the Canadian Government saw the need to create laws
against funding terrorism, encouraging Terrorism and acts of terrorism
themselves. According to the Act, ‘terrorism’ is defined as:
"act or omission… that is committed in whole or in part for a
political, religious or ideological purpose, objective or cause,
and in whole or in part with the intention of intimidating the
public, or a segment of the public, with regard to its security,
including its economic security, or compelling a person, a
government or a domestic or an international organization to
do or to refrain from doing any act that intentionally causes
death or serious bodily harm to a person by the use of
violence, endangers a person’s life, causes a serious risk to
the health or safety of the public or any segment of the public,
causes substantial property damage, whether to public or
private property,… causes serious interference with or serious
disruption of an essential service, facility or system, whether
public or private,… "

"It's rural terrorism," said one police officer at the scene
Toronto Sun – April 22, 2007
"Technically he's right. It's doubtful the government would tolerate this
kind of action from any other group."

$100 Million: Thousands Stranded By VIA Rail Shutdown
Toronto CityNews – June 29, 2007
“Illegal actions on aboriginal day of action won't help real issues.”

Chief Terrence Nelson on Mike Duffy - CTV
Press Release – July 23, 2007
“There are only two ways of dealing with the white man. One, either you
pick up a gun, or you stand between the white man and his money.”

Indian Summer
Western Standard – July 2007
'Ever since Mohawk thugs killed a cop during the Oka blockade in 1990,
police and their political masters have tended to let Indian lawbreakers
have their way. Native activists from Chilcotin in B.C. to Slave Lake,
Alta., to Miramichi, N.B., have learned that a bit of extortion in the form of
a blockade, along with the implicit threat of violence, will win one
anything from land to trees to a competitive advantage in the lobster
fishery. "
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Hundreds of Millions in Damages
$12 Million: Lost tax base per year in Caledonia
$100+ Million: CN Rail claims per day cost
$20 Million+: Hydro One Expansion in Caledonia
$1.4 Million: Replace burned out bridge
$2.1 Million: Repairs to destroyed Power Station
$1+ Million: Road/Highway Repairs
$10+ Million: Lost Property Value
Millions in Additional Security – School, Water Station,
Power Station, etc.
Millions lost due to theft of private property, destruction of
vehicles, burning down of barns & sheds and damages to
homes & private property.
Millions lost due to power outage resulting from the attack
on power station and blockade of commercial roads & rail.
Millions in negotiation fees
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Rule of Law’
The Refusal of the OPP to enforce the Criminal Code, and the absolute
failure of McGuinty to protect Land Title deeds in Ontario has led to a
direct attack upon the ‘Rule of Law’ and our Constitution.
MPP Toby Barrett – Haldimand Norfolk

"One law for all”

Press Release – July 23, 2007
'The rule of law is of particular interest along the
Grand River and across sand country. Illegal land
seizures, the illegal tobacco trade, and the burden
of government regulation have done more than
cripple our area's economy - they have caused
many to question whether we are all governed by
the same set of laws.'

National Post – June 28, 2007
"There cannot be two Criminal Codes in Canada -one for aboriginals and another for everyone else.
One law for all is a fundamental element of the
rule of law."

The Road to anarchy
Western Standard – Sept. 2006
'Authorities’ refusal to enforce the law in Caledonia
could mean many more incidents like this in the
future.”

Democracy Rights vs Law & Order:
Over the past 12 months there have been occupations in Caledonia, Hagersville, Dunnville,
Brantford, Kenora, Sharbot Lake and Deseronto with warnings of occupations in Kitchener,
Waterloo and every town along the Grand River.
Each of these occupations has resulted in economic damages to both business and residents.
In a democracy each person or group has a right to protest and to carry out a certain degree of
civil disobedience. However, that Freedom to express your views and to protest for your cause
cannot include violence against other Canadians or against people’s property. No Police force or
Government can allow any group to believe they have the right either to assault people or to
destroy private or public property.

Equality Rights
Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and
equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based
on race, nationality or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

ONE LAW FOR ALL
John Tory - May 4, 2007
“The fact is that right now, across several fronts, we
do not have one law for all. And I believe that this
must change… no one should be above the law,
whether it is regarding a political protest, a labour
dispute or any other issue. “The Premier of Ontario
must be prepared to vigorously pursue new tools and
new measures to ensure all parties comply with the
rule of law. Simply standing by and allowing land
occupations and railway blockades or other disruptive
demonstrations that defy court injunctions just cannot
be an option.”
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Duty to Consult?
First Nations groups often present the argument
that businesses have a 'Duty to Consult' before
any development takes place on property that
has land claims filed against it.
Haida Nation v. British Columbia, 2004
The Supreme Court of Canada has already ruled on this
issue. In the case of Haida Nation v. British Columbia, a
private company, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, was
being sued for failure to consult with the Haida Nation.
The Province of British Columbia continues to issue
licenses to cut trees on Haida Gwaii to forestry companies
– Weyerhaeuser Company Limited. The Crown's 'Duty to
Consult' was upheld by the Supreme Court. However, the
ruling stated that Weyerhaeuser had no obligation to
Consult. Here is the wording of the ruling:
"The Crown’s appeal is dismissed and Weyerhaeuser’s
appeal is allowed. The British Columbia Court of Appeal’s
order is varied so that the Crown’s obligation to consult
does not extend to Weyerhaeuser. The Crown has agreed
to pay the costs of the respondents regarding the
application for leave to appeal and the appeal.
Weyerhaeuser shall be relieved of any obligation to pay
the costs of the Haida in the courts below. It is not
necessary to answer the constitutional question stated in
this appeal."
As clearly stated the "Crown's obligation to consult DOES
NOT extend to Weyerhaeuser."

Corporations may be HELD HOSTAGE to
these illegal occupations but the Supreme
Court has ruled that businesses do not have
to consult before developing.
OPP Provide Protection for Illegal Occupations
Most people are confused when they are faced with the
fact that not only will the OPP not protect individuals
against illegal occupations, but that the OPP operate to
ensure native protesters are allowed to continue such
occupations without any interference by land owners or
their employees.
In many cases, the Native Protesters will pre-arrange with
OPP to occupy a development to ensure the OPP are
there to stop any land owner from protecting their
property. Any attempts by land owners to protect their
property will be countered with force by the OPP. Both
residents and land owners will face the harshest force the
OPP brings to bear.
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Corporations & the Problems they Face
Traditionally, business could rely on the knowledge that if governmentproscribed rules were followed, their Land Title deeds and investments
would be protected by both the police and the government. In the
Province of Ontario it is now well-documented that long-standing rights to
such property are no longer respected or enforced.
Ontario Home Builders Association – April 2007:
"When builders proceed with a development, we get the approvals – we've already been through the
process and all permits are in place… What happens when you do everything you need to do and it's
still not enough in the case of land claims?... From an industry standpoint we want to know at what
time a claim can arise, given that the developers have clear title to the land according to the land
registry offices – as was the case in Caledonia. Issues can happen even if someone is excavating for
a swimming pool or single home’s basement. Builders, who have followed all the proper procedures,
need to be protected from harm in these situations."

Protecting Private Property - Law Times June 18, 2007
'Premier Dalton McGuinty, quoted by Linden [Ipperwash Inquiry Judge], put it
another way: "We are determined… [reporter states] what he is really saying is that
the government will do anything necessary to avoid a repeat of Ipperwash; that is,
the killing of an aboriginal who is breaking the law in pursuit of, to use Linden's
phrase, "aboriginal and treaty rights." In the process, the theft of private land,
major economic dislocation, and even violence committed by radical aboriginals
will be ignored or tolerated. "No incident" acquired strange meanings.'
'If the law of trespass is to be ignored, and injunctive relief to be denied, how does
a private landowner protect his property?'

Court Orders & Injunctions:
Business relies on our court system to ensure that issues that may arise can be settled peacefully in a court
room. Corporations are finding out the hard way that although the Courts will uphold Land Title deeds and the
‘Rule of Law,’ the OPP will not enforce such Court Injunctions.
In cases around Ontario, the OPP and McGuinty’s government will also seek court standing to fight against
court injunctions. In the case of Caledonia, both the OPP and McGuinty Government fought against any
injunction, and appealed rulings by Judge Marshall designed to uphold the rule of law.
Not only can business no longer rely on the OPP & the McGuinty Government to uphold the ‘Rule of Law’ or
Land Title deeds, but they suddenly find themselves fighting a battle against the considerable resources of the
government.
Whether it is Henco Ltd in Caledonia, CN Rail in Deseronto or Frontenac Ventures Corporation in Sharbot
Lake, the OPP will not enforce injunctions and native protesters will not honour the court orders. Corporations
can spend all the money they want in court, but until the OPP or the McGuinty Government decide to honour
the ‘Rule of Law’ all such expenditures are a complete waste.
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Our Credibility
Credibility is important for any movement, and
the ability to get one’s message out to Media,
Politicians, Government Departments and Key
Decision Makers is vital.
Every Level of Government views our site daily:
Six different Provincial Governments and the Federal
Government can be viewing our site at the same time. We are
viewed by local municipalities from across Ontario daily as
well.
Regular viewers also include Native Police forces as well has
OPP, RCMP, CSIS and USA agencies.

Media Coverage:
Most of the major Media outlets use our site as a source of
information and our material is often quoted in various
publications. CanWest Globe Communication Corp. is the
single largest user of our website. Our Material has appeared
in articles from B.C. to Nova Scotia. We have done 400+
interviews in the past year on TV and Radio with both native
and non-Native media in Canada and the U.S., and have had
stories done in Ireland.

Largest Resource Site and most often Viewed.
We just had our 1st anniversary as a web site and now have
7000+ stories, videos, audio, letters posted. Our readership
has been over 550,000 viewers with over 4.3 million stories
read. 50% of our viewers are outside of Ontario. In the past 3
months we have had 175,000 viewers with 1.8 million stories
read.

Diversity of Views
We are the only website that provides material from such a
diverse point of view. News stories from native and non-native
media as well as personal blogs from people from all sides of
the issue. We are the only website that posts material that
personally supports us as well as material that attacks us. In a
democracy ‘Freedom of Expression’ is not something you just
say you believe in, but one that must be put into practice.

People in positions of power, both McGuinty and
Tory, OPP and Government departments have all
issued press releases about us – no other website
on any topic has had so many people in positions
of power talk about what they are posting.
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John Findlay – Lawyer for
Caledonia Class Action
Apr 9, 2007
'Caledonia Wake Up Call is a
crucial
source
of
reliable
information on the events that
have taken place in Caledonia, for
both the local residents and the
rest of the Province of Ontario.'

MPP Toby Barrett
Jan 17, 2007
'The web site provides a very
important service for the people of
Haldimand County. The site pulls
so much information together and
it has always been that way. The
most important thing for Caledonia
is the sharing of information'.

Our Accomplishments cont.
Public Attention that residents were victims
Forced OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface to move on
Stopped the OPP from repeatedly blaming others for their failures
Made ‘Two Tier Justice’ a household phrase
Exposed terrorist threat to CSIS and to the public
Exposed Ipperwash Inquiry as a political cover-up
Silenced the OPP propaganda machine
Exposed Liberal plan to sell out residents
Provided a reliable source for media stories
Brought the public to Caledonia & Caledonia to the public
Exposed OPP illegal activities against law abiding citizens
Effectively stopped McGuinty’s control over municipal election
Forced OPP to protect non-Native citizens
Indirect control of land claim negotiations
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Our Accomplishments cont.
Whether in Ipperwash or Caledonia, the OPP completely
failed to do their job. Instead the OPP have created a
system of intimidation and illegal activities directed
against non-Native people to cover up for OPP failures.
We Exposed that it was the OPP who should be Blamed:
For 15 years the OPP blamed the federal or provincial government for the
ongoing crimes that occurred in Ipperwash. Passing the buck and blaming
everyone else appears to be the way it is within the OPP but we
effectively convinced the public that the OPP were failing to enforce the
laws throughout the province. Everyone knows that no officer should
stand by and watch seniors being attacked or camera crews being
assaulted.

OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface is no more:
In May 2006 Boniface renewed a 3 year contract with the OPP as
Commissioner but 3 months later she left for a job in Ireland. Several
media outlets credited us for causing her to have to leave. Newspapers
in Ireland ran stories of Boniface leaving Canada after people signed our
petition to have her fired.

OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface
May 1998 - Oct 2006

We Exposed OPP Two Tier Justice for ALL to see:
It was OPP Association President Karl Walsh who first used the
phrase 'Two Tier Justice' to describe how the OPP were enforcing
the law in Caledonia. We made this our main message and
effectively it became a standard phrase in the media.

We Exposed OPP Intimidation Tactics to the Public:
The appointment of Mr. Fantino saw more direct intimidation tactics
employed by OPP: Months of public slander against anyone who
spoke up. Repeated OPP Press Releases and illegal arrests
became the OPP game plan to silence the public. We effectively
exposed these illegal tactics for all to see.

We Directly Challenged OPP Illegal Activities:
In any Peaceful Civil Rights movement, you need the means to
expose illegal activities of governments and police forces. We were
able to effectively do this by staging four completely peaceful rallies
in Caledonia – each targeted some aspect of the OPP.

We Silenced the OPP Propaganda Machine:
During the first 4 months of 2007 Mr. Fantino did about 50 interviews
regarding Caledonia – most were done to say something against us.
In the last 4 months Mr. Fantino has done none – we effectively
silenced the OPP Commissioner and forced the OPP to remove all
Press Releases from the OPP website that were about us.

It is the job of the OPP to enforce the laws as passed by
elected officials. Their job is not to subvert democratic
rights and people's basic freedoms.
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OPP Commissioner Julian Fantino
Nov 2006 -

Working Together
When people are divided politicians will do little to
help, but when we unite they are forced to listen.
Corporations & Associations:
It is very important for corporations and associations to continue to
follow the traditional ways of bringing about political change such as
lobbying governments – publicly and through private back-channels.
Corporations & associations have the knowledge required to inform
officials of the practical changes needed within the system.

CANACE – Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality:
CANACE is able to bring a human face to the problem. Through
public events designed to gain media attention the Canadian public
can see that change is needed. Once the public desires change it
will create the political will for change which will, in turn, cause
government officials to be more receptive to the lobbying efforts.
CANACE can do what business and associations cannot do. We can
organize peaceful protests that challenge the official positions of the
police and government that has allowed repeated violence and illegal
occupations to become the norm in the Province of Ontario.

Working Together:
All groups involved need to remain independent of each other and no
group should feel that they are endorsing any other group 100%. Our
goal is to restore law & order in Ontario, and the equal treatment of
all peoples before the law. This goal transcends any differences we
may have in beliefs or practices. We must unite for the common
good of all involved.
As such, CANACE will continue to educate the public, continue to
bring media attention to the issue, continue to gather nation wide
information on the topic while asking for financial support to keep the
movement going.
CANACE is committed to full-time work to bring about changes in
Government and the police. We are dedicated to serving and helping
others who are directly affected by land claim injustice and the failure
of police and Governments to fulfill their obligations to the public. We
ask only for two things from businesses and associations:
1) Financial Support
2) Press releases when events are held to gain greater attention.

Police must function within limits set by the Courts, the
Constitution and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
When a police force fails to do so it is the government's
duty to end any and all abuses by the police. When
government fails in its duty, democracy demands that
average people stand up for Justice, for Truth and for
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
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This report has been produced by CANACE, a non-profit organization committed to serving
the Canadian public and protecting people against violations of the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Please logon to www.CANACE.ca and join the struggle to end all forms of Two
Tier Justice in Canada.

Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality
www.CANACE.ca

Three founding nations - One Constitution
CANACE – Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality - was formed after it became clear that all levels of
Government were unwilling to deal with the ongoing violence and lawlessness that was occurring during
illegal occupations. CANACE is a solid long-term strategy to bring about a change to the political will in
Canada. CANACE is an evolution from the average guy on the street protesting to get media attention to a
nation wide association committed to the fundamental belief that United We Stand, but Divided We Fall.
CANACE was formed to accomplish Six Goals:
1) Public Advocacy: The ongoing problems in Ipperwash demonstrated that when the public is unaware of a
situation the politicians will do little to help. Therefore, we work to ensure that the public is repeatedly
reminded of both the economic & human cost of illegal occupations in Ontario.
2) Educate the Public: For the public to be able to have an informed opinion on the issues we are the only
source that provides a forum for all sides to express their opinion. We are the only group that posts the
views from all sides on our websites and allow all sides to speak out at our public gatherings. We believe
that democracy demands an educated public before there can truly be a political will for change.
3) Legal Challenges: Any long-term strategy needs to apply additional legal pressure on law enforcement
agencies and governments. As such we actively gather evidence for Police Complaints, Human Rights
Complaints and for Lawsuits. When police and government try to intimidate people or defame people's
character, their actions are directly countered by the various legal means within our Democracy.
4) Uniting People: The situation in Caledonia is not the problem but merely the symptoms of a greater
problem within government and the real problem will not be resolved until there is a change in government
attitudes. Such a change in attitudes will only occur when Canadians unite and demand change. No
politicians will stand until the public demands they do so.
5) Ending Discrimination in Law Enforcement and Government Attitudes: As Canadians we claim to
believe in equality irrespective of race, religion or national origin. We must, therefore, bring about an end to
all race-based policies within the police and government mindset.
6) Valid Land Claims should be resolved immediately: Not all claims are valid and as such the
Government should immediately end any negotiations on any such claims and allow the courts to settle
them. If needed special courts should be set up to fast track these claims. All valid claims should have a
time limit applied to them and if they are not settled they should be passed to the courts. Far too many
people with their own agendas, on both sides, have a vested interest to ensure land claim negotiations
continue for years. Such claims should not be hijacked for personal gain.
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